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Abstract 

 Youth athletes in team sports are embedded within a complex co-regulatory system. 

Their club implements expectations and regulations upon the players, their coaches work with 

the club to define the sociocultural system, and coaches work with teams and players to 

implement the activities, like practice time and game strategy. These provide opportunities for 

struggle and negotiation within and among teams, players, and coaches. As teams struggle 

together and reflect upon shared experiences, tensions emerge that begin to define their identity. 

This study aims to explore the role of reflection in emergent identity across shared history 

through the McCaslin (2009) co-regulation framework and causal attribution theory (Weiner, 

2010). Results indicate that identified tensions play a key role in how players causally consider 

and attribute successful or unsuccessful events as they happen to themselves or their team. These 

tensions create a platform for shared experiences that inform future motivation and emergent 

identity through individual and team learnings.  
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

 For athletes who participate in youth sports search for meaning from their wins, their 

losses, their participation, their role, and their relationships. Young people are in a time in their 

lives where they challenge and transform their identity and develop meaningful relationships, 

and sport elicits opportunities for further exploration. There is rarely a season without an 

outcome that challenges players as individuals or as a team. As the level of play increases, high 

achieving young athletes struggle against the constant pressures for success, the increase in 

unexpected and negative outcomes, and continuing motivation for competition.  

 Players learn their expectations from their social and cultural context. In youth volleyball, 

the social context is highly structured across club teams and throughout the nation. Each 

individual player belongs to a team, each team is under the direction of a coach, and each coach 

follows guidance offered by a club. While each club differs on their interaction with players, the 

club initially determines the expectations for coaches, their teams, and players of different levels. 

The context of this study focuses on the experience of elite youth volleyball athletes as they 

develop identity within their team and the culture of the club. 

A Picture of Elite Youth Athletes 

 Elite youth athletes have been found to self-regulate more adaptively than their peers who 

are learning the sport (Jonker, Elferink-Gemser, & Visscher, 2010; Toering, Elferink-Gemser, 

Jordet, & Visscher, 2009; Jordalen, Lernyre, & Druand-Bush, 2020; Toering, Elferink-Gemser, 

Jordet, Jorna, Pepping, & Visscher, 2011). Elite level international youth athletes tend to have 

higher reflective skills than their national counterparts in youth soccer in the Netherlands. This 

skill was found to help players focus on sport through coping skills during periods of changes in 
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development (Toering, Elferink-Gemser, Jordet, Jorna, Pepping, & Visscher, 2011). Elite players 

have also been found to have a higher awareness of their strengths and weaknesses, and are more 

likely to be able to direct their effort towards self-identified areas of improvement (Toering, 

Elferink-Gemser, Jordet, & Visscher, 2009). In general, skill in reflection distinguishes elite 

athletes in their self-regulatory skills (Jonker, Elferink-Gemser, & Visscher, 2010).  

 The participants in this study qualify as elite youth athletes in that they are selected for 

teams that are oriented around competing at the highest level of play as defined by National 

standards. These athletes are selected through an intensive process of skill analysis that takes 

place prior to every season of play. Thus, athletes must also maintain their skill during the off-

season in order to continue competing at high levels of play. From a self-regulatory perspective, 

this means being able to continue within a goal setting despite being physically distanced from 

the goal in which one is working towards. This requires a high level of self-regulatory skills and 

motivation during a time when peers and coaches are largely unavailable due to high school 

regulations involving contacting and working with club athletes.  

 In addition to a necessity of a high level of self-regulatory skill, youth athletes also are 

within an arena of heightened concern of developing their own identity as individuals (Champ, 

Ronkainen, Littlewood, & Eubank, 2020).  Prior work has indicated that the elite social setting of 

team sport can have negative impacts by fostering identity exclusivity and can limit feelings of 

control in young athletes (Coakley, 1992; Black & Smith, 2007). Many athletes begin 

experiencing burnout as they reach the peak of their talent due to identity and control issues 

within sport (Black & Smith, 2007). Lower perceptions of control have been found to be 

associated with high burnout rates among elite youth athletes (Black & Smith, 2007; Jordalen, 

Lemyre, Solstad, & Ivarsson, 2018; Langan, Toner, Black, & Lonsdale, 2015). As we develop an 
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understanding of the self-regulatory demands of elite youth sport and the impacts on developing 

identity, it is key to also understand the way that young athletes attribute the events they 

encounter. The dimension of controllability in attribution theory indicates that individuals may 

view an event as uncontrollable, but if it is also believed unstable then they may not have 

negative self-regulatory responses in reflection appear. Causal attribution theory (Weiner, 2010) 

gives insight into the ways that young athletes interpret and understand the events that they 

encounter. Attributions for why things happen frame the ways that athletes interact with their 

setting and move forward in their personal and team goals. A co-regulation perspective allows 

for interpretation of how teams work through events, create identity, and foster community 

within their team, themselves, and the club as a whole. Both attribution and co-regulation 

frameworks guide this study.  

Theoretical Basis 

 The following theories inform the design of this research and structure the analysis of 

data through grounded theory methodologies within the context of elite youth club volleyball. 

Co-Regulation 

This study utilizes McCaslin’s (2009) co-regulation framework to organize qualitative 

data. Club volleyball is a highly integrated personal, social, and cultural system that externally 

regulates norms, behaviors, events, and expectations around shared goals for ‘who’ the club is, as 

defined through their individual teams. Often, this definition is key for clubs to continue 

recruitment and compete for the highest talents within the local pool of players. Creating a 

desired identity is in large part left to their highest performing groups, referred to from this point 

as the ‘Nationals’ teams. 
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Co-regulation provides a framework to review how “…social and cultural influences 

might impact the development of the individual or perhaps transcend the individual” (McCaslin, 

2009, p. 137). This study specifically aims to explore the tensions between the social, personal, 

and cultural areas of influence that contribute to emerging identity within teams and individuals. 

Volleyball provides an ideal setting to examine co-regulation as there are clearly outlined 

cultural, social, and personal elements to involvement within the sport. On the personal level, 

players are influenced by their biological abilities (current growth and physical state), their 

personality and disposition, and their readiness for different levels of performance and play. 

Players have a strong source of social influence as well in their teammates and coaches. Coaches 

design the experience for their own teams and make choices related to their analyses of player 

readiness and dispositions that include playing time and practice activities. These activities and 

adaptations influence the central tensions between the social press and personal press of team 

membership. As players work within the tensions associated with activities and adaptations, they 

also must work through the tensions that are pressed upon them from the cultural area. These 

include the expectations and regulations placed on them as they are a part of the culture of the 

club. Players press against these expectations and regulations, and together can modify the way 

that sociocultural structures are enacted through their coach. As the different areas of influence 

press upon each other, players encounter tensions that create both struggle and opportunity for 

identity development. This study aims to apply the McCaslin (2009) co-regulation framework to 

explore how navigating and negotiating tensions among sources of influence and expectations 

impact emerging identity.  

 Causal Attribution 
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In order to better understand the ways in which youth volleyball players navigate their 

tensions, it is important to understand how they attribute events throughout the season. Oddly, 

attribution research in sport has declined despite the importance of understanding causal analysis 

for future performance and self-regulatory behavior (Biddle, 1999; Rees, Ingledew, & Hardy, 

2005). Suggestions for future work include how attributions generalize across time, situations, 

and people (Rees, Ingledew, & Hardy, 2005). Attribution theory fits the aims of this study, 

however, in the way that it defines and addresses motivated behavior in experienced situations. 

According to Weiner, the determinants  of action include ability, task difficulty, and effort 

(2010). Of these determinants of action, Heider (1944) considers ability and effort internal to the 

actor, whereas task difficulty was considered external. From this original list, Weiner proposes 

four main perceived causes of achievement outcomes which include ability, effort, task 

difficulty, and luck (2010). These four causes resonate with elite team players. 

 As the locus of control concept developed, Weiner considered its relation to expectancy 

in attribution. Because control alone failed to account for the reason that some internal causes of 

failure can lead to decreases in expectancy, Weiner suggests that another key attributional 

property is causal stability (Weiner, 2010). The causal consequence of stability is expectancy, 

whereas the causal consequence of locus is pride or self-esteem. These together influence future 

action and motivated behavior through choice, intensity, and persistence (Weiner, 2010).  

 Weiner suggests that causal analysis occurs when individuals encounter an unexpected, 

negative, or important event; otherwise, they tend to return to achievement striving behaviors 

such as intensity, latency, or persistence (Weiner, 2010). Negative, unexpected, and important 

events are key to this study as players encounter high expectations (derived from others as well 
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as themselves) and are confronted with the difficult realities of performance throughout the 

season.  

Statement of Purpose 

Events in volleyball are not in isolation, just as causal attribution “does not occur in a 

vacuum” (Weiner, 2010, p.7). For this reason, understanding co-regulation aspects of youth sport 

is key to developing a well-rounded picture of athlete and team development. The setting in 

which athletes encounter expectations, regulations, activities, and adaptations matters as it 

determines what is possible and probable (McCaslin, 2009).  Applying the co-regulation 

framework to elite youth athletes can add perspective to the practicable setting within which 

these events occur, how athletes interpret them, and how they develop identity around their 

teammates, coaches, and club culture. This study aims to better understand the identity 

development and motivation that results from co-regulated experiences, shared history, and 

expectancy in the context of youth sports.  

Research Question 

The following research questions were investigated in the course of a season of youth volleyball 

at the Nationals level: 

Research Question 1: What is the role of history in emerging team identity? 

Research Question 2: Do dimensions of causal attribution differ in athletes by actor (team or 

individual) and condition (success or failure)?  

Research Question 3: How do players navigate through conflict and tension within their teams?   

Research Question 4: How do players negotiate within a lack of control?  
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Chapter 2: 

Literature Review 

Causal Attribution 

  Causal attributions are an individual’s explanation, or inference, for why or how an event 

happened (Pederson & Manning, 2004). Attributions are classified in a three-dimensional 

framework that includes locus (internal-external), stability (stable-unstable), and controllability 

(controllable-uncontrollable). Together, these dimensions inform future achievement motivation 

in sport as individuals encounter frequent concrete feedback about their performance and the 

performance of others. 

After encountering an unexpected, negative, or important event, athletes will likely assign 

causal attributions. Causal antecedents such as past personal history, social norms, actor vs. 

observer perspective, and biases are used to inform these assignments (Weiner, 2010). In the 

case of this study, individuals have extensive social norms for their participation in club 

volleyball at the National level (discussed in the co-regulation section). These antecedents 

influence the resulting causal ascriptions individuals make, which include achievement aspects 

(ability, effort, strategy, task and luck) and affiliation aspects (physical characteristics, 

personality, availability of target, and others). Both aspects of ascriptions, achievement and 

affiliation, are important to a volleyball player’s analysis of cause, because there are individual 

achievement characteristics that determine outcomes of events as well as affiliation aspects that 

determine their belonging and future relationships within their team. Additionally, Heider asserts 

that past experience is essential to defining future interpersonal causal attributions, connected 

through similarity of actions (Heider, 1944). As teams develop, it can be inferred that their causal 

attribution patterns within themselves and amongst each other will adjust to their experience. 
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Players’ experience in the world of club volleyball is defined by the personal, social, and cultural 

aspects that they carry with them into events. These characteristics become essential concerns 

and influence tension as they study progresses.  

 The causal dimensions that are a result of outcomes, past history, and related tensions are 

of primary interest to this study. The dimensions that Weiner considers most central to 

attribution theory are locus, stability, and controllability, each with resulting psychological 

consequences in their respective domains. This study also includes the dimensions of globality, 

intentionality, importance, and realism to further understand the intersections of tensions, 

history, and expectation for resulting future motivation.  

Locus. Weiner largely considers locus responsible for the resulting affects that 

individuals experience from causal attributions. This is especially true for easy and difficult 

tasks. If an individual succeeds at a difficult task, such as being a candidate for a Nationals level 

team like participants in this study, they are likely to experience levels of high pride as they are 

likely to attribute their success at the task to an internal causal locus -- ability. Alternatively, if 

they succeed in an easy task, they are likely to experience low levels of pride because they would 

attribute their success to the ease of the task, and not themselves.  

Stability. Causal stability is said to be the root of shifts in expectancy (Weiner, 2010). If 

the cause is likely to continue in the future (considered ‘stable’), then causal locus has little to do 

with any resulting shifts in expectations. If an individual perceives that they can change the 

cause, then it is also likely that they perceive they can change the outcome. Often, the way that 

individuals perceive they can change an internal outcome is through directed effort. For example, 

a volleyball player could struggle with her serve. She contacts her coach for extra time at 

practice in order to help her stay inside the court when she serves, thus changing the outcome 
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through persistent effort. However, if she attributed her struggles with her serve to a stable cause, 

such as ability, she would be unlikely to take further action to remedy the situation.  

Controllability. Controllability refers to the extent to which the actor, or in the case of 

this study, player, can exercise agency within the situation and towards their outcome. Weiner 

added causal control to attribution theory as a third dimension to further differentiate specific 

causes within internal and external loci (Weiner, 2010). For example, Weiner considers ability 

internal, stable, and uncontrollable whereas effort is internal, unstable and controllable. In 

volleyball, an athlete may blame her ability for failure on the court and lack persistence towards 

her goals due to perceiving the cause of an event as uncontrollable and stable over time. Another 

athlete may view a failure on the court as due to a lack of effort, and persists despite subsequent 

failures because she perceives the outcome as unstable and controllable.  

Controllability is further complicated in the volleyball domain by the role of coaches and 

the deep integration of the team. In order to experience success, multiple players must execute 

their role in each set. Coaches are responsible for plays, yet players themselves are responsible 

for the execution of those plays in terms of their individual role within the play. In these 

situations, Weiner differentiates between inter and intrapersonal theories of motivation. He 

states, “Success and failure in achievement settings do not occur in a vacuum…there is a rich 

social context that effects and is effected by achievement performance” (Weiner, 2008, p.7). An 

individual can experience an event, establish a cause, and due to the involvement of others, 

include a responsibility antecedent that relies strongly on causal controllability and intentionality 

(further defined subsequently). In teams, if another involved actor is determined responsible for 

an achievement failure (it was ‘controllable’), the resulting affect by the team is likely anger, 

which results in behaviors that include reprimanding, condemnation, neglect, and retaliation. If 
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the actor is deemed not responsible for the event due to causal uncontrollability or 

unintentionality, the event elicits sympathy from others and often helpful behaviors (Weiner, 

2008). 

Control is complex in that many situations in volleyball are integrated within a spectrum, 

with a varying degree of controllability. Instead of absolute control or lack of control, individuals 

can exert control over a portion of an event, they attribute to that portion of the event which leads 

to different behaviors. These behaviors lead to different affects that impact the team, 

expectations, and future motivation.  

Globality. As attribution theory evolved, globality was included to further distinguish 

stability and aid in explanation for expectancy of success. While stability is described as ‘over 

time’, globality is described as ‘across or over situations’(Weiner, 2010). For example, if a 

volleyball player cannot block an incoming attack during a game, an analysis of globality may 

take place. If the player concludes that she just has difficulties in this exact situation against this 

specific attacker, she would have a more specific situational attribution to the cause. If the player 

instead concludes that she has difficulties with attackers in general who use a certain style of 

approach, she may have a more global attribution of the cause of her failure to defend. If the 

player additionally concludes that she lacks the ability to perform at the same level as her 

opponents in future situations (a stable, global attribution), she may develop hopelessness in the 

face of future similar events in her position.  

Intentionality. Intentionality is defined as the degree to which an individual 

purposefully, or meant to, do something and is often called upon when making inferences related 

to responsibility antecedents in interpersonal motivation (Weiner, 2008). Heider originally 

discussed the concept of responsibility as a guiding mechanism through which differentiated 
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causal analysis occurs (1944). It is particularly called upon during aggressive events involving 

others, which arise frequently in volleyball on-court situations. When players experience a 

negative or unexpected event, they often react towards and among each other. These reactions 

can be helpful or can function as reprimands or condemnations. If a player perceives that another 

player purposefully did not call the ball, they may view this event as aggressive and intentional, 

become angry, and retaliate. This can function cyclically as players then perceive the 

condemnation as retaliation and further retaliate in the form of on-court argument.  

However, unintentional attributions often elicit sympathy. Sympathy does not result in 

reprimands, condemnation, neglect or retaliation. While it can result in help-giving behaviors, 

these behaviors may not always be gladly accepted as a lack of intentionality may also project 

upon the player a lack of perceived control. There is a complex relation within intentionality and 

tensions in co-regulation. If a player acts intentionally, there is an understanding amongst others 

that they can control their negative outcome through changing their behavior. If other players or 

coaches perceive a player acts unintentionally, there may be in some situations a perceived lack 

of control (“unable”) or commitment (“pay attention”) that is projected upon the player in the 

circumstance. For this reason, the experience of inter-team tension related to intentionality may 

not always be obvious.  

Importance. The only time an event is considered for attributional search is when it is 

negative, unexpected, or important (Weiner, 2010). Thus, the importance of an event is central to 

attribution itself. Importance is one of the causal antecedents after an event that spurs causal 

thinking. In club volleyball, important events are considered Nationals qualifying tournaments. 

While there are many games and opportunities for the team to perform, the tournaments that are 

considered important are Nationals qualifiers. These games each determine the future 
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possibilities for a team’s overarching goal of competing at the Nationals tournament at the end of 

the season. The stakes are so that if they do not do well at these events, they do not qualify and 

do not get their opportunity to compete at their namesake level.  

 It is apparent that the Nationals qualifying tournaments meet the criterion for attributional 

causal thinking. Further, as players move forward in these tournaments, the relative importance 

of each may increase or decrease dependent upon prior performances. If teams achieve their own 

expectations for performance early on, and qualify for Nationals, the subsequent tournaments 

may lose importance as they no longer determine the outcome of their season aside from seeding 

changes, because teams can increase or decrease in rank as the season continues. A higher rank 

typically involves a relatively easier schedule. However, if teams do not achieve to their 

expectations early on, subsequent tournaments may increase in importance as they will define if 

players qualify at all for Nationals and thus, the outcome of the season entirely.  

Realism. The construct of realism was added to test dimensions of attribution theory in 

this study. For this study, realism is defined by the realism to which an individual can imagine a 

situation happening to their group. Realism may give insight into changes that occur based on 

shared history and how individuals interpret and visualize different events (positive or negative 

as well as team or self).  

 Weiner posits that shared history is an important element to interpersonal attribution and 

motivation (Weiner, 2010; Weiner, 2018). Causal attribution of events organizes the social field 

in which people make and gain meaning (Heider, 1944). Realism adds to the theory in that it 

allows for the proximity of the situation and history to be addressed. Generating these internal 

representations of situations inform us about ourselves and our immediate physical and social 
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environment (Ryan & Irie, 2014). From these experiences, people draw meaning, self-regulate, 

and organize their future motivations.  

Attribution in Sport. Sporting events offer an ideal context for causal attribution to 

occur. Events are concrete, meaning that there is little open interpretation involved in a success 

or failure (Pederson & Manning, 2004). The score determines the win or loss at the team level. 

Players then must make sense of their performance within that success or failure. This shared 

experience and the resulting individual attributions within and about them then inform future 

motivation of the athletes.  

 Previous research indicates that athletes tend to make internal, stable, and controllable 

attributions (Pederson & Manning, 2004; Hamilton & Jordan, 2008). From this point, researchers 

have attempted to look at variables like team cohesion, trust, and belonging to explain success 

differentials in teams (Carron, Bray, & Eys, 2002; Turman, 2003; Mach, Dolan, & Tzafrir, 

2010). Results indicate that athletes on more cohesive and trusting teams tend to have more 

similar attributions to their teammates for events than those on less cohesive teams. Athletes on 

less cohesive teams tend to experience more divergence in causal attribution post-event 

(Pederson & Manning, 2004). While this phenomenon has been found to exist across various 

groups, little is known as to how teams come to converge or not around similar sense-making 

processes. 

In volleyball, shared experiences are essential to sense-making. As individuals gain 

experience together, they begin to make internal representations of their team, their current 

abilities, and how to direct future effort. As individuals self-regulate, they must have experiences 

to regulate in ways that address current needs and direct their practice. Though the coach plays 

an essential role in determining what players practice, their own interpretations and investment 
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within the practice yields their expended efforts. In this way, understanding their representation 

and the realism of failure and success, team and individual events can aid in understanding 

attribution patterns, emerging identities, and progress within defined tensions over the season.  

Co-Regulation and Identity Development 

  As mentioned, this study utilizes McCaslin’s (2009) co-regulation framework as the 

grounded theory from which to observe player participation in club volleyball.  

Source of Influence. McCaslin’s (2009) co-regulation framework identifies three main 

sources of influence on emergent identity. These include the personal, social, and cultural. Each 

source presses upon the other, creating potential tensions through which identity emerges. 

Tensions are addressed through opportunity, struggle, or negotiation.  

 Personal. The personal source is defined as the readiness and potential that an individual 

can act upon. Each individual has their own resources available to them which include biology 

and dispositions (McCaslin, 2009). In volleyball, these aspects are essential to performance. If an 

individual has not grown physically, it limits their ability to play certain positions is limited well, 

as height is a key element to the game. Dispositions are also important in terms of how players 

interact with each other and their challenges in sport.  

 Readiness is a key aspect of the personal source. The extent to which an individual is 

ready for the opportunities, struggles, and negotiations presented to them is important to consider 

(McCaslin, 2009). Because the culturel enacts expectations onto these individuals, the person (or 

in this case, player) can press back against these expectations if they are not ready. An 

individual’s personal identity is influenced by their own readiness to work within expectations 

by achieving them, modifying them, or failing to meet them. Activities and adaptations though 
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the coach and the team can help the player to practice and enact these expectations dependent 

upon their own readiness.  

 Social. The social sources include the “…situations, opportunities, and relationships that 

are practicable” (McCaslin, 2009). These situations, opportunities, and relationships are 

practicable so that they can be acted upon in daily life (McCaslin, 2009). These also vary to the 

extent to which they are in line with culturally valued expectations within existing sociocultural 

structures. In the case of the volleyball team, the social sources are the influence of the team and 

coach. The team develops its identity around the personal resources of each player, the activities 

and adaptations provided by the coach, and the expectations set up by the club itself.  

 The coach acts as a filter for the social influence on the team. The coach receives 

information from the club about what opportunities are available for the team and chooses the 

adaptations necessary to help the team achieve within those opportunities. Players press on the 

coach as individuals regarding these activities and adaptations, creating tensions within the team 

and with the coach. These tensions are in turn navigated through struggle and negotiation as the 

group establishes their identity.  

 Cultural. Cultural sources set the norms and distribute the challenges within existing 

socio-cultural structures (McCaslin, 2009). In club volleyball, there are many cultural influences 

to consider when thinking about co-regulation of emergent identity. For example, club volleyball 

in the United States is governed by the United States of America Volleyball Association 

(USAV). There are alternative governing associations that provide clubs guidance, legal aid, and 

insurance to hold practices and compete at their events; however, the USAV is largely 

responsible for National level events and thus has a monopoly upon the organizations that 

compete with them. The association that a club is affiliated with makes large scale decisions 
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about the rules for participation, the norms in volleyball for recruitment, practices, and player 

treatment, and sets the expectation for standards of performance at the National level.  

 Another area of cultural influence is the club organization itself. Each individual team is 

involved in a club. The club liasons with the national and state level of their affiliated 

organization or organizations, and provides the teams with guidance on how to interact with their 

players, helps them gain and retain players, and sets the standards for performance and 

participation within their organization. The club in this study sets standards and expectations for 

participation in their club that are presented at the beginning of the season for parents and 

athletes must sign their agreement with those standards and expectations. These rules play an 

essential role in creating the sociocultural structures within which social sources operate and the 

expectations and regulations in which players define their role.  

Tensions. Tensions occur from the press between different sources of influence. For 

example, the personal presses upon the social and the cultural, the social presses upon the 

cultural and personal, and the cultural presses upon the personal and social (McCaslin, 2009). 

The bidirectional pressure creates tensions between and among the sources of influence in how 

players (and coaches) navigate, negotiate, and struggle through the resulting opportunities and 

conflicts presented as follows. 

Activities and Adaptations. Activities and adaptations are the tensions that exist 

between the personal and social sources of influence (McCaslin, 2009). As individuals work 

within their social circles, they are introduced to activities that foster the opportunity for struggle 

and negotiation. Individuals and their social sources of influence struggle, negotiate and then 

adapt to the different demands of these situations. Adaptations illustrate the compromise that 

exists between a personal source and a social source.  
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In volleyball, players are given opportunities through their own work and the social 

resource of the team. Their contributions are valued through the team’s efforts as a whole. It is 

difficult in volleyball to separate performance based on individuals; instead, even personal skills 

that derive from effortful behaviors, biology, disposition, and readiness are engrained within the 

opportunities provided through the social sources of influence. Thus, individuals may experience 

extreme tension within their teams because their own identity is tied with that of the team’s 

through their shared performance opportunities.  

Expectations and Regulations. Expectations and regulations set the tensions between 

the cultural and personal sources of influence (McCaslin, 2009). These are established by the 

culture and challenged or accepted by the personal. In volleyball, the cultural expectations are 

those that are set by the club at the beginning of the season. The club has certain guidelines 

posed as expectations that athletes must meet in order to be members of their club. Each team 

performance level has different guidelines, though it is stated that age does not matter in terms of 

expectations.  If a player is selected for a certain performance level (like the National teams in 

this study) they are expected to perform to the expectations listed regardless of their development 

or age. There are of course differences within the expectations for what certain behaviors will 

look like, but the expectations continuously put pressure on athletes to work towards the 

overarching goals of being a ‘Nationals’ level player for this club organization.  

Regulations include rules about how players are expected to act when they represent the 

club. Club representation and the associated appropriate behaviors include club tournaments, 

practices, or even when wearing club gear in public. Players are expected to recognize that they 

are a member of the organization and their social media and public behavior represent the 

standards of the club.  
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Sociocultural Structures. The sociocultural structures represent the institutional press 

between the social and the cultural (McCaslin, 2009). Institutions, like the club volleyball 

organization in this study, press their view of the context on the social, or the teams. The teams 

then consolidate what they know personally about their players with what the club sees and sets 

as possible for them. The influence of sociocultural structures is particularly poignant in times of 

transition when the culture attempts to define expectations and set standards of performance, and 

the coaches must construct activities in order for the players to meet those expectations and 

standards. In this way, the social source, in this case the coach, acts as a filter from the club to 

the player.   

It is important to recognize the press in the other direction as well. Because tensions are 

bidirectional, there is also a press back upon the culture from the social. The coaches in this club 

exercise this tension by establishing what is realistic for their players and teams. If the club has 

expectations that do not fit the activities and possible adaptations of players, the role of the coach 

is to advocate to the club on behalf of their team. For example, if the club expects players to help 

facilitate a weekend camp for younger athletes and current members of the 15’s team have a big 

test on the following Monday, they may communicate their concerns to their coach. It is then the 

role of the coach to press back on the structure of the club to allow for adaptations to the 

expectations and standards for the players. Of course, players themselves can do this individually 

as well for less widespread issues. However, the press between the social and cultural is essential 

for advocating on behalf of individuals due to the power of groups.  

Participation and Validation. Participation and validation is central to the model. As 

young athletes work towards their goals on the court, it is the hope that they will make progress 

towards expectations and be validated by their teammates and coach for their efforts. For this 
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reason, active participation is central to the model for identity development. Additionally, 

validation provides the context through which feedback is given about the player’s development 

as they move forward in the season. As players develop their own identities and teams develop 

around shared tensions, individual participation is central to belonging in the group.  

Participating is not just a passive action. As tensions develop and presses begin to 

manifest, an active participation should occur for the individual to develop their identity around 

those shared tensions. In team sports, this is essential to developing identity within the team. If 

an individual chooses not to participate in tensions, referred to in some research as team 

struggles, and instead focuses solely on their individual role, there is little that can be done for 

team cohesion around shared goals (Carron, Eys, & Burke, 2007; Carron, Colman, Wheeler, & 

Stevens, 2002; Benson, Eys, Surya, Dawson, & Schneider, 2013). For this reason, it is central to 

player development to discover and work through tensions within themselves and their team, and 

with their coach and their club in order to craft the structure of the setting around their own 

experiences.  

Identity and Conflict in Adolescence  

 Identity is a major concern in adolescent development, particularly within the age group 

of this study which includes 14-to-18-year-old athletes. Marcia proposes that identity is, “an 

internal, self-constructed, dynamic organization of drives, abilities, beliefs, and individual 

history” (1980, p. 100). As seen in attribution theory and co-regulation, the importance of 

personal history is central to understanding the self within a situation. Adolescence is defined as 

a time period when individuals experience shifting in identity due to the transition from concrete 

to formal operations, changes in moral reasoning, and approach to psycho-social concerns among 

other areas of change (Marcia, 1980).  
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 It is also proposed that a well-developed identity is flexible (Marcia, 1980). Identity 

flexibility is essential for changing social structures and personal history. In volleyball, it is 

essential for players to develop a flexible identity due to the constant change in systems and 

presses happening from cultural, social, and personal areas. As teams develop, multiple 

individuals are changing, sharing history, and ideally growing together towards shared values.  

 Marcia’s theory of identity development is rooted in Erikson’s dichotomy of identity vs. 

identity confusion. This is the stage in adolescence where individuals engage in the conflict 

within themselves and explore options related to their identity and crises they encounter, or 

alternatively do not engage with identity and result in confusion about themselves and their role 

in the space they occupy (Marcia, 1980).  

 The four stages of identity development in Marcia’s framework include foreclosure, 

identity diffusion, moratorium, and identity achievement. While these stages are not included in 

this study, it is important to note the importance of crisis in both adolescent identity development 

as well as co-regulation. Crisis is a central and enabling construct in identity development. Crisis 

is also key to both identity achievement and moratorium stages. It also can either be present or 

absent within identity diffusion. As players navigate personal tensions in volleyball, they are also 

navigating identity development issues that underlie their concerns.  

 Research suggests that peer groups in team sports are essential to adolescent identity, 

particularly in females (MacPherson, Kerr, & Stirling, 2015). As individuals worked within their 

team setting, MacPherson and colleagues found that peers contributed to athletes’ definitions of 

social and physical selves. Additionally, identity development is found to be facilitated through 

friendship, negative relations, and the context of the team itself (MacPherson, Kerr, & Stirling, 
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2015; Bruner, Balish, Forrest, Brown, Webber, Gray, & Shields, 2017). Again, findings indicate 

the importance of crisis in the developing adolescent identity.  

 Weiss and Williams (2004) suggests that there are forms of recognition that can 

contribute to an individual’s sense of self and others within sport. These five forms of 

recognition are recognition a) within a group, b) in an assigned role, c) in an acquired role, d) in 

a public role, and e) of personal identity. Each of these forms of recognition can be explicitly 

connected to opportunities, struggles, and negotiations within sport as athletes work to form their 

identity. Recognition within a group “means being like others, an equal among co-equals, an 

insider” (Weiss & Williams, 2004). Players practice their assigned or acquired roles, perform 

them publicly, and then consolidate their success or failure into their causal frameworks which 

can contribute to their personal identity within sport.  

Belonging in Team Sport 

 An important component of considering developing identity through conflict is the need 

for a sense of belonging within one’s social groups. Baumeister and Leary (1995) suggest that 

belonging is a fundamental human need that derives from our evolutionary tendency to need 

groups for survival. While not as directly related to ongoing welfare now, the need to belong in 

volleyball is paralleled by a need to ‘survive’; that is, manage the expectations of the culture, 

compete at high levels of performance, and succeed in group goals. Female athletes in particular 

have noted that they experience a sense of belonging in sport because playing sports is a “place 

of refuge” (Walseth, 2006). Belonging in team sports for the female athlete can act as a way to 

consolidate the needs for both survival and refuge with their teammates.  

 The need to belong has two key components in order to be satisfied. First, there is 

ongoing and frequent reactions with the other person or people. Second, their bond has stability, 
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affective concern, and a possibility to continue into the immediate future (Baumeister & Leary, 

1995). In volleyball, the first condition is immediately satisfied by the context of volleyball itself 

(in usual circumstances). Players see their teammates and coaches at least three times a week in 

practices, and more during tournament weeks.  

 The second component is less easily satisfied and a potential contributor for many 

tensions as teams begin to practice and perform together. Stability itself is difficult to construe 

without knowledge of your teammates and a shared history. Additionally, affective concern is 

difficult to consider given the immediacy of outcomes, reactions, and responses. Players must 

build these bonds outside of performance outcomes in order to better understand the affective 

reactions of their teammates and consolidate their own emotions within a highly competitive 

context. While frequent interactions are likely to continue into the immediate future, the player 

has little information about the actual connections within the relationship and the damages that 

may occur due to action or inaction on the court. As players continue together, their history of 

reaction and response will contribute to information about affective concern and future relational 

connections.  

Feelings of belongingness in sports teams have been marked by higher vigor, lower 

depression, lower anger, and lower tension (Terry, Carron, Pink, Lane, Jones, & Hall, 2008). To 

experience these emotions, task-involvement and orientation were essential. There are central 

differences between belonging in task-focused sports teams and self-focused sports teams. A 

task-focused team may be focused specifically on what they need to do together in order to 

achieve their goal. A self-focused sports team focuses more on their individual role within the 

system. Walseth (2006) found that there are different forms of belonging that are produced from 

involvement in sport communities. The two types of belonging include traditional sport 
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communities that are focused around social support, collective norms, and interaction, and 

expressivity based sports communities that contribute to the development of identity and self-

image (Walseth, 2006). Sports communities were found to foster these climates through their 

unique cultures.  

 As previously discussed, a central component to belonging is recognition as a member of 

a group (Weiss & Williams, 2004). While other forms of recognition have been linked to 

developing athlete identity, only group recognition has been linked to feelings of belonging 

within a community (Walseth, 2006). However, the inability to be involved in the physical 

performance aspects of self-regulation may contribute to a lack of ability to feel like the athlete 

belongs to the group itself. This limiting factor is important to consider given the need for task-

involvement and aspects of control. Thus, despite the positive elements of involvement in youth 

sport, it is important to realize the limitations of belonging in sport and better understand the 

framework around what it means to orchestrate an identity within a group. 

Self-Regulation 

 Self-regulation “refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that are 

oriented to attaining goals” (Zimmerman, 2002, p. 65). According to Zimmerman’s (2002) 

model of self-regulation, individuals find themselves in three main phases in relation to their 

progress within goal attainment. These include forethought, performance, and reflection. 

Forethought involves those processes that take place prior to the actual opportunity for 

performance. After performance, players reflect upon what happened and make important self-

judgements as they move forward towards their new or next opportunity (Zimmerman, 2002). 

Forethought. The forethought phase involves aspects of both task analysis and self-

motivation beliefs. In task analysis, individuals set goals and make strategic plans about their 
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future performance. Self-efficacy (beliefs about what one can do), outcome expectations (beliefs 

about what will happen), intrinsic interest and value, and goal orientation all impact the self-

motivation area of the forethought phase.  

Volleyball has very specific procedures for forethought. Coaches outline their practice 

plans in relation to the potential schemes that they think will work against teams they will play 

based on scouting reports and insider knowledge. This type of strategic planning is largely 

determined by the coaches; however, the players have the responsibility to enact the strategy and 

learn about their opponents from the information that they are given. Additionally, while teams 

often set goals as groups and goal setting is a largely recognized aspect of team development, it 

is important for players to internalize goals separate from the team (Jordalen, Lemyre, & 

Durand-Bush, 2020; Williams, 2013). Players themselves must set individual goals that support 

the goals of their team in order to optimize their planning and subsequent performance (Collins 

& Durand-Bush, 2014; Locke & Latham, 1985).  

Performance. Performance is the opportunity to act upon the goal. In volleyball, 

performance opportunities look like scrimmages, games, and tournaments that give athletes the 

opportunity to play together as a team. During performance, athletes have two classes of 

processes, self-control and self-observation. Self-control involves different task strategies that 

can aid the athlete in success towards their goal. Self-observation includes monitoring strategies 

like experimentation or recording to help the athlete understand their position in relation to their 

goal as well as how their strategies are helping or hindering them (Zimmerman, 2002).  

Much of the current research in the performance phase in athletics and team sport 

includes strategies for emotion regulation (Collins & Durand-Bush, 2010, Tamminen & Crocker, 

2013; Campo, Sanchez, Ferrand, Rosnet, Friesen, & Lane, 2017). In fact, researchers have found 
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that emotional suppression negatively affects aspects of performance such as perceived exertion, 

pacing, sports task performance, and the regulation of persistence (Wagstaff, 2014). There are 

other outstanding issues where athletes on teams erroneously attempt to extrinsically regulate the 

emotions of other athletes, which results in widespread team dysfunction (Campo, Sanchez, 

Ferrand, Rosnet, Friesen, & Lane, 2017). While we may understand the results of poor emotional 

regulation among athletes on teams, there are few conclusions as to why athletes attempt to 

regulate the emotions of others in the first place. Research on emotional helping dynamics 

suggests that cognitive and motivational processes behind the emotional experience are used to 

guide interpersonal regulation attempts, meaning that shared goals and values may influence 

player motives to help their teammates (Campo, Sanchez, Ferrand, Rosnet, Friesen, & Lane, 

2017). As players seek to help each other, they do so from their understanding of the goals and 

values that underscore the identity of their team. For this reason, it is important to understand 

underlying the co-regulatory tensions that exist during the forethought phase of self-regulation 

and are enacted during performance.  

Reflection. Reflection is a major component of athlete self-regulation. As athletes 

encounter successes and failures, they reflect upon these and utilize these reflections as they 

move forward in achievement motivation. Reflection includes aspects of self-judgement, which 

includes self-evaluation and causal attribution, and self-reaction, which includes self-

satisfaction/affect and adaptive/defensive responses (Zimmerman, 2002). Self-judgement 

involves comparisons to a standard of performance that determines an individual’s success or 

failure. In volleyball, there are many benchmarks that one can use in order to determine the 

results of performance, but the least informative  is the score in points. Players can look at the 

number of sets they won, the number of points their team earned, and the number of points 
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against their team to determine the result of the match. Athletes may also use self-judgements 

that involve comparisons to other players, teammates, or standards of performance from parents, 

coaches, or themselves.  

 If athletes succeed, their self-reaction may induce a positive affect which can increase 

self-satisfaction regarding their performance (Zimmerman, 2002). However, if an individual 

experiences failure, they may experience defensive self-reactions that can inspire self-

dissatisfaction and lower self-efficacy during forethought in future self-regulation. The cycle of 

events is substantiated by high correlations between the forethought and reflection phases 

(Zimmerman, 2008; Cleary & Zimmerman, 2001; Zimmerman, 2002; Jonker, Elferink-Gemser, 

de Roos, & Visscher, 2012). If athletes self-regulate and reflect upon their performance, further 

understanding causal attribution is key to discovering how both individuals and teams move 

forward in their goals. 

 Together, the areas of co-regulation and causal attribution inform the theoretical structure 

of this study. The club functions as the culture, which implements expectations and regulations. 

The team and coach function as the social, which provides the opportunity for activities and 

adaptation by the individual. The personal is the individual athlete, who engages with the team 

and coach while experiencing the pressure and weight of expectations by the club. As players 

navigate their identity within the arena of youth volleyball, they have experiences as teams that 

influence the way they think about cause. How they attribute causal events influences how they 

self-regulate as they move into their next game, or performance activity. As they develop a 

shared history of reflection and performance with their team, they may or may not develop a 

feeling of belonging that can assist them in navigating through complex struggle as they build 

their team identity together.  
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Chapter 3: 

Methods 

Participants 

 Participants included 44 players on three different teams within a juniors club 

organization in Southern Arizona. Teams were all National level teams, designed to compete at 

the highest level of USAV (United States Association of Volleyball) sanctioned club volleyball 

competitions across the United States. Teams are grouped as 15’s, 16’s, 17’s, and 18’s.  

 The 15’s team included 14 year old and 15 year old athletes who were either freshmen or 

sophomores in high school. The 15’s had 12 total players at the start of the season with 1 player 

suffering a lingering injury from high school season. This was the first time that all players 

competed at the National level for club volleyball.  

 The 16’s team included 15 year old and 16 year old athletes, all of whom graduate in 

2022. The team had 11 total players with no injuries at the start of the season. The 16’s had a 

reported history of disagreement from their last season of playing together and were known to 

struggle in close competition.  

 The 17’s team included 16 year old and 17 year old athletes who graduate in 2021. There 

were 9 players on the 17’s team with one injury to their only setter (a primary position in 

volleyball) that occurred during the first tournament of the season.  

 The 18’s team included 17 year old and 18 year old athletes. There were 12 total players. 

Ten of these players graduate in 2020, and 1 player graduates in 2021. This team is coached by 

the current club director and was anticipated by the wider volleyball community to place well in 

the National tournament at the end of the season.  

Measures  
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 Three main measures were utilized to analyze the data for this study. The first measure is 

the Sport Attribution Style Scale (SASS) which was used largely for data analysis to describe 

attribution patterns across teams at early season and end of season after the COVID-19 shutdown 

(Hanrahan, Grove, & Hattie, 1989). The second measure, Coping Activities During COVID-19, 

is a ranking system developed at end of season. It consists of a list of activities generated by the 

club and coaches athletes used to cope and found most helpful. The third, Player Reflection 

Journals, are the reflection journals that players completed after each tournament during season 

and once at the end of season after the COVID-19 shutdown.  

Sport Attribution Style Scale (SASS). Athletes completed the SASS scale at the 

beginning and end of their season (Hanrahan, Grove, and Hattie, 1989). This scale included 

positive and negative events from an individual and group perspective. It is a 24-item 

questionnaire that measures the attributional dimensions of locus, stability, globality, 

controllability, intentionality, and importance. The scale also asks athletes to indicate the most 

likely cause for the given event.  

 The SASS scale was chosen because it allowed athletes to indicate a cause instead of pre-

assigning them a cause related to an event. This gave the researcher an indicator to the patterns 

of attributions that occur within teams and across teams within the larger context of volleyball. It 

also allows for a historical comparison for the weight of team experiences in relation to 

dimensions of attribution. The scale also provides both individual and team outcomes, which is 

important to understanding co-regulated identity construction through the course of the season.   

Ranking Scales for End of Season. Ranking scales were provided to athletes at end of 

season in order to provide insights into the methods of coping during extreme stress and 

uncertainty during the transition to Zoom. These ranking scales asked athletes about the activities 
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that they participated in. Rankings were averaged and scores for each sorted from most helpful to 

least helpful to determine the types and kinds of activities that players used to cope through their 

time together without volleyball.  

Reflective Journaling Intervention. The reflective journaling intervention aligned with 

the structured questions that accompany Murray’s thematic apperception test (TAT). The 

reflective journal was given to each team after they competed in their respective nationals 

tournaments during the season. Each team completed two to three reflective journals prior to the 

COVID-19 shutdown. Reflective journals and the associated questions are listed in Appendix B.  

Research Design 

 The research in this study is a mixed methods approach with a pre-post design. Field 

notes and observational data were utilized to guide and interpret the analyses of quantitative data 

obtained from surveys and reflection journals. Grounded theory methodology using the 

McCaslin (2009) co-regulation framework was used to analyze and interpret qualitative process 

data. Quantitative data was obtained at early season (early season after players were selected for 

teams) and end of season (after Nationals were cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions).  

Procedures 

 The research in this study involved three main parts: observation, administration, and 

collection as outlined in Figure 1. Research activities included attending club activities, 

scrimmages, practices, tournaments, and meetings during the entirety of the season. These 

activities contributed to in-process field notes that were utilized to generate information about 

team concerns and club concerns. Field notes were also used for process data throughout the 

season in order to illuminate findings from other sources with those obtained through 

observation.   
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Figure 1. Data collection procedures and utilization methodologies.  

The research also included administration of two surveys at pre-season (referred to hereafter as 

early season, after teams had been selected and try-outs finished) and at post-season (referred to 

hereafter as end of season, after the Nationals tournament had been cancelled due to COVID-19 

concerns). The survey was primarily used to collect information about players’ attribution and 

understandings at pre and post, as well as to collect information about player’s concerns as the 

entered into the season and the changes to those concerns as they finalized their experience 

together.  

 The last element of this study is the collection of reflection journals from players after 

key tournaments that were utilized to place them in standings as they progressed towards 

Nationals. Teams completed two to three reflection journals depending upon when their season 

was cancelled due to COVID-19 and one reflection journal at the end of the season. These 
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reflection journals were utilized to identify causal process data for attribution information and to 

collect information on player concerns and club concerns at early season, ongoing tensions at 

midseason, and potential resolutions or reflections at postseason. These journals gave players an 

opportunity to reflect on the causal circumstances as well as their place within the team’s shared 

history and emerging identity.  

Data Analysis 

 Causal attribution data from the SASS were combined across the four teams and 

subjected to 2-way ANOVA procedures. A 2x2 ANOVA provides insight into the potential 

interactions between actor (team and individual) and condition (success or failure) in each 

dimension of attribution. These analyses were completed on early season data and then again on 

postseason data. Ranking scales were averaged together and then ranked from most helpful to 

least helpful by their overall score. These analyses were used to give insight into how players 

coped in late season with the transition to Zoom. Counts were obtained for coded data within and 

across teams dependent upon the source. Club, team, and player concerns were initially coded 

and counts established by team, then coded across teams when patterns emerged. Further data 

source information is provided at the beginning of each section of results. 

Coding and Observations. The researcher attended practices biweekly to observe 

athletes and take field notes about events that occurred. Additionally, the researcher attended 

important club events (listed in the timeline), coach meetings, player film sessions, tournaments, 

and scrimmages throughout the season. These notes were compiled chronologically, typed, and 

followed up with interpretative memos to identify themes that occurred across the season within 

and across teams. Following grounded theory methodology, memos were then utilized to create a 

first-round coding system rooted in the McCaslin (2009) framework of co-regulation.  
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Midseason reflection journal data were analyzed after coding systems were developed 

through the early season SASS data to establish causal history, which in turn is hypothesized to 

have influenced their identity. The process data were utilized to provide insight into the 

experience of the personal and social, whereas the data from the surveys on the attribution items 

were used to provide context to the ways in which players interpreted and understood their 

shared and personal histories.  

 The first round of codes was then reviewed as patterns emerged to establish the final 

codebook. Data were then coded first by team. If similar patterns existed for all teams and 

differences among them were minimal, whole group explanations across teams are presented. In 

situations where teams differed on codes, no overarching coding systems were created.   

 After codes were established, presence/absence counts were taken that represent 

percentages to demonstrate athlete concerns and team tensions as the season continued. These 

counts give insight into the weight of the issues on players’ minds; thus, if players mentioned 

two tensions within a reflection, both were counted.  

Missingness. Missingness was not a large issue in this study due to high participant 

retention from beginning to end. Any missing data (N=6 total questions) were replaced with the 

participant average for that question.   

COVID-19 Modifications 

 COVID-19 emerged in the United States as early as January of 2020 but did not impact 

youth sports in Arizona until mid-March of 2020. There was little information from the USAV 

regarding actions that should be taken early on, and cancellations began to happen at the literal 

last minute. The 16’s and 17’s teams in this study were on their way to an out of town 

tournament and had flown to the city in question, which had just instated quarantine specific 
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regulations the night before. For perspective on their situation, the tournament was to continue as 

of midnight on Friday according to direct correspondence with the organization director. It was 

cancelled at 5 AM on Saturday via mass email.  

 At this point, little was known as to the extent that the pandemic would have on U.S. 

society. USAV provided little directive, aside from saying the state organizations for volleyball 

should listen to their state government regulations. A staff meeting was held on Tuesday, March 

10 to discuss possible plans going forward should tournaments and regional events begin to 

cancel. Directly prior to the staff meeting, the club director received an email from USAV 

informing him that they would be pulling their insurance for club teams until further notice. In 

club volleyball, USAV pulling insurance effectively ends any possibility of in-person practices, 

scrimmages, games, or tournaments. Regional events followed suit quickly and cancelled 

regional play through the end of March. No direction was given related to future national 

tournaments in the month of March or onward.  

 The club, coaches, and athletes were in a period of uncertainty regarding the rest of their 

season. This uncertainty would continue through mid-May. Due to the restrictions on in-person 

meetings imposed by the regulations related to the pandemic, certain aspects of the study had to 

be modified to consider the safety of players and the nature of team participation without 

performance opportunity.   

 Players moved from in-person practices to teleconference style team meetings held over 

the Zoom interface, further referred to as Zoom meetings. These meetings were initially held 

biweekly and then changed subject to the needs of the players and the club. Zoom meetings were 

observed by the researcher and field notes were collected based on conversations and activities 

that occurred within Zoom sessions until the end of the season.  
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Data Presentation 

 Results are presented in four parts. These are early season, midseason, late season, and 

postseason. Early Season includes all activities leading up to the first official games. Midseason 

includes all officially sanctioned games and tournaments. Late season includes Zoom meetings 

and club activities during the quarantine. Postseason includes all data collected at the official end 

of season. Data presentation is further explained below.  

Early Season. Early season data includes expectations outlined from the athlete 

handbook, club schedule of activities, practice observations, and overarching concerns coded 

from the SASS. Players took the SASS at the beginning of their season at the beginning of 

official team practices after teams had been selected. The SASS was used to develop a codebook 

for player concerns based on the cause that they indicated for each indicated event. Player causes 

for failure events were sorted into similar categories to establish a codebook of early season 

concerns at the player and team level. Coach concerns were coded through field notes based on 

time spent on activities related to club expectations. Together this information provides an 

outline for the initial presses of each area of co-regulation upon the others.  

Midseason. Midseason data sources included observations from each tournament, codes 

for tensions within each team, and attribution information analyzed per team from the SASS at 

early season. The tensions were coded using a combination of observational data from field notes 

and player explanations of ‘what happened’ from the modified TAT structured questions.  

Late Season. Late Season data sources include Zoom observations from club-wide staff 

meetings and team meetings, analyses of time spent by each coach on their team Zoom calls, 

continued coach and team tensions through observation on Zoom calls, and concerns identified 

through player discussions over Zoom calls.  
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Postseason. Postseason data sources include learnings from reflection journals that asked 

players what they learned about themselves and what they learned about their team. Learnings 

were coded into categories and presence/absence counts were established for each category. 

Causal attributions from the SASS for each dimension were again subjected to a 2-way ANOVA 

for differences on actor (individual and team) and condition (success or failure).  
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Chapter 4:  

Results 

 The results section is organized into four main time periods. The first, Early Season, is 

prior to player competition against other teams but after teams have been selected. Early season 

includes club expectations for players and concerns of coaches, teams, and players. The second, 

Midseason, includes officially sanctioned games and tournaments. This includes observations 

from tournaments, reflection journal codes for tensions, and related attribution patterns within 

teams. The third, Late Season, includes Zoom meeting observations, club, coach, team, and 

player continuing tensions and concerns, and rating scales for club activities. The final time 

period, end of season, includes causal attribution data and final reflections related to individual 

and team learnings collected after the official end of season.  

Early Season Results 

Data Sources and Organization. Early season data sources include the expectations of 

the players within this organization as outlined by their player handbook, the anticipated 

schedule of players in the club, the concerns of coaches, teams, and players, and the SASS 

results for causal attribution in early season.  The handbook directly provided expectation data. 

The schedule provides an outline for season activities. The SASS provides both the early season 

concerns of players for themselves and their teams as well as the attribution actor and condition 

data. Coach concerns were coded from direct language used in practices.  

Expectations of Nationals Players. The players that participate at the Nationals level must 

adhere to a series of expectations provided for them at the beginning of the season, prior to athlete 

signing day. These expectations are outlined in the Player Handbook. The handbook was analyzed 
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and coded to indicate a series of different expectations outlined by the program that athletes were 

required to sign that they understood.  

 Categories included playing time, competition, attendance, and standards/expected 

learning outcomes of players. Each level of team (Bronze, Silver, and Nationals) have different 

expectations in each of the aforementioned areas. For the sake of this study, the focus is on the 

Nationals teams; Bronze and Silver expectations are provided for context (Table 1).  

Table 1: Expectations for Bronze, Silver, and Nationals Teams 
 
 

Expectations Bronze Silver Nationals 
Playing Time January-May 

 
20-40% playing time 

January-May 
 
20-40% playing time 

December-June 
 
20-30% playing time 
 
Coach may adjust when 
game is in contention 

Competition All Regional Events All Regional Events 
 
2 National Tournaments 

All Regional and National 
Events 
 
6 JNQ Tournaments 

Attendance Let coach know in 
advance if missing 

Let coach know in 
advance if missing 

Clear all conflicts 
including vacations two 
weeks prior to any 
tournament to prep with 
team 

Standards and 
Expected Learning 
Outcomes 

Acquire basic skills 
 
Develop love for game 
 
Learn basic volleyball 
systems 

Increase skill and 
proficiency for high 
school season 
 
Develop positive team 
dynamics 
 
Learn intermediate 
volleyball systems 
 
Learn from positive game 
experiences 
 
Become competitive on 
regional stage 

Emphasize personal 
attitude and accountability 
 
Win without sacrificing 
well-being 
 
Gain exposure to college 
recruiters 
 
Learn complex volleyball 
systems 
 
Commit to intense, 
focused, competitive 
training 
 
Become highly 
competitive on regional 
and national stage 
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Nationals players are required to spend more time competing with the potential of less playing 

time. These athletes attend a total of 6 tournaments, comprising 15 days of total competition in 

the Junior’s National Qualifier (JNQ) tournaments. Eleven of these days are out of state. Players 

are also asked to commit to competition in the regional and national series events within the state 

of Arizona. These games are often looked upon as less important than the qualifying series and 

more viewed as an opportunity to compete, grow, and learn for the JNQ tournaments. The JNQ 

tournaments remain the priority as this is the opportunity for Nationals teams to place in the Top 

Ten and qualify for the official Junior’s National tournament. This tournament is widely seen as 

the most competitive in the United States for junior’s volleyball and a standard experience for 

Division I college recruiting opportunities.  

 Nationals players and their families are expected to prioritize the team first, above all 

other commitments. Perhaps a better way to say this, as a coach explained, is that “they are 

expected to not have other commitments during club” so that they can remain focused on 

volleyball. This extends to the families of players who might have other children with other 

priorities. Parents in the stands during practices often discussed the activities of their other 

children at home that they were missing for volleyball tournaments over the weekend—and that 

a family friend would be filming the other child’s event for them. Parents very rarely discussed 

missing their child’s volleyball tournament.  

 In addition to the intense schedule of competition and solitary commitment, Nationals 

players are also held to different standards than the Bronze or Silver players. There is a 

noticeable shift in the language of the Bronze and Silver expectations, where the focus is on 

learning and positive growth in the sport as a team, to individual attitude and accountability. The 
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player now is held to not only the standard of growth, but of individual acknowledgement of 

their role in their own success or failure.  

 An interesting press to attitude and accountability is provided in the second standard, 

where players are asked to win without sacrificing their wellbeing. In addition to understanding 

that they are individually accountable for their success or failure in competition, they are 

expected to be able to win without causing detriment to their own health.   

 Other standards progress naturally from Silver to Nationals: Players at the Silver level are 

expected to be competitive on the regional stage, whereas Nationals players are expected to be 

competitive on the national stage and gain exposure to college recruiters. Players on the Silver 

level are focused on intermediate volleyball systems whereas Nationals players are focused on 

advanced systems. However, the focus noticeably shifts from learning through experiences at the 

Silver level to committing to competition and high level training in practices at the Nationals 

level. Players are expected to attend practices and not just learn, but actively compete.  

 There is a strict balance between wellbeing and competition that must occur for these 

players. The struggle of Nationals player is not just to learn, but to learn how to adapt and 

respond proactively without damage to their own wellness. Players at this level are learning what 

it means to be ‘well’ as a volleyball player when they are handling high stakes situations with 

great individual pressure through the focus on accountability and attitude. Instead of focusing 

solely on learning the game, players are now also expected to learn how to respond to the game 

that has become their solitary commitment.  

In addition to the clearly outlined expectations, Nationals players are expected to assist 

with Bronze and Silver players during skills practices and position practices. Nationals players at 

all levels (15, 16, 17, and 18) are expected and called upon to demonstrate skills individually to 
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the large group. They are expected to practice and learn these skills ahead of time and be ready 

should they be called upon.  

In observation, a Nationals 16’s player was asked to demonstrate a skill to other 

Nationals, Bronze, and Silver players. She missed a step in the process and was asked to repeat it 

five times in front of the group until she had correctly executed the skill. The player did not react 

emotionally but instead demonstrated taking correction and adapting to the requirements. The 

coach later pulled her aside and reinforced that she should be practicing the skills ahead of time 

and already know each by name. The player apologized and affirmed that she would “do better 

next time”. The coach then informed her that he did appreciate how “coachable” she was in the 

process and to “keep working hard”.  

This instance is representative of the unique pressure that is placed on Nationals players 

as representatives of the highest level of skills for the rest of the club. In addition to being ready 

to demonstrate the required physical skills, they also must demonstrate the required mental skills. 

They are expected to remain coachable and continue to listen despite the social pressures 

associated with being corrected in front of a group of peers.  

Considerations. The pressure associated with expectations in the example above and in 

the language of the handbook expectations is evidenced in the increasing individual emphasis 

from Bronze to Silver to Nationals. As players become more specialized, the club sees it 

necessary for players to also take more accountability for their actions and how their actions 

influence the team. Part of the unwritten expectations of being a Nationals player is being an 

example, or role model, for other players to look to in order to view skill mastery and success at 

the highest level.  
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 The expectations guide how coaches interact with players as groups and as individuals. 

Nationals coaches view their players as exemplars of club standards, even early on during skills 

practice. They establish this early, with frequent player intervention during skills sessions and 

even team meetings after skills camps. Nationals players were expected to attend all skills 

sessions even though they were considered optional for other teams. Players are not only 

expected to attend every session, but also be ready to receive feedback and consolidate that 

feedback into behaviors that result in success.  

Nationals Schedule. Players on the Nationals team have a solitary commitment to 

volleyball during club season due to the rigorous expected schedule. In addition to the expected 

competition, they have a variety of demands related to practices, club activities, team activities, 

and leadership opportunities. These demands are associated with building club identity and 

integrating the players purposefully into the club culture. From a co-regulation perspective, the 

role of the club falls within the cultural component. This includes setting the norms and 

establishing the challenges for players to meet. In the context of sports, this involves setting up a 

schedule that provides the context for players to participate in the expectations and regulations of 

being a member of the club.  
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Figure 2. The Nationals schedule at the beginning of season up until the lockdown. 
 

As indicated in Figure 2, activities were coded initially into the broad categories of ‘performance 

opportunities’ and ‘non-performance group activities’. Performance opportunities include any 

opportunity that athletes had to engage in active competition. Non-performance group activities 

included attendance-mandatory events for either coaches or players that either established or 

reinforced expectations, identity, role, language, or unity.  

Common Language, Expectations, and Unity. The season was largely front-loaded with 

activities that focused on establishment, particularly that of expectations and common language. 

Players were introduced to the demands of the club through their tryout, where coaches gave 

active feedback and filled out evaluation cards of players that indicated their current needs for 

improvement. Evaluation cards were summative in nature and used for tryout decisions that 

included membership in the club and specific team (Bronze, Silver, or Nationals). The summary 

of these evaluations are shared with players by their coach if they make a team. Evaluations of 
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players who did not make a team were shared via email with the parent and focused on goals for 

making a team next time.  

Formative evaluation was also offered continuously throughout tryouts by coaches of 

every age level. Players had the opportunity to work with every coach through a series of 

rotations; in this way, coaches of each level had the opportunity to interact with players and 

evaluate them individually. 

 After tryouts and prior to the creation of teams, all players were given the opportunity to 

attend a ‘skills camp’ that focused on breaking down and deconstructing important volleyball 

skills and intentionally naming them. The skills camp continued after teams were picked and 

then only players who made their teams were invited. These were paired with group workouts 

specific to volleyball positions that would later be utilized in practices with the coaches. The club 

director explained to the researcher that the intention of the skills camp was to integrate players 

into the way that coaches would speak with them as well as integrate coaches into the way that 

they were expected to communicate with athletes (observation notes, 11-18-19).  

 Nationals coaches took leadership roles during this time and worked with Bronze and 

Silver coaches to explain drills and workouts. A secondary goal was to ensure that all coaches 

were using the same language to explain skills and actions. During breaks, Nationals coaches 

would meet with their mentee coaches and decompose what happened from their perspectives to 

establish uniformity in analysis of player skills. This offered an opportunity for Nationals 

coaches to correct coach engagement with players and reinforce the language that was expected 

to be used.  

The 17’s head coach was in charge of the workouts and enforcing when and how skills 

were to be executed. Skills were broken down to each specific movement involved, and each 
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subsequent movement was added after players had successfully executed the movement to the 

best of their current abilities. The point of the movement was not necessarily to be perfect, but to 

name it correctly and understand what was being asked of them.  

Players were lined up about four feet apart across two different volleyball courts in the 

practice center. Lead coaches were strategically given sections, akin to how restaurants assign 

servers a set of tables. Lead coaches and mentees stayed together and alternated giving feedback 

as they walked through their sections. The 17’s coach would yell out the name of the movement 

associated with the skill, and in slow motion, volleyball players would walk through the entirety 

of the skill. This was similar to how a yoga instructor will walk their beginning class through a 

savassana, or grouping of movements that is typically involved in any given yoga class, 

regardless of type. Each movement is named and held for a set period of time while the teacher 

walks through, evaluates, and adjusts as necessary. As the class becomes more skilled, the series 

of movements is accelerated until the language is no longer necessary unless a quick correction 

has to be made.  

In volleyball, quick corrections are essential to success. Coaches must be able to identify 

and communicate with players quickly when they make an error related to a specific movement 

during a game. The quick correction provides players with an increased opportunity to succeed 

and to break apart patterns identified by opposing teams. As one coach explained, it is necessary 

for players to be able to make these adjustments, but it is equally necessary for coaches to be 

able to communicate what needs to be adjusted. A majority of errors are caused because of a lack 

of communication on any level. Errors, in turn, decide losses.  

Skills camps were available for four weeks and coincided with practices during the latter 

two weeks. This gave coaches the opportunity to work with their team and try out using the skills 
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independently with supervision from a Nationals coach. This was similar to an extremely 

expediated student teaching, where a current teacher in the field supervises and gives feedback to 

a teacher who will be working with their own class upon graduation. Nationals coaches would 

meet with the coaches they supervised after each practice for 15 minutes to deconstruct what 

they saw.  

The club director emphasized that it was essential for players to learn the same names for 

skills and work with the same drills during practices so that if a coach needed to call a player up 

to the next level, the player could quickly adjust and fairly seamlessly participate in practices. 

The player would not have the additional strain of learning new names for movements, skills, 

and drills. This enables them to focus more wholly on integrating and learning about their new or 

temporary team.  

 As can be seen from the skills practice example, each activity is layered with establishing 

expectations, common language, and unity. However, the main purpose of the activity and the 

focus for skills practice in this instance is the common language. The expectations and the unity 

that come from the common language are outcomes that will eventually aid in focused activities 

related to establishment as well as future team development. 

 Other activities more directly focused on expectations or unity. For example, players had 

a designated merchandise day, where all members of the club would show up at the practice 

center and receive all their club gear. Bronze, Silver, and Nationals teams and coaches all came 

to the gym at the same time and broke into their teams. Coaches passed out gear and additional 

information regarding the scrimmage that would take place after athletes changed into their gear 

and took a group picture.  
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 After the group picture, athletes broke apart into their teams and began to warm-up for 

the scrimmages. Scrimmages were organized so that athletes who won moved to the next court to 

the right, and teams that lost stayed on their court. Teams 15 and up played on one side of the 

auditorium while 14 and below played on the other side. In this way, the competition remained 

difficult, but developmentally appropriate and safe.  

 The scrimmages gave coaches an opportunity to practice coaching their team during a 

game and identify areas for growth prior to their first legitimately officiated scrimmage outside 

of their club. Additionally, the scrimmages gave players the opportunity to respond to in-game 

events and transfer their skills knowledge to the court in a low-stakes performance opportunity. 

Parents were present, but restricted from their usual presence on the immediate sidelines due to 

the nature of the court layout during the scrimmages.  

 As membership in the club progressed, athletes and coaches were given more freedom to 

coach and play within the style of their team. While it was still expected that teams would adhere 

to the language used at the beginning of the season, how coaches administered, monitored, and 

practiced these skills in coordination with the volleyball systems they taught was entirely up to 

them. Weekly coach meetings provided continued mentorship for coaches who needed to discuss 

problems or brainstorm coaching ideas to help their athletes.  

Nationals Practices. Nationals players are expected to dedicate time to practice with 

their team 3 times per week. There were 2 weekday practices per team and 1 weekend practice. 

Individual positions, such as setters, had an additional weekly skills practice where they would 

work either in a group or one-on-one with a specialist coach for 1 hour per week. This skills 

practice gave positions the ability to interact and learn from each other as they progressed in their 

skill set.  
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 The Nationals practices were 2 hours and 30 minutes each day. The first hour was 

dedicated to skill practice. Early in the season, movements were broken down completely and 

teams worked similarly on how the skills practices were structured. Thus, each movement was 

isolated and held, while coaching duos walked through their team under the supervision of the 

club director and adjusted as needed. The club director was a very present figure in early season 

practices across all levels. After the skills were broken down, players practiced the skills with a 

ball in groups of two.  

 The second hour of Nationals practices focused on the system aspect. As players 

demonstrated and practiced the skill and coaches adjusted accordingly, the groups expanded into 

2 sets of 4-6 on either side of the court. Players practiced within the position that they would play 

on the court. If the skill that was practiced at the beginning was not executed effectively, players 

were instructed to do some kind of conditioning (intended to function as punishment) as decided 

by the coach. Systems were introduced with the goal skill still monitored continuously.  

The last half hour was dedicated to either scrimmages or conditioning practice. Nationals 

teams would scrimmage each other regardless of age, so it was not uncommon to see the 16’s 

scrimmaging the 18’s or the 15’s scrimmaging the 17’s. Players and coaches took these 

opportunities seriously, but made it fun for the teams with playful banter between coaches on the 

sidelines. As the teams became more used to each other, they would identify and strategize based 

on what they knew about the other team and their weaknesses.  

Coaches would use this time to back away from coaching players and let them correct 

each other on the court as they would have to do during a game. While these opportunities were 

rooted in fun competition, they provided an essential opportunity for girls to learn how to 

communicate and receive feedback from each other in a low-stakes environment. According to 
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the 16’s coach, problems that arose in the low-stakes environment with communication would be 

something that she would focus on during the next practice. In this way, each and every practice 

had a relevant and recent underlying purpose.  

An Example: State Classic Tournament. The State Classic is the namesake tournament 

for the club team in this study. This tournament is entirely the design of the club. It is expected 

that all members and families participate in the preparation and organization of the tournament 

itself. Players are responsible for organizing rides to tournament preparation events which were 

held approximately 10 miles away from the practice center. Many players worked together to 

carpool and organize groups based on parents who could attend at the times players were 

expected to be there.  

 Players had to undergo intense training to be line judges during the tournament. Every 

player was expected to be a line judge for one game per day of the tournament (3 games total) 

and was a back-up line judge for 1 game per day should another player get injured during their 

games or not show up. Line judges are responsible for calling when the ball is out by 

immediately raising a flag. The referee will also turn to the line judges if he has questions on 

other common calls, such as a double touch or a net violation.  

 The club director discussed the utilization of players as line judges as a necessary 

experience for them to be successful players. If players do not understand the stress of being a 

line judge, they will not respect the role of the referee or judge during the competition. In his 

experience, athletes needed to understand the nuance of play calling so that they could 

effectively ‘reset’ and move on to the next ball without getting caught in the emotion associated 

with a missed call (observation note, 01-18-20).  
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 The coaches had equally intense expectations upon them during the tournament. Coaches 

were each assigned a court when they were not playing so that they could monitor the line judges 

and ensure that athletes were taking their responsibility seriously. Coaches were expected to 

ensure that their team was participating in the set-up, that players had effective modes of 

transportation to team events, and that each of their players had completed the requisite training 

for their line judge roles. Coaches were the organizers for the players on their team and were 

responsible for providing players with their assignments, game times, and expectations for pre-

game during the tournament.  

 Staff dinners before and after the tournament provided opportunities for coaches to 

discuss game preparation and decompose post-game with other coaches while celebrating their 

efforts. The club director took the opportunities to be with his coaches as a group seriously and 

discussed how he tried to sit with each coaching duo for a certain amount of time to check-in and 

ensure that they felt supported during the first big tournament of the year. He believed that while 

having a home tournament was an excellent opportunity to move the region into the club 

volleyball scene and have all teams experience a big tournament, it placed an intense amount of 

stress on his coaches and players. He felt that the experiences players and coaches had at the first 

tournament often guided the rest of their season in terms of how they coached and how athletes 

thought about their subsequent performance (observation notes, 01-12-20).  

 The State Classic was arguably the most intense experience of unity and uniformity that 

the players went through as a club. The events leading up to this experience guided them in terms 

of how they looked (their matching Nationals shoes and Bronze practice shirts), how they spoke 

(skill names, ‘resetting’, and ‘next ball’ mentality), and what was expected of their participation 

(reinforced through coach monitoring of attendance, attitude, and effort).  
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The State Classic itself is the hallmark of this build-up; players work together as a club 

within their teams to build the courts that they will play on. Each of the floors that covered the 

ground of the convention center, the net on each court, the balls, the curtains, and the stands 

where spectators would sit were all built by the players and coaches in the club. The floors were 

the club’s colors, the balls were emblazoned with the club name, and the signs that directed 

visitors all showed their affiliation with the club. The tournament itself was a massive effort of 

unity for players within the club to start their season together.  

Primary Tensions in Nationals Teams. The club’s press on player identity is evidenced 

when viewed through a co-regulation framework. In the McCaslin (2009) framework, the 

personal, social, and cultural all press on each other, and the ways that individuals negotiate and 

struggle through these tensions inform identity. Volleyball players develop their identity through 

a series of tensions between cultural (club), social (their coach/team), and personal (themselves) 

influences. As they develop identity, the system they are a part of presses and pulls to create 

tension, which provides opportunity for struggle and negotiation.  

Players in early season have joined a new team. There may be girls that they have played 

with before on other teams, they may recognize the coaches from when they were younger, but 

the grouping of athletes and the coach is new and different. Each athlete brings a unique press to 

the system of the team and the club as a whole. The early season is an essential time to identify 

tensions and learn about the concerns that influence the changing identity and imminent 

interpretation of outcomes for each individual player and coach. Players are beginning to be 

integrated into the club and expectations are placed upon them for their involvement. Coaches 

interpret these expectations and monitor them during team activities. The club provides 

numerous opportunities (and requirements) for players to be involved. Players are essentially 
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building upon their existing knowledge of themselves as a volleyball player and interpreting 

what it means to be a volleyball player on their specific team for the club. 

Identified Coaching Tensions. Figure 3 shows the series of tensions that coaches, 

players, and teams experienced during the early season. The outermost rim of the circle is 

reflective of the coach’s interaction with the club expectations during practice for each Nationals 

team. Tensions here were coded through field notes taken during observation during practices in 

early season. Each code is representative of an expectation set forth from the player handbook 

artifact used previously to determine club expectations and standards for players (Table 1). The 

percentage next to each expectation indicates how much of the verbal coach interaction was 

dedicated to each expectation.  

It is important to note that verbal interaction time varied by team. As noted above, the 

15’s stopped more frequently than the 16’s and had far more in-depth conversations. The 16’s 

had brief conversations and went quickly back to practice. However, looking at the total percent 

of verbal interactions in each code per team adds important information about the dynamics of 

importance set prior to analyzing player tensions.  
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Figure 3. Tensions for coaches, teams, and players in Early Season 
 

Reported Team Tensions. The middle area of the circle is dedicated to team tensions, 

which were collected through the Sport Attribution Style Scale (SASS that asked players to 

identify likely causes for negative events during performance situations and then asked a series 

of attribution based questions (Appendix A). This provided insight through self-report into the 

struggles that players anticipated facing and were facing during practices and scrimmages in 

early season within their teams.  

 Team tensions were coded separately by team and then together as a whole, due to their 

similarity and to provide a complete picture of the teams together at this point. All teams 

identified communication as a major tension that they were concerned about. This is reinforced 

in field notes; players struggled universally during the first four weeks of practices with being 

loud, calling for the ball, and redirecting their teammates based on opposing team’s movements. 
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During the State Classic, assertive communication remained a major tension within teams. 

Coaches across teams reinforced that players should not be afraid of being ‘in charge’ and to 

‘speak with authority’ when they are on the court. The 17’s were repeatedly stopped during one 

of their practices for speaking with ‘question marks’ instead of ‘exclamation points’ to each 

other.  

 Mental errors were also a large struggle for all teams. While a mental error may seem to 

be an individual problem, volleyball is unique in the fact that a team as a whole can have a 

combined mental mistake; this is often the result of a team being in different headspaces, 

focusing on different goals, or not coming to a universal conclusion about strategy during a set 

quickly enough. When asked, a coach for the 15’s said that a team mental error ‘looks like trying 

to complete four different puzzles on the same table’.  

 Effort and drive were identified as another team tension. Players seemed concerned that 

their team was not giving their complete effort, or at least complete effort in the correct direction. 

For example, while 16’s indicated in journals that they did not doubt their team’s drive, they 

often doubted that they were all working in the same direction due to arguments on court. All 

teams were drilled through coaching interactions in skills practice that effort was of paramount 

importance. As the lead coach told the girls in one interaction during skills practice, “I don’t care 

if you don’t get it right. We correct you to help you. That’s coaching. We won’t get mad at you 

as long as you try. We do care if you don’t give it your whole effort. That’s when we get mad.” 

The result of the effort tension, in this instance, may have been more a social tension defined less 

by history and more by expectation. 

 Attitude and energy also may be a tension defined by expectation. While teams did not 

necessarily doubt their teammates’ capacity to have a positive attitude and high energy, they 
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worried about maintaining effective attitude and energy during competition. In practices, coaches 

reinforced the need for high energy when speaking ‘with authority’. Additionally, during skills 

sessions, players were taught the need to ‘reset’ to maintain their attitude and energy in the face 

of failure. If a player did not do a skill correctly, they were told to ‘reset’ and go back to the 

beginning movement. As the lead coach explained, resetting “is as much about practicing letting 

go as it is about doing it right” so that players can practice moving into ‘next ball mentality’.  

 Skill errors were a minor concern, but a concern nonetheless. Again, this is likely due to 

the fact that skills camps were fresh in the players’ minds when they took the early season. The 

focus on skills from the club likely indicated to the girls the importance of correctly executing 

the skill for success. While players did not seem to doubt their team’s capabilities, they trusted in 

the club’s structure that skills were an important thing to practice in order to avoid negative 

outcomes.  

Reported Player Tensions. A primary tension felt by individual players was 

overthinking, which was universally the term used to describe considering too many aspects or 

worries at once, inside or outside of the volleyball court. While overthinking was not necessarily 

within an expectation, this may refer to the pressure that players feel as they work to find balance 

between mastering their position role, negotiating within complex volleyball systems, and 

holding themselves accountable for mistakes as they learn.  

This corresponds with their second and third tensions, stress/pressure and confidence. As 

players learn to hold themselves accountable, they feel pressure to succeed given the narrow 

definition of success. To Nationals players, success is winning and executing. It is public and 

evident to teammates, coaches, and spectators. Their actions or inactions can win or lose a set. 

Failure can be both in action and inaction, as small as an individual skill or as large as an error, 
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and in any communication that does not end successfully with another teammate. Ultimately, 

they can fail individually and they can fail as a group, but success is only achieved together.  

Players are also concerned about individual energy and attitude. This can be seen as a 

direct press from the club expectation on attitude and accountability that presses through coaches 

to teams, down to each individual player. Players feel responsibility for their own attitudes and 

energy, as well as the attitudes and energy of others on their team. This is an immense task that 

requires them to be aware of themselves and what they ‘show’ on the court, as well as be aware 

of their teammates’ needs. Coaches for the 15’s and 16’s discussed body language with their 

teams early on and called out players when they displayed an emotion. While the 16’s seemed to 

be more focused on awareness of the emotion, the 15’s looked to conceal the negative emotions 

and only show positive body language and attitudes. In both examples, players were responsible 

for self-awareness and held accountable for their displays of emotion and energy.  

Considerations. With the recency of focus on attitude, skill, and effort from the club, it is 

reasonable to suggest that the players were feeling the press from the coaches regarding the club 

expectations. Attitude and accountability expectations for individuals were present in all teams to 

varying degrees of importance. Roles within systems were emphasized in ways that focused on 

the importance of underlying skills, particularly during the second half of practice. Much of the 

interaction with coaches in terms of corrections had to do with the execution of a skill within the 

specifics of a player’s role. This correction was largely visible in front of the team in most cases, 

unless a more in-depth conversation was deemed necessary. 

 The press upon team concerns from the overarching expectations is evidenced in the 

player’s team concerns. Though they had little history at this point, players identified similar 
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team concerns on the negative valence items of the SASS. While players had engaged in some 

practice together, their team concerns across groups were similar in content.  

 While team concerns appear to be a function of expectations, player concerns appear to 

be a function of self-expectation. Players have concerns related to their own abilities to perform 

successfully in matches. They are able to articulate these reasons beyond simple poor 

performance and instead identify two areas (mental and physical) aspects of their personal game 

that could result in their failure. At this point in the season, players are considering their own 

readiness to perform at this level.  

In the co-regulation model, the expectations of the club organization press through the 

coaches and into the teams and players themselves. The coaches react to implementing the 

expectations in their teams as they see necessary. The teams identify their concerns as a group 

through their coach’s interactions with them, and the players identify their individual concerns 

through their both their interactions and analysis of events with their coaches and team. The 

player’s analysis of these interactions and events simultaneously presses on tensions with their 

team, resulting in some overlap between team and player concerns. The press from player and 

team concerns influences coaching, which coaches bring to their staff meetings with the club. 

The club coaches then brainstorm together how to effectively manage their expectations and 

work with teams accordingly, which influences their actions with their teams.  

Attributions at Early Season. Data were subjected to a two-way analysis of variance 

perceived on each dimension of the SASS scale.  

Actor and Condition. The 2x2 ANOVA identifies differences in responses that can be 

organized by actor and condition. Actor refers to the protagonist in the event, the individual (the 

player) or team (the team as a whole). Condition refers to the outcome of the event in terms of 
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success or failure. There were 4 situations that served as contexts for players’ attributional 

interpretations, written as follows: 

(YOU/YOUR TEAM) performs (WELL/POORLY). Why did this happen? 

 Results are the player responses to the 7 attributional dimensions at early season: locus, 

stability, globality, controllability, intentionality, importance, and realism. Each Attributional 

Dimension included a Likert scale from 1-7. The anchors for each responses are listed in Table 2. 

Athletes were asked to circle the number that best represents their perception of the event. Their 

responses to each attributional dimension were examined for influences of actor and condition.  

Table 2 

Anchors and dimensions on the SASS 

Dimension Anchor Low (1) High (7) 
Locus Is the cause of your 

performance 
something about you 
or something about 
other people or 
circumstances? 

Totally due to other 
people or 
circumstances 

Totally due to me 

Stability In the future when 
performing in a 
competition, will this 
cause be present 
again? 

Will never be present Will always be 
present 

Globality Is the cause 
something that just 
influences your 
performance in 
competition, or does 
it also influence other 
areas of your life? 

Influences just this 
particular event 

Influences all my life 
events 

Controllability Is the cause 
something that is 
controllable by your 
or others, or is it 
uncontrollable? 

Controllable Uncontrollable 

Intentionality Is the cause 
something that is 

Intentional Unintentional 
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intentional or 
unintentional? 
 

Importance How important would 
this event be if it 
happened to you? 
 

Not at all important Extremely important 

Realism How clearly were 
you able to imagine 
this event happening 
to you? 
 

Not at all clearly Very clearly 

 

Locus. According to Weiner (2018), locus is defined as the location of a cause, either 

internal or external, to the actor. The item for locus asks individuals to rank how internal or 

external an event is in terms of ‘due to me’ or ‘due to other people or circumstances’. The item 

gives options from 1 (external) to 7 (internal).  Table 3 contains the descriptive statistics for each 

level of ANOVA interest.  

Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for Locus 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 4.29 1.27 44 
Individual 5.41 1.23 44 
Total 4.85 1.36 88 

Negative Team 4.51 1.21 44 
Individual 6.21 .76 44 
Total 5.36 1.32 88 

Total Team 4.40 1.24 88 
Individual 5.81 1.09 88 
Total 5.11 1.36 176 

 

In general, athletes viewed events as internal at early season (M=5.11, SD=1.36).  This 

indicates that events are seen as largely due to oneself. At this point in the season, athletes 

viewed themselves as having an internal locus in events.  
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Table 4 

2x2 ANOVA for Locus 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 102.69 3 34.23 26.46 .000 
Intercept 4586.95 1 4586.95 3545.04 .000 
Condition 11.66 1 11.66 9.01 .003 
Actor 87.22 1 87.22 67.41 .000 
Actor*Condition 3.81 1 3.81 2.95 .088 
Error 222.55 172 1.29   
Total 4912.19 176    
Corrected Total 325.25 175    

R Squared = .316 (Adjusted R Squared = .304) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is no significant interaction between 

actor and condition on the dimension of locus at early season, F(1, 172)=2.95, p=.09.  

Main effect: Actor. However, players’ locus attributions differ when considering 

themselves or their team, F(1, 172)=67.411, p<.001. Attributions to the individual (M=5.81, 

SD=1.09) are more internal in locus than attributions to the team (M=4.40, SD=1.24). Both 

individual and team actors are considered internal to players.   

Main effect: Condition.  Players’ locus attributions differed when considering successful 

or unsuccessful outcomes, F(1,172)=9.01, p=.003. While locus in both conditions tended to be 

considered internal, attributions in negative conditions (M=5.36, SD=1.32) were even more 

internal than in positive conditions (M=4.85, SD=1.36). At this point, players have an internal 

locus of caused actor indicating a perception of self awareness in the event, especially in 

negative or failure situations.  

Stability. Stability is defined as either lasting over time (and thus predictive of the future) 

or temporary and an additional property of causes (Weiner, 2018). The item for stability asks 
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individuals to rank how stable or unstable an event is in terms of ‘will never be present’ or ‘will 

always be present. The item gives options from 1 (unstable) to 7 (stable).  

Table 5 

Descriptive Statistics for Stability 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 6.02 .76 44 
Individual 4.79 1.91 44 
Total 5.41 1.57 88 

Negative Team 4.00 1.60 44 
Individual 4.43 1.02 44 
Total 4.21 1.35 88 

Total Team 5.01 1.61 88 
Individual 4.61 1.53 88 
Total 5.11 1.36 176 

 

 In general, players viewed events as stable (M=4.81, SD=1.58). This indicates that 

players saw the cause for events as continuing into the future. They viewed the cause as being 

present in each game that they would participate in.  

Table 6 

2x2 ANOVA for Stability 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 100.049 3 33.35 17.08 .000 
Intercept 4070.42 1 4070.42 2084.06 .000 
Condition 7.20 1 7.20 3.69 .056 
Actor 62.40 1 62.40 31.95 .000 
Actor*Condition 30.45 1 30.45 15.59 .000 
Error 335.94 172 1.95   
Total 4506.40 176    
Corrected Total 435.99 175    

R Squared = .229 (Adjusted R Squared = .216) 
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Figure 4. Cell means for Stability in Actor by Condition Interaction Effect 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is a significant interaction at early 

season for the dimension of stability in actor and condition, F(1, 172)=15.59, p<.001. Players 

attributed causal stability both to the individuals and the team. Actors and positive events were 

perceived as more stable than negative events; however, players consider self actors (M=4.79, 

SD= 1.91) to be relatively less stable (more temporary) for positive conditions than for team 

actors (M=6.02, SD=.76). However, players considered the causes of team actors to be the most 

stable, and team failure the least. Further, individual successes and positive events were 

perceived as more stable than negative events. In negative conditions, self actors (M=4.43, 

SD=1.02) tended to be considered more stable (lasting) than in team actors (M=4.00, SD=1.60).  

Globality. Globality is defined as generalized over and across situations, and is 

considered either situational or global (Weiner, 2008). The item for globality asks individuals to 

rank how situational or global an event is in terms of ‘influences just this event’ or ‘influences all 

my life events’. The item gives options from 1 (situational) to 7 (global).  
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Table 7 

Descriptive Statistics for Globality 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 5.02 1.19 44 
Individual 4.51 2.01 44 
Total 4.77 1.66 88 

Negative Team 2.73 1.36 44 
Individual 4.60 1.60 44 
Total 3.66 1.75 88 

Total Team 3.87 1.71 88 
Individual 4.55 1.81 88 
Total 4.21 1.79 176 

 

 In general, players view events as global. This indicates they perceive the cause of an 

event generalized across space and situation. In volleyball, this means that players likely see the 

cause of an event to be something they will encounter in other events with other teams.  

Table 8 

2x2 ANOVA for Globality 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 136.62 3 45.54 18.47 .000 
Intercept 3124.83 1 3124.83 1267.49 .000 
Condition 20.32 1 20.32 8.24 .005 
Actor 53.90 1 53.90 21.86 .000 
Actor*Condition 62.40 1 62.40 35.31 .000 
Error 424.04 172 2.47   
Total 3685.50 176    
Corrected Total 560.67 175    

R Squared = .244 (Adjusted R Squared = .230) 
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Figure 5. Cell means for Globality in Actor by Condition Interaction Effect 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is a significant interaction at early 

season for globality attributions between actor and condition, F(1, 172)=62.40, p<.001. In 

positive situations, self actors (M=4.51, SD= 2.01) were slightly less global than team actors 

(M=5.02, SD=1.19). In negative situations, self actors (M=4.60, SD=1.60) were regarded as 

global while team actors are regarded as situational (M=2.73, SD=1.35). Globality attributions to 

the self are more likely in both success and failure; however, in team actors it matters if you 

succeed or fail: success is global, failure is more specific.  

Controllability. Controllability is defined as the third causal property and references the 

extent to which the event can be volitionally altered by the actor (Weiner, 2018). The item for 

controllability asks individuals to rank how controllable or uncontrollable an event is. The item 

gives options from 1 (controllable) to 7 (uncontrollable).  

Table 9 

Descriptive Statistics for Controllability 
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Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 1.81 .84 44 
Individual 3.00 1.84 44 
Total 2.41 1.54 88 

Negative Team 3.06 2.08 44 
Individual 2.51 1.34 44 
Total 2.79 1.76 88 

Total Team 2.44 1.70 88 
Individual 2.76 1.62 88 
Total 2.60 1.66 176 

 

 In general, players view events as controllable (M=2.60, SD=1.66). This means players 

feel they can control the cause of an event and exercise agency within their task.  

Table 10 

2x2 ANOVA for Controllability 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 43.96 3 14.65 5.74 .001 
Intercept 1186.64 1 1186.64 465.18 .000 
Condition 4.46 1 4.46 1.75 .188 
Actor 6.34 1 6.34 2.49 .117 
Actor*Condition 33.17 1 33.17 13.00 .000 
Error 438.76 172 2.55   
Total 1669.36 176    
Corrected Total 482.72 175    

R Squared = .091 (Adjusted R Squared = .075) 
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Figure 6. Cell means for Controllability in Actor by Condition Interaction Effect 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. Within an overall perception of controllability, 

there is a significant interaction between actor and condition, F(1, 172)=13.00, p<.001. In 

positive situations, team actors (M=1.81, SD=.84) are regarded as even more controllable than 

self actors (M=3.06, SD=1.84). In failure situations this is reversed; self actors (M=2.51, 

SD=1.34) are considered to be more controllable than team actors (M=3.06, SD=2.08). Success 

can be relatively more controlled by the team; failure relatively more by the individual.  

Intentionality. The item for intentionality asks individuals to rank how intentional or 

unintentional (or “on purpose”) an event is. The item gives options from 1 (intentional) to 7 

(unintentional).  

Table 11 

Descriptive Statistics for Intentionality 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 2.00 .92 44 
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Individual 2.69 1.26 44 
Total 2.34 1.15 88 

Negative Team 2.51 1.34 44 
Individual 6.19 .68 44 
Total 4.35 2.13 88 

Total Team 2.26 1.17 88 
Individual 4.44 2.03 88 
Total 3.35 1.98 176 

 

In general, players viewed events as intentional (M=3.35, SD=1.98) with the single 

exception of negative self events which were viewed as unintentional (M=6.19, SD=.68). This 

indicates that players view they behave with intention when they perform in volleyball, however; 

if they make a mistake, they lost intention within the situation and made a mistake.  

Table 12 

2x2 ANOVA for Intentionality 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 485.63 3 161.88 138.57 .000 
Intercept 1971.81 1 1971.81 1687.89 .000 
Condition 209.67 1 209.67 179.48 .000 
Actor 177.40 1 177.40 151.86 .000 
Actor*Condition 98.55 1 98.55 84.36 .000 
Error 200.93 172 1.17   
Total 2658.37 176    
Corrected Total 686.56 175    

R Squared = .707 (Adjusted R Squared = .702) 
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Figure 7. Cell means for Intentionality in Actor by Condition Interaction Effect 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is a significant interaction for attributions of 

intentionality between actor and condition, F(1, 172)=84.36, p<.001. Players make intentional 

attributions to the team no matter if the condition is success (M=2.00, SD=.92) or failure 

(M=2.51, SD=1.34). Players make intentional attributions to the self only in conditions of 

success (M=2.69, SD=1.26); in conditions of failure, players consider self actors unintentional 

(M=6.19, SD=.683). Players accept team responsibility for failure, but do not accept self-

responsibility for failure.  

Importance. The item for importance asks individuals to rank how important or 

unimportant an event is in terms of ‘not at all important’ or ‘extremely important’. The item 

gives options from 1 (unimportant) to 7 (important).  

Table 13 

Descriptive Statistics for Importance 
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Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 6.21 .69 44 
Individual 6.27 .83 44 
Total 6.24 .76 88 

Negative Team 5.21 1.48 44 
Individual 5.73 .74 44 
Total 5.47 1.19 88 

Total Team 5.71 1.26 88 
Individual 6.00 .82 88 
Total 5.85 1.07 176 

 

In general, players view all events as important (M=5.85, SD=1.07), especially success. 

This indicates that within any actor or condition, players find reason to exercise causal thinking 

and consider the cause of the event.  

Table 14 

2x2 ANOVA for Importance 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 32.13 3 10.71 10.97 .000 
Intercept 6029.01 1 6029.01 6175.84 .000 
Actor 3.64 1 3.64 3.73 .06 
Condition 26.20 1 26.20 26.83 .000 
Actor*Condition 2.30 1 2.30 2.35 .127 
Error 167.91 172 .98   
Total 6229.05 176    
Corrected Total 200.04 175    

R Squared = .161 (Adjusted R Squared = .146) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is no significant interaction for the 

dimension of perceived importance between actor and condition, F(1, 172)=2.35, p=.13.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ importance attributions differed when considering 

successful or unsuccessful outcomes, F(1,172)=26.83, p<.001. Positive conditions (M=6.24, 

SD=.76) were considered more important than negative conditions (M=5.47, SD=1.19).  
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Realism. The item for realism asks individuals to rank how clearly or not clearly they can 

imagine an event happening to them in terms of ‘not at all clearly or ‘very clearly’. The item 

gives options from 1 (not at all clearly) to 7 (very clearly).  

Table 15 

Descriptive Statistics for Realism 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 6.21 .59 44 
Individual 6.21 .59 44 
Total 6.21 .58 88 

Negative Team 5.37 .90 44 
Individual 5.79 .87 44 
Total 5.58 .90 88 

Total Team 5.79 .86 88 
Individual 6.00 .77 88 
Total 5.89 .82 176 

 

In general, players could imagine these events happening to them very clearly. This 

indicates that they viewed both positive and negative events and the role of the self or team as 

realistic.  

Table 16 

2x2 ANOVA for Realism 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 21.20 3 7.07 12.59 .000 
Intercept 6114.77 1 6114.77 10893.01 .000 
Condition 17.44 1 17.44 31.07 .000 
Actor 1.88 1 1.88 3.35 .07 
Actor*Condition 1.88 1 1.88 3.35 .07 
Error 96.55 172 .56   
Total 6232.52 176    
Corrected Total 117.75 175    

R Squared = .180 (Adjusted R Squared = .166) 
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Interaction effect of actor and condition. There is no significant interaction for the 

dimension of realism between actor and condition at early season, F(1, 172)=2.35, p=.13.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ realism perceptions differed when considering 

successful or unsuccessful outcomes, F(1,172)=31.07, p<.001. Positive conditions (M=6.21, 

SD=.59) tended to be more clearly imagined than negative conditions (M=5.58, SD=.90). 

Considerations. The players endorsed internal, stable, global, and controllable attributions for 

their own and their team’s success and failure across events. They consider these events 

important and real. A noticeable exception to this pattern, however, is intentionality. Players 

endorsed intentional attributions except when interpreting their individual role in negative 

conditions. Another point to stress is the degree of internality in locus attributions. Recall that 

players have not had the opportunity to play together yet and very few share any relevant history. 

While they do not have these experiences, they do endorse high personal responsibility for 

events in all scenarios.  

The level of importance reported by players indicates that they view both positive and 

negative conditions as important. This also shows suggests that achievement is important to 

them. The way for players to achieve their expectation of success is through positive outcomes in 

tournaments, which will then lead them to the prized National tournament. In this same lens, 

positive conditions are also more clearly imagined as realistic than negative conditions. Players 

can imagine both outcomes relatively well; however, it may be that they hope for positive 

outcomes and thus, can imagine positive conditions in a more realistic way. They may have 

explored the possibilities of both negative and positive outcomes, and their expectation for 

success leads them to imagine positive conditions more clearly.  
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As a whole, attributional endorsements tell a story of volleyball players who are 

achievement focused and guided particularly by imagined positive outcomes. They consider 

events internally caused, which is reflected in their concerns related to overthinking and 

confidence in early season. They see events as stable and global; they expect to experience them, 

and something like them again. They also consider all these events over time and across situation 

controllable, placing them in an effort-based achievement arena. The intentionality dimension 

illustrates a player who relies on team responsibility across situations, and denies responsibility 

for personal failure but accepts it for personal success. These concerns are reflected in their early 

season analysis.  

In Summary: Who Are Nationals Players?. An aim of the first portion of this study was to 

identify who the players are in relation to their introduction to and participation with their team 

and the club. Knowing who the players are in early season is essential for understanding the 

transformative co-regulation role of youth club volleyball. Figure 3 helps us organize how this 

might unfold.  

Nationals teams are largely comprised of high school girls who want to be good. They learn 

what the volleyball club expects of them immediately upon joining. Prior to competition, they have 

identified the concerns of their coaches through practices and aligned their concerns for themselves 

and their team with the expectations placed upon them.  

Nationals players want to be good athletes, good students, and good teammates. They pride 

themselves on being coachable and listening to instructions from their coaches. They often struggle 

with overthinking and being “in the game” and this can come across as being tired or lethargic on 

the court. They will exhaust themselves to be perfect due to a high degree of internality in locus 

and reflected in their individual concerns. They do not tolerate less than their best from themselves 
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or their teammates. They hold their teammates to high standards as well, though less demanding 

(sometimes, in certain teams) than the standards that they hold themselves. They see success as 

winning games and contributing to their team, however they can. They see failure as both losing 

or not giving their best effort. There seem to be a lot more opportunities in the girls’ minds to fail 

than there are to succeed due to the high expectations that they place on themselves. They listen 

first, but don’t always ask questions when they should. They do not challenge authority easily. 

They bring this mindset to midseason. 

Midseason 

Data Sources and Organization. Midseason data sources include observations from 

tournaments, reflection journal codes for tensions, and related attribution patterns within teams 

sourced from SASS data at early season. Tournament observations were used to provide context 

to reported tensions in reflection journals when players discussed ‘what happened’ to them and 

their teams, substantiated by causal attribution data by team at early season.  

Nationals 15’s: The Learners. The Nationals 15’s are newcomers to competitive 

volleyball at the National level. This means that they are learning how to function as a member 

of an elite group and develop their sense of purpose and self within an organization that views 

tournament outcome as a large part of participatory value. In this study, they are the team that is 

solely focused on learning their roles and the expectations associated with being on a Nationals 

team. The “Learners” main work involves discovering the meaning of participating in a 

volleyball situation that has new expectations.  

 At early season, the Learners were concerned with team aspects like communication, 

attitude, preparation, and mental errors. These concerns were echoed within their individual 

worries as well through their concerns regarding confidence, overthinking, stress, and attitude. 
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Observations of their interactions with their coaches were largely focused on fostering the 

attitude of an elite Nationals level player and learning the expectations associated with their 

mental and physical performance. 

Team Attribution Summary For The Learners. Attributional ascriptions provide key 

insights into the ways in which the Learners will interpret and reflect upon their outcomes as 

they move from early season into their scheduled tournaments. Attribution profile summaries can 

also give insight into the ways in which teams grapple with concerns during early season based 

on their interactions with each other. Their concerns then inform their reflections, subsequent 

attributions, and tensions within their identity development.  

 Early on, the Learners indicated internal, controllable, and global attribution patterns for 

negative individual events. They viewed causes as neither completely stable or unstable but 

important. Positive individual events were viewed as internal, controllable, intentional, stable, 

and global. Negative individual events were more internal than positive individual events. 

Negative events were also considered less controllable, less stable, and largely unintentional.   

Table 17 

Attributions of the Learners 

 Failure Success 
Negative- 
Individual 

Negative-
Team 

Positive-
Individual 

Positive- 
Team 

You 
perform 
poorly in a 
competition 
 

Your team 
performs 
poorly in a 
competition  

You 
perform 
well in a 
competition 

Your team 
performs 
well in a 
competition 

Locus/Origin Locus 6.2 4.4 5.3 4 

 
Responsibility 

Controllability 2.1 1.2 1.6 1.6 

Intentionality 5.7 5.6 2.8 2.2 
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Validity/Salience 

Importance 6 5.3 6.6 6.1 

Realism 5.9 5.4 6.3 6.1 

 
Consistency 

Stability 4 3.2 5.4 5.7 

Globality 5.2 2.4 5.1 5.3 

*Calculated on a scale from one anchor to another; lower score does not necessarily mean less 
of that construct. For example, see Appendix A.  
 
 The Learners are an internal group of players who believe they have control over all 

events but acknowledge the possibility of unintentional mistakes for both themselves and their 

teammates. They view all events as important to them, but success even more so than failure. 

They view causes as consistent over time and situation, and thus anticipate the cause being 

present again.  
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Figure 8: The Concerns of the Learners  

 Learner concerns manifested in their first tournament. Players’ reasons for their negative 

outcome (poor placement in their first Nationals tournament and no bid for higher seeding) were 

all related to their status as learners. The Learners were in the process of differentiating between 

the constructs of ‘friend’ and ‘teammate’ as they transitioned to a higher level of competition. 

They continuously redefined their team as they progressed during the season. Table 18 illustrates 

the main tensions that Learners reported in their journals after each performance opportunity at 

the Nationals level.  

Table 18 

Main Tensions Experienced by the Learners 

 
 Tension 1: Friends vs. 

Teammates 
Tension 2: Realism vs. Optimism 

Tournament 1 27% 
 
“Friends that need to learn how to talk”  

63% 
 
“…not prepared and still learning to play against 
Nationals teams” 
 
“Getting used to working with each other”  
 

Tournament 2 19% 
 
“Still friends but learning how to talk like 
teammates” 

91% 
 
“[we need to] play more together to achieve our 
potential” 
 
“We need more experience together”  
 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
 

Friends vs. Teammates. At the time of the first tournament, the Learners were working 

to redefine themselves together as a team. All reported needs involved experience; more 

experience in preparation, as a team, and competing within these expectations. Players indicated 

that they lean on each other during these times of tension. Particularly in tournaments when the 
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situation is difficult, the team was learning how to reach out for help from their teammates 

during these tense moments.  

At this point, all players used “I” language to talk about their experiences during the first 

tournament. While many of the players knew each other from previous teams or from school, 

they did not have experience playing together as a team. They use “friends” as an individual 

identifier. They may have had multiple relationships with individual people, but they did not yet 

have a relationship as a team, which would indicate relationships within the larger umbrella. 

Realism vs. Optimism. The Learners were also working to discover what was possible as 

they began to understand the context of achievement. In the first tournament, they were working 

on identifying what they called their ‘potential’ as a group for achievement in this new context. 

They considered aspects of preparation and training that they could work to improve on as 

individuals and as a group to help them work towards their potential, or underlying collective 

ability. They also indicated that the Nationals level of competition was new, and thus, redefining 

effort in all aspects of their preparation, performance, and reflection. The Learners were also 

working on post-game reflection with coaches as a group to identify collective goals for 

improvement. They considered themselves as a singular player, but were beginning to also 

consider themselves as a team with shared goals.  

 By the second tournament, players saw a connection between potential and experience. 

While the words remained the same, they transitioned to speaking about their current potential as 

a product of their experiences up to this point. Players talked about their innate skill and talent 

through words like ‘potential’ but still gave an indication that their potential together had not 

been achieved due to existing limitations on shared history and needing more experience 

together. 
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 Through building teammate relationships, the Learners were engaging in forming 

complex emotional relationships with each other. In Nationals level volleyball, much of player 

self-worth as a team is tied to their achievement in competition. For this reason, being a 

teammate a certain degree of trust that is different from friendship. This must be obtained in 

order to play well and communicate during difficult times. At the time of the first tournament, 

players had no shared history against other Nationals level competition teams. The first 

tournament became an endeavor in trusting other players as teammates. The first tournament 

reflections indicated that players believed their teammates were trying to help each other but still 

needed more shared experiences in order to get used to playing with each other and learning to 

trust in their relationship as teammates.  

 During the second tournament, players began to identify ways that they could improve 

together across time. While many of the ways to improve were not necessarily specific (gain 

comfort, trust, etc.), they hinged back on the second tension of increasing the direction of effort 

as they gain experience. 

Considerations. Across 2 tournaments, the Learners journal reflections revealed how the 

lens of their concerns and how they navigated within the tensions identified with their team. 

Attribution patterns, especially in understanding negative events,  inform player concerns prior to 

the start of tournaments. For example, players considered negative individual events as more 

internal (m=6.2) than positive individual events or any team events. Their subsequent reported 

concerns were related to aspects of overthinking, confidence, and stress related to performance. 

These negative individual events were also believed less controllable than team events, 

suggesting a stronger belief in their team to overcome and control events as a group rather than 

as individuals.  
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Learner concerns at early season were an indicator of tensions they experienced in the 

tournaments, beginning with their understanding of the differences between friend and teammate 

relationships. As they gained trust through their shared history with each other in the second 

tournament, players began using transformative language to discuss their teammates (e.g. 

“learning how to”), moving away from the friendship-oriented reflections of the past.  

 Additionally, players seemed to rely on their understanding of “potential” to get them 

through difficult times as a group. As indicated by their attribution patterns at early season, there 

was a strong feeling of control when faced with negative team events. In journal reflections, 

players indicated optimism that through sharing more experiences together, they would be able 

to achieve together. Players did not identify individual or group ways to improve, but instead 

believed that they needed more time together as teammates in order to gain comfort with the 

expectations of being a National level player. As players progressed into the second tournament, 

they began to name specific aspects that they needed from their team over time (e.g., “need more 

experience”, “better communication”) in order to reach this potential. While these were still not 

specific areas of identified growth, this trend does indicate that players were beginning to 

consider their own ideas in relation to what they needed to improve upon and highlights their 

belief in the controllability of both positive and negative events.   

Nationals 16’s: The Pressured. The Nationals 16’s started the season surrounded by the 

immense pressure of high expectations. The players on this team were well known within the 

club as high Pressured who were competitive and had a strong likelihood of leading the club to a 

placement performance at Nationals. The players on the team were greeted with these 

expectations from the moment they walked onto the court and those expectations informed them 

of their standards for which they should practice, compete, and achieve. In this study, the 
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Nationals 16’s are the “Pressured”. The club, coaches, and players all expected high 

performances from the Pressured at all times. Their performance standards were not dictated by 

competition, but instead by preset standards to which others believed they could and should 

achieve.   

The Pressured viewed themselves as the source or origins of their outcomes, which they 

considered controllable if not always intentionally realized. Ascriptions for failure aligned with a 

belief that things might not always work out successfully but certainly can be corrected and 

improved upon. In comparison, Pressured players viewed the source of team outcomes as 

slightly external, but controllable. Failure could occur in some situations, where some intentions 

to succeed were not realized.  

Table 19 

Attributions of the Pressured 

 Failure Success 
Negative- 
Individual 

Negative-
Team 

Positive-
Individual 

Positive- 
Team 

You 
perform 
poorly in a 
competition 
 

Your team 
performs 
poorly in a 
competition  

You 
perform 
well in a 
competition 

Your team 
performs 
well in a 
competition 

Locus/Origin Locus 5.9 3.9 6 5.1 

 
Responsibility 

Controllability 2.9 1.3 1.6 2.1 

Intentionality 5.9 4 2.7 2.4 

 
Validity/Salience 

Importance 2.6 5.3 6.6 6.1 

Realism 6.2 5.7 6.4 6.3 

 
Consistency 

Stability 5.6 5 5.9 6.6 

Globality 5.6 2.9 5.1 5.7 
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*Calculated on a scale from one anchor to another; lower score does not necessarily mean less 
of that construct. For example, see Appendix A.  
 

Prior to the first tournament, club coaches discussed the Pressured at length with each 

other during staff meetings. Pressured players were expected by coaches to excel and easily 

qualify for Nationals. They were determined to have the individual skills and talents necessary to 

excel prior to even practicing together as a group. As the team came together around scrimmages 

and practices, the ease with which they handled routine volleyball skills was evident. However, 

players had difficulty finding unity with each other. At early season, they indicated the tensions 

listed in Figure 9. 

 
 

Figure 9: The Concerns of the Pressured 

 Players struggled immediately with communication as a group, including during practice. 

This was coupled with what they identified as ‘shutting down’ when feeling frustration. To 
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players, shutting down looked like ignoring coaches, not listening to teammates, and not caring if 

the team wins or loses. This could also be associated with the low energy concern that players 

indicated at the team level.  

These team tensions were further explained through the individual tensions felt by 

players prior to the tournaments. Aspects that concerned players as individuals included fear of 

failure, emotions, overthinking, and shutting down. They also indicated team dynamics were an 

individual tension as well. The overlaps between these two areas of tension indicate the larger 

issue of team outbursts and relational issues impacting how players performed as individuals. In 

this way, tensions from the team bled or “could bleed” into the individual and vise-versa.  

These concerns can be tracked as the season progresses through the three main coded 

tensions for the Pressured during the season. Table 20 shows the main tensions experienced by 

players as recorded in their reflection journals and contained in the overarching tension codes 

established through observation at early season (Figure 9). 

Table 20 

Tensions of the Pressured 

 Tension 1: Splintering vs. 
Connecting 

Tension 2: Potential vs. Attainment 

Tournament 1 72% 
 
“Doesn’t stop fighting- which is good 
and bad” 
 
“…it is gonna take a lot to reach the top 
starting with communication and 
dealing with our emotions.” 
 

45% 
 

“Good team with a lot of potential…Lots of work to 
do”  
 

Tournament 2 81% 
 
“We went 7-1 and we fought really 
hard. We had some tough moments but 
I don’t think we stopped fighting.”  
 

54% 
 
“We are a competitive team and take what we do 
seriously and want to win everything but also are 
able to learn from our mistakes and work on them to 
get better so it won’t happen again.”  
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“Worked through the tough times and 
kept talking” 
 

 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
 

Potential vs. Attainment. During the first tournament, the Pressured struggled with 

balancing their considerable ability with their effort in relation to the weight of the expectations 

for them. Players used words like ‘potential’ to highlight their belief in their team, but also used 

words like ‘choked’ to illustrate their beliefs that their team should have performed better. While 

players believed they were talented, they also were struggling to identify their own hard work 

within the context of the expectations. Part of their realized effort may have been lost within the 

existing belief about their innate ability.  

In their reflection journals after the second tournament, players used language that more 

actively took ownership of the expectations that were foisted upon them at the start of the season. 

This seemed to coincide with identity statements. Players indicated that they believed their team 

had ‘what it takes’ to be a strong Nationals competitor but also indicated characteristics of their 

team that they believed made them great independent of the expectations for performance. As the 

team developed their own vision of team identity, they also seemed to take more control of the 

expectations of being ‘Pressured’ and reorganized their thoughts around achievement in terms of 

their known strengths.  

Splintering vs. Connecting. The Pressured also struggled with maintaining cohesion and 

not splintering, where their team began to break apart into smaller factions depending upon on-

court disagreements. This cohesion tension was characterized as connecting, where players are 

steadfast in their desire to lean in together to on-court problems, versus splintering, where 

players are inclined to pull apart from their group and ‘shut down’. Separation like this can cause 

on-court issues related to communication and trust. On the other side of the spectrum, connecting 
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can be characterized as dedication and resolution to attainment together. The tension between the 

desire to splinter and focus on individual attainment instead of lean in to team attainment during 

hardship was necessary to experience growth as a unit within difficult on-court circumstances 

when they were losing their lead or were behind in points.  

 In the first tournament which they came in second, players described behaviors like 

falling apart and losing trust during the tournament, which they considered as contributors to 

what they identified as their team’s lackluster performance. Despite this, players also identified 

their team’s commitment to each other through things like shared goals, protecting each other, 

and their dedication to the process of volleyball.  One player captured this tension particularly 

well where they characterized their team as individuals who do not “stop fighting- which is good 

and bad”. Other players referenced the on-court disagreements that happened as ‘fights’ as well. 

In this description, players fight for each other as much as they fight with each other, illustrating 

the deep tension between commitment and separation.  

 After the second tournament, players indicated in their reflection journals that they had to 

work through difficult times together, did not stop fighting, and began to click. The in-team 

fighting that players had previously mentioned when describing what happened in the first 

tournament became a more unified fight towards their goal instead of against each other. Players 

who referenced this tension described ‘tough moments’ and experiencing ‘ups and downs’ but 

each player also talked about how they worked through their corresponding struggles as a team.  

The splintering vs. connection tension manifested in troubling on court behaviors like 

player reported emotional suppression (e.g. “keeping down my emotions”) and unproductive 

blaming when athletes failed to resolve this tension together. Much of what the coach discussed 

prior to the first tournament was present in the Pressured’s concerns for their own emotions 
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during early season, however, this concern was not discussed in reflections after the first 

tournament. The coach stated in conversation with the researcher prior to the first tournament 

that the Pressured’s “…passion is amazing, but can sometimes be a problem”.  According to 

observation notes, the players would often not let their on-court disputes settle and would carry 

them forward into subsequent plays on the court and even subsequent games. This illustrates one 

consequence of the heavy expectation of high performance, in which national volleyball teams 

are expected to develop complex emotional regulation skills in the name of ‘attitude and 

accountability’.  

 In observations, players struggled in close games with seemingly small on-court 

adjustments and feedback from each other regarding plays. This struggle coincided with their 

visible mounting frustration as the point differential increased away from their favor during sets. 

Players who referenced this tension did so in the context of having a ‘strong team’ with the 

modifier that there was some kind of work to be done in either communication or on-court 

emotions, as indicated in the example above.  

 Before the second tournament players worked extensively on their communication skills 

in practices through film observations and coach-assisted, player-led discussion. Players talked 

about working through difficulties by communicating and showing more emotional restraint. 

One player discussed the dichotomy she experienced of feeling happy with her team, but also 

stressed individually. Players seemed to be required to show some kind of emotional suppression 

while on the court in order to move forward to the next play; however, this takes a stressful toll 

on young, goal directed athletes as they attempt to regulate their emotions and stay mindful. 

Considerations. The Pressured struggled with the expectations that were placed upon 

them from the outset. They were aware of the challenges that they would face as a group to be 
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able to fulfill those expectations. Their attribution patterns at early season confirmed that they 

found their individual negative events to be the least controllable, which is evidenced in their 

individual concerns for overthinking, stress, and fear of failure. However, they viewed negative 

team events as the most controllable kind of event, subject to situational differences. This 

indicated that they had a deep belief in their team’s considerable skills and ability to overcome 

negative events together, despite their concerns for situations that inspired struggles in 

communication and frustration.  

Journal reflections illustrated the Pressured players’ main struggle at the beginning was to 

find homeostasis between their desire to win and their ability to communicate. High internality 

attributions could be a potential source of emotional regulation and communication struggles 

early on. Once players began to feel aligned in their competition goals and learned how to 

communicate with each other regarding on-court circumstances, they began to connect to each 

other through their shared passion for the sport. As players acknowledged the expectations of 

their talent in the first tournament, they found the room to work on their mistakes in the second.  

 The Pressured showed immense growth throughout the second tournament, which they 

discussed in their reflections. They transitioned from talking about fighting as something that 

they did with each other to something that they did for each other. They mentioned tough 

moments and uncertainty, but they described their commitment through these times to stay 

focused, communicate, and work towards their goals. The Pressured discussed their excitement 

for future tournaments as they continued to work together. 

Nationals 17’s: The Free-Spirits. The 17’s are a team built from the remnants of players 

who were too old to be on the 16’s team yet not quite skilled enough to be on the 18’s team. Club 

organizations that have 17’s teams often fall into this same conundrum but do not have enough 
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players to form a 17’s team. Prior to this year, there was no 17’s team because there were not 

enough ‘in-between’ players to form a developmental Nationals level team. The 17’s in this 

study were the first 17’s team that this club has been able to form. The 17’s were often 

referenced with low expectations for performance. They were characterized as ‘misfits’ for both 

the 18’s and the 16’s teams. These players took it upon themselves to characterize their team as 

‘underdogs’ prior to the first tournament. They expressed multiple times that they wanted to 

surprise and shock the others with their performance and abilities. 

 At early season, the Free Spirits attributed negative individual events to internal, slightly 

controllable, stable, global, and unintentional causes. Attributions for positive individual events 

were internal in locus, stable and global, and controllable and intentional. In comparison, 

negative individual events were seen as largely unintentional but still controllable. This indicates 

that the 17’s felt on an individual level, they had control over their on-court events at early 

season: they had the capability even if not always successful.  

Attributions for negative team events tell a different, unpredictable story that is 

controllable but mostly unintentional and situational. In contrast, positive team events were 

ascribed to an internal locus and considered to be predictable: stable and global, controllable and 

intentional.  

Table 21 

Attributions of the Free Spirits  

 Failure Success 
Negative- 
Individual 

Negative-
Team 

Positive-
Individual 

Positive- 
Team 

You 
perform 
poorly in a 
competition 
 

Your team 
performs 
poorly in a 
competition  

You 
perform 
well in a 
competition 

Your team 
performs 
well in a 
competition 
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Locus/Origin Locus 6.3 3.5 5.4 3.6 

 
Responsibility 

Controllability 3.4 2.4 2.5 1.7 

Intentionality 6.8 6 2.0 2.0 

 
Validity/Salience 

Importance 5.7 5.25 6.3 6.3 

Realism 6.0 5 6.1 5.9 

 
Consistency 

Stability 4.9 4.63 5.6 6.4 

Globality 4.7 2.13 4.5 4.9 

*Calculated on a scale from one anchor to another; lower score does not necessarily mean less 
of that construct. For example, see Appendix A.  
 
 

In early season, the Free Spirits referenced primarily technical concerns for their team 

and for themselves as individuals (Figure 10). This is echoed in their views on unintentionality in 

negative events in their early season attributions. Team concerns included in-game tensions like 

errors on routine plays and execution of volleyball systems during games (36% of respondents). 

Players also referenced overcoming pressure as a team and their ability to overcome deficits 

during play (46%) which may be influenced by their feelings of uncontrollability in the face of 

negative team events. As individuals, players were primarily concerned about overthinking and 

focus (56%). Given they attributed their individual event outcomes as largely internal in locus 

and controllable, Free Spirit players likely felt they could overcome their individual barriers 

related to overthinking but also acknowledged that they will make some mistakes.  
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Figure 10. Concerns of the Free Spirits.  

The Free Spirits took the low expectations of the club and their identity as a team of ‘misfits’ and 

turned themselves into a team that focused on having fun and freedom on the court to enjoy their 

time with volleyball and each other. While they characterized themselves initially as underdogs, 

they found immense freedom in being underestimated. They channeled this into having a fun 

mindset on the court, joking with each other, and only living up to whatever their own 

expectations for performance were. During the season, the varying expectations for performance 

on the team caused inter-squad issues as circumstances changed, but the majority of players 

resolved to define their own expectations for performance.  

 Though the team captured the definition of Free-Spirits wholeheartedly, they were not 

free from overarching tensions that impacted their reflections in post-game. The two tensions 
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that the Free-Spirits negotiated within this season were realism vs. positivity, complacency vs. 

risk, and excuses vs. accountability (Table 22).  

Table 22 

Tensions of the Free Spirits 

 Tension 1: Complacency vs. 
Risk  

Tension 2: Excuses vs. 
Accountability 

Tournament 1 22% 
 

“We kept pushing and upset some 
teams in the beginning and then didn’t 

do so well…” 
 

100% 
 
“We played hard but our setter got 
hurt”  
 
“We did good despite not having our 
setter” 

Tournament 2 67% 
 
“I think as a team we grew and found 
our selves more. We got to know each 
other even more… We always made 
sure it was hard to beat us and not a 
wash.” 

56% 
 
“We went 2-6 without a setter…. I feel 
I could have made a lot more better 
choices in the games.” 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
 

 During the first tournament, the Free Spirits lost their setter to a season-ending injury. 

The team had no back-up setter registered for the tournament and thus, another player who had 

never played the position had to shift into the role and do her best to learn the position as she 

played. After the tournament, athletes seemed to be in the process of considering their identity 

around what happened at the tournament. There was a clear split between players who discussed 

their team’s endurance through difficult times (‘badass’) and players who focused on the future 

desires of the team to have fun and stay positive and lighthearted.   

Complacency vs. Risk. After the first tournament, players did not individually discuss 

their actions outside of their teammate’s injury. Players discussed pride in their ability to work 
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through difficult times together as a team. At this point, it was unclear whether the setter would 

return to the team or not, and thus, players were differentially coping with the potential outcomes 

to their season without a key, essential player. This may also be aided by the perception that 

negative team events were considered largely unintentional, which allowed for players to make 

mistakes on the court without viewing the outcome as an individual or team ability failure.  

Though the extent of the setter’s injury was unknown at this point of the journal 

reflection, it eventually became clear that the injury would end the player’s season. After the 

news, coaches worked to see if another player from other teams could join the Free-Spirits, but 

no other players wanted to become part of their team. Other coaches and the club were not 

willing to split their teams at this point in the season to join the Free-Spirits. Thus, the team had 

to work around not having an experienced key player in their line-up. The two ways that players 

seemed to cope was to either focus on their pride in overcoming the event, or focus on having 

fun in the future.   

In the second tournament, players took more risks in establishing what they could 

continue to work on while acknowledging that they had extenuating circumstances. They 

navigated the tension through their shared understanding of individual control and allowance for 

mistakes. Players also expressed pride in being able to take risks for and with their team due to 

extenuating circumstances that they were all placed in. There appeared to be some unification 

due to the injury situation that allowed the players to experience pride within loss and continue to 

take risks as a group.  

Excuses vs. Accountability. The Free-Spirits had a clear and valid excuse for their 

performance in the first tournament as they had to adjust quickly without a back-up setter. This 

key position reinforces all offensive interactions and sets up for specific plays that players had 
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practiced for the tournament. Losing this player did impact all of their subsequent on-court plays 

and negated much of their preparation. However, players interpreted the loss of the setter 

differentially through the use of the modifiers ‘despite’ (n=6) or ‘but’ (n=3).  Seven players 

expressed feeling pride. At this point in the reflection journal, no players indicated areas of 

improvement or future actions that could be taken but instead focused on their teammate’s 

injury. However, it is important to note that the use of “despite” indicated the players felt they 

persevered in spite of a negative circumstance. While this could be considered an excuse, it does 

indicate some forward action that players took to negate the extremely disruptive circumstance 

and enable them to still feel some pride as a team.  

 In the second tournament, players transitioned away from the heavy focus on the event of 

losing their setter. As players coped with the shock after the first tournament, they were likely 

able to come together around the circumstance and move away from focusing on the event as a 

singular reason but instead see it as an something that happened to their teammate and to them. 

This unification enabled players to acknowledge the circumstance, move beyond what happened, 

and begin to consider their own capabilities within the circumstance. While losing the setter was 

still absolutely a defining event to their group, players were able to still hold themselves 

accountable for their actions within their shared circumstance.  

Considerations. The Free-Spirits began their season as a team of misfits who did not 

quite belong on two other teams that the club offered. This led them to develop their own identity 

that challenged the club expectations of Nationals players. Club expectations like accountability 

were still very much present, but due to the circumstances that unfolded during the first 

tournament, players had to grapple with what accountability looked like when there was a lack of 

organizational support. Without additional setters or the possibility of additional players or 
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practices, the Free-Spirits took ownership of the idea of accountability through taking intentional 

on-court risks, acknowledging the possibility and existence of mistakes, and sharing in their 

support of each other despite performance outcomes.  

 The Free-Spirits referenced pride frequently, and much of it was within the context of 

being able to overcome the difficulties presented to them. While their season may have looked 

different if their setter had not been injured, they adjusted their expectations through 

acknowledging their control within the circumstance, but not being bound by it. They viewed 

team negative outcomes as largely uncontrollable at the outset of the season, which primed them 

to handle this setback through exercising individual control. Players continued to take risks and 

play positions that were not necessarily their first or best option. They continued to work hard 

during practice but not at the expense of their own wellbeing which they controlled and defined 

in team conversations with their coach and each other (e.g., “I need a break” in practice as an 

infrequent but repeated and respected comment across time). In the case of the Free-Spirits, the 

lack of expectations gave them the freedom to take risks, their team’s support allowed them the 

safety to fail, and their ongoing effort in the face of adversity earned them the ability to feel 

pride. 

Nationals 18’s: The Focused. The 18’s were a team built and chiseled within the club. 

Many of the players on this team had belonged to the club for over four years and during that 

time, had also played on the most competitive teams. For all but two of the players, this was to 

be their last year in the club program as they would age out and graduate within the next year. 

For this reason, many players had a laser-like focus on recruitment possibilities from college 

programs, had decided to step away from volleyball, or had already achieved recruitment. The 

18’s also viewed their success in Nationals as a deciding factor of their season’s success. Success 
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and winning was not an option; it was a necessary achievement. Players were resolved in their 

commitment and success for their final year of play. Thus, the 18’s have earned the title, “The 

Focused”.  

 In the early season attribution survey about individual events, the Focused believed they 

were in charge of themselves and situations were predictable and controllable, although 

intentions were not yet realized. Positive individual events were internal, stable, global, 

controllable, and intentional. Positive events were considered more stable, global, and intentional 

than negative individual events. Team events were understood similarly; however, the causes of 

negative team events were more internalized and the negative team events themselves were seen 

as unique situations that could re-occur.  

Table 23 

Attributions of the Focused  

 Failure Success 
Negative- 
Individual 

Negative-
Team 

Positive-
Individual 

Positive- 
Team 

You 
perform 
poorly in a 
competition 
 

Your team 
performs 
poorly in a 
competition  

You 
perform 
well in a 
competition 

Your team 
performs 
well in a 
competition 

Locus/Origin Locus 6.4 5.2 6.1 4.3 

 
Responsibility 

Controllability 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.9 

Intentionality 5.9 5.8 2.9 1.7 

 
Validity/Salience 

Importance 5.9 4.7 6.3 6.1 

Realism 5.7 5.3 6.6 6.2 

 
Consistency 

Stability 4.3 4.7 5.9 5.8 

Globality 4.4 3 6.0 5.0 
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*Calculated on a scale from one anchor to another; lower score does not necessarily mean less 
of that construct. For example, see Appendix A.  
 

At early season, the primary concerns of the Focused for their team included aspects of 

play: communication (25%), poor chemistry (31%), and playing with a sense of urgency (25%). 

Their concerns within the team area were largely related to their sense of how to come together. 

Their concerns within the personal area were largely related to how to cope with the exhaustion 

of outside pressure inside their own heads.  

 
Figure 11. The Concerns of the Focused. 

 
 As individuals, their primary concerns of the Focused were confidence (33%), 

overthinking (42%), and being able to focus despite stress (25%). Players largely felt in charge 

individually with the exception of positive team events, which they attributed to others; 

Overthinking may have manifested as a concern because they see themselves as largely 
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responsible for both individual and team negative outcomes. These concerns manifested in their 

tournaments during the season in the tensions between action vs. anticipation and effort vs. self-

explanation (Table 24). 

Table 24 

The Tensions of the Focused 

 T1: Action vs. Anticipation T2: Effort vs. Self Expectation 
Tournament 1 27% 

 
“We did good overall but we didn’t do good 
enough to win.”  
 
“My team did well. We were mostly consistent 
under pressure.” 
 
 

63% 
 
“We are good, but we need to push 
harder for that last little bit to be 
great.” 
 
“We still have a lot of work to get 
done, but we’re making progress.” 
 
“We didn’t win because we didn’t 
play our positions perfect 100% of the 
time. The other team figured it out 
before we did.” 
 

Tournament 2 18% 
 
“I think my intention was there but I lacked 
energy during some games. I’m disappointed in 
myself but there’s no point in dreading on it now. 
The past is in the past.” 

72% 
 
“As a team, we did not do as well as 
expected. We had slow starts and 
could not execute in tight matches.” 
 
“We did not do as well as we were 
hoping/expecting to.” 
 
“I didn’t play as well as I thought I 
was going to.” 
 
“I think I did well considering. I made 
mistakes; it is not perfect but I feel 
myself slowly improving.” 
 

Tournament 3 36% 
 
“We didn’t play well. We need to find out why 
we are still playing.” 
 
“We settled. We were just okay when bad things 
happened and then just let them happen again.” 
 

90% 
 
“We could and should have played 
better. I was getting frustrated with 
my team and myself.” 
 
“I was tired but not an excuse and I 
need to work on a lot of stuff but 
mainly just need to get energy and 
practice reps on the court.” 
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“I tried to remember not to get in my 
head and tried to shake my mistakes 
off.” 
 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
 

Action vs. Anticipation. As indicated in the early season survey, athletes were pulled 

between their expiring time as junior volleyball players and the expectations that they had grown 

into throughout their years with the club. In general, player goals indicated that they wanted to 

place in the Nationals tournament and end their last season in the ‘right way’. This term was used 

multiple times (n=6) to describe how players wanted to end their respective last seasons, but little 

description was used to identify what the right way meant to players and to their team. Placing in 

Nationals seemed to be the main objective, but the players’ focus on that outcome left little 

achievement related success to be felt in each event along the way. This is particularly important 

due to these players’ relative lack of locus for events and high importance they place on them. 

When the Focused did succeed in their goals they were less likely to believe they were the source 

of that success than they were the source of failure.  

 In the first tournament, players successfully won all of their games up to the 

championship, where they lost to their local rival. Players individually considered either the 

outcome of losing in the championships, or considered the events as a whole in the tournament. 

Whether players identified the last loss as definitive of the tournament outcome (n=5) or 

considered the team’s success through the series of events that led them there (n=3), there was a 

majority consensus among players that more needed to be done in order to achieve to their high 

expectations (n=8). 

Effort vs. Self-Expectation. Players on the 18’s were determined to have flawless play in 

their skills and execution. In observations, the coach would encourage players to think ‘four 
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steps ahead’ and would shout situational aspects to players while they were scrimmaging within 

their squad to pull their attention and encourage them to think about the ‘what if’ aspect of 

gameplay that would allow them to continue to execute quickly and without errors. Perfection in 

routine skills was expected and was largely considered obtainable through repeated and 

continuous practice.  

In the first tournament, many players reflected that there was work to be done regarding 

their future preparation to reach the next level (n=7). Of these players, 4 acknowledged that they 

had made progress towards their goals and the expectations set at the beginning of the season. By 

the second tournament, players acknowledged imperfection and still identified progress. Players 

also discussed the need to learn and grow from mistakes and what happens on the court. By the 

third tournament, there was no reference to perfection but instead a transition to reflection on 

what needs to be done for future success and what players tried to do that did not necessarily 

work. Mistakes were brought up frequently in this section, either as opportunities to grow or as 

hindrances to performance. This tension exemplifies the players’ concern at the beginning of the 

season as they struggled against overthinking and the stress of playing ‘perfectly’ and ultimately 

ended in the expression of frustration.  

 In addition to the press for perfection in volleyball, players negotiated between their 

volleyball demands and their external life demands as seniors and students. At early season, 

players expressed that they were concerned about energy and not coming to practices, games, 

and tournaments tired. This continued to be a theme as the season continued, particularly as 

tournaments increased, practice demands increased, and athletes had homework from their 

classes to consider. Exhaustion manifested in errors, mental mistakes, slow performances, 

injuries, and sickness. The players anticipated energy as a concern in relation to their season 
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expectations, and it was rightly a tension that commanded their ability to expend effort towards 

their goals, as well as their ability to execute necessary skills.  

Players were constantly judging their effort and abilities based off of the self-expectations 

that they held for themselves at the beginning of the season and their desire to end their club 

careers ‘right’. At the beginning of the season, some players (n=4) identified that they needed to 

work harder as a group in order to achieve their goals. Other players found peace in their 

individual effort towards the goals through their completion of their role in the team’s 

performance (n=2). At this point, no team members questioned the team’s ability in relation to 

the goals. By the second tournament, most players’ (n=7) journals expressed confusion and 

dissatisfaction in their performance in relation to their expectations. Players stated more factual 

information that had happened (for example, slow starts) rather than directing their thinking to 

future efforts.  

After the third tournament, players primarily expressed frustration in not performing up 

to their expectations. The transition from directed effort, to confusion and dissatisfaction, to 

frustration illustrates the classic issue with effort in relation to high self-expectations. As players 

were attempting to perform up to their high expectations for the season, they become 

increasingly disenfranchised with the idea that more effort would get them to success after 

repeated losses. These losses were rated as less important than team successes at the beginning of 

the season, but the repeated losses and little internalization of any positive team events made it 

difficult to escape the conclusion that as a team, they lack the ability to perform to their 

expectations.  

Considerations. The Focused set their goals at the beginning of the season to ‘end the 

season the right way’. This set up nearly impossible expectations to meet for the team, as 
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anything but complete success in matches was not good enough. Players were concurrently 

working to cope with large-scale individual issues related to volleyball (recruitment, health, 

college choices, etc.) that consumed their mental time when they were not on the court. In 

addition to abruptly-occurring life changes, they were expected to maintain or even improve their 

grades, continue to have a social life in their senior year, and execute their volleyball role 

flawlessly. Paired with their high control beliefs over positive and negative events at the 

beginning of the season, it was clear through observations that players exhausted themselves as 

they worked towards perfection. Their concern about energy and importance placed on the 

singular target and definition of positive team events had a lasting impact on their ability to enjoy 

their final season. 

 As time became an issue in qualifying for Nationals, players became more and more 

frustrated with their performance situation as they battled against their control beliefs and their 

concerns were actualized. Players began the season entirely consumed with outcome in the form 

of placement in the tournament overall. They could not celebrate a 2nd place win at their first 

tournament because they saw it as a loss and it did not qualify them for their goals. Additionally, 

their internal perception of negative events may have placed them in a highly cognitive place 

during play that limits their ability to be reactionary on court. They view negative team events as 

individually internal, placing the burden of the loss on themselves as well as others. As play 

continued, players did not identify any specific positive events that made them feel successful as 

individuals and still only focused on the outcome for the team as a whole. In the second 

tournament, players’ journal reflections were still hopeful that they were progressing and 

acknowledged mistakes. By the third tournament, players indicated struggles with exhaustion 

and overthinking on the court.  This cumulated in feelings of frustration as players perceived 
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their performance as not aligned with the effort or ability it would take to achieve their self-

expectation.  

In Summary: Nationals Teams. The Nationals teams were in different phases of 

negotiation within their identified team tensions when the season was cancelled. The last 

tournament prior to the cancellation was cancelled abruptly and resulted in a flurry of uncertainty 

and anxiety across teams within the entire volleyball community. As more information about the 

extent of the pandemic emerged, players, families, coaches, and directors began to negotiate 

through their own concerns regarding the active challenges presented to their continued 

participation in volleyball. These negotiations were largely personal and depended on the context 

and perspective of families during this time. While players participated in these discussions, 

ultimate control of the situation was left to the coaches and families within the organization. 

Eventually, localized control disappeared as insurance was removed abruptly from the national 

governing organization with little guidance provided in terms of next steps. 

 Players went from experiencing high feelings of control within both positive and negative 

events across all teams to having little actual control of their circumstances in volleyball, school, 

and social endeavors. Tensions that each team negotiated indicated that teams were focused on 

effortful behaviors to bring about desired results. As players boarded the plane to their final 

tournament and arrived to find it cancelled, they not only lost their opportunity to play, but also 

their perceived control within their situation.  

Late Season 

Data Sources and Organization. Late season data sources include Zoom meeting 

observations and rating scales for club activities completed during the shutdown due to the 

pandemic. Zoom meeting observations inform club, coach, team, and player emerging and 
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continuing tensions and concerns. Rating scales inform how players used club activities to cope 

with the circumstances of continuing their season away from the court and their teammates.  

Transition to Zoom. The transition from on court to online happened in bursts due the 

continually changing circumstances regarding the pandemic and associated recommendations. 

As circumstances developed, coaches and players were forced into the realization that 

tournaments and games would be cancelled. All teams were made to cope with the uncertainty 

regarding the outlook for the rest of their season. The importance of safety measures during the 

pandemic cannot be overstated; however, the quick transition to fully online volleyball, school, 

and social interactions impacted all players and teams deeply and differently. Each level of the 

volleyball system dealt with their respective different concerns regarding the volleyball season, 

participation, and future directions. How these concerns were addressed cascaded through the 

system.  

Club Concerns. The data source for club concerns were discussions that occurred during 

staff meetings each Monday over Zoom (n=10). Concerns involve all club members, families, 

coaches, and participants at a current or future date. They are largely related to decisions 

regarding club issues of participation. All staff members were invited to speak on club-wide 

issues; however, the director and assistant director were the only two present in multi-

organization meetings.  

Financial Insecurity. The club faced mounting financial insecurities as the crisis 

continued to impact tournaments, spark cancellations, and require extensive negotiations. Hotels 

and transportation companies had yet to enact policies that allowed for full refunds for 

cancellation due to the pandemic. The club worked closely with a coach on staff who was also a 

financial advisor to help them navigate the uncertain times.  
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The club, their members, and their coaches navigated their financial insecurity through 

pooling shared knowledge in order to gain expertise in uncertain times. The financial advisor 

was able to help the club director identify government funds for which to apply in order to keep 

the club in a position where they could continue paying coaches and helping athletes through the 

difficult time. The financial advisor also offered his services to all coaches on staff who needed 

aid or were experiencing pandemic-related financial issues. 

The unity that happened around supporting each other and the club in the face of 

financial issues was successful largely due to the attention that also was paid to the concerns of 

the coaches. When the coaches knew they had the club support and additional resources should 

they need them, they were able to focus fully on the job of figuring out what to do next for 

players in the program. Zoom conversations with the club coaches followed a similar pattern 

each time, with a quick check-in from the director to see how things were for their staff, a debrief 

on what had happened since the meeting in the last week, and then a question and answer session 

for coaches to talk with each other and with the club administration. After this, coaches would 

typically transition into talking about supporting their teams which would last for the majority of 

the meeting.  

Negotiating Transition. The political climate sparked differences in opinions between 

clubs and cities regarding the best policies for practices and continuation of play. Clubs faced 

extensive risk to any actions that they took regarding player participation because insurance had 

been abruptly removed without forewarning from national governing entities. Navigating the 

dynamic politics surrounding volleyball was difficult from both local and national levels. Clubs 

were concerned about the lack of governance from their national governing bodies. Local 

agencies were concerned with following state regulations. As the pandemic continued, various 
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counties began to experience different degrees of spread, further challenging a firm position on 

volleyball across the state and nation.  

As the club negotiated with these agencies, the coaches fielded questions from the parents 

based on their emerging knowledge. With constant changes, however, it became difficult for 

coaches to respond to questions with the most recent updates in mind. For this reason, the club 

released a bi-weekly update to players, parents, and coaches regarding what was upcoming. 

Coaches would receive the email the night before parents in order to have some time to ask 

questions should they have them on any updates. The club’s main goal was to present a unified 

front to the parents about the goals of their organization during the time away from the court.  

The unification surrounding the overarching goal to keep players engaged and healthy 

during the pandemic became the club’s identity during this time. Social media messaging 

became focused on what the club was doing, what players were doing, and how players were still 

working together in their support of one another despite the physical distance between them. The 

club became a leader in the forefront of online volleyball programs and started to lead other 

clubs through their own online offerings as well.  

Service to Community. Federal aid conversations had not yet begun when cancellations 

began in March and many parents found themselves out of work due to increasingly serious state 

lockdowns. Many paused their payments to the club as families did not feel they were receiving 

the service from the club that they had signed up for. Frustrations mounted between families and 

the club as they attempted to negotiate what new services players were receiving. The club 

wanted to continue to be able to pay its coaches during a treacherous time for job loss, while 

families were concurrently struggling with loss of their own. The club was put in a precarious 
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and urgent position to create a new way of conducting virtual volleyball that was as worthwhile 

as their in-person practices to the community they serve.  

As the time in virtual meetings and practice continued into April, the club found its grasp 

on techniques and strategies to expand the volleyball community to include online and serve 

their immediate and distanced community. The club became one of the leaders in the virtual 

movement for sports and worked to share their ideas and progress with other local and national 

level clubs. The health and wellness of the players both inside and outside their immediate 

community became their primary concern as other tensions were negotiated. While the club did 

successfully transition their athletes online and provide multiple measures of support in the form 

of activities, connection, and learning opportunities during this time, there were challenges that 

the club encountered that defined future interactions online. For example, a few coaches voiced 

their discomfort at athletes having their team Zoom sessions in their bedroom with the doors 

closed. The club then had to reach out to an individual specialized in sport safety to help them 

define online guidelines for ethical interaction with athletes. These guidelines worked their way 

upward into national agencies as more clubs joined the online training movement.  

Continued Player Engagement. From a club level perspective, directors communicated 

with other clubs and with governing entities (when available) to decipher what players’ 

continued volleyball participation could look like during this time. Very little guidance was 

provided from their usual governing agency, which would typically enact rules about player 

contact, contracts, and tournament regulations. However, in the absence of the governing body, 

clubs within different states were exposed to many different regulations dependent upon the rules 

of their local government. Access to volleyball largely depended upon the degree of the outbreak 

in certain areas and related local restrictions. 
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 The club was quickly moved to entirely online in the third week of March after a week of 

distanced practice after cancellations. It needed to find ways to engage their volleyball players to 

avoid substantial loss of members and also continue their mission to help their players become 

strong athletes. The club relied mainly on the expertise of the coaches to know what their 

individual team needed. While team engagement was reported to vary widely between levels 

(National versus other team levels in the club), coaches maintained similar schedules in order to 

ensure similar workload across levels. Coaches were expected to host a minimum of three Zoom 

calls a week (quickly reduced to two Zoom calls), participate in online fitness challenges, create 

content to share with the club on their social media, fill out growth sheets for their players based 

on their play up to this point in the season, and respond to parent inquiries. If needed, coaches 

were to forward any inquiries to the director. Coaches were required to submit a timesheet of 

what they did each week in order to provide justification for their continued pay should there be 

inquiries.  

 The club began to brainstorm activities immediately. Coaches used their specializations 

in order to help the club continue and the players utilize the time as effectively as possible. 

Coach specializations and talents included PE teaching, personal training, counseling, marketing, 

and videography among many others.  Each coach took control of one portion of the designed 

training plan, which included aspects of physical and mental conditioning as well as 

opportunities for social engagement. Coaches came up with activities that they modified 

according to player and parent feedback. The activities listed in Table 25 continued through the 

entirety of the Zoom season (March through July).  

Table 25 

Mean Rank Order of Players’ Evaluations of Helpfulness of Club Activities 
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Activity  Type Mean Rank Order 
Coaches and Team Zoom 
Calls 

Social Engagement 2.93 

TeamBuildr Workouts Physical Conditioning/Social 
Engagement 

3.33 

Group Texts with Teammates 
(Coach Monitored) 

Social Engagement 3.4 

Club Workout Competitions Social Engagement/Physical 
Conditioning 

3.88 

Thought Questions and 
Journaling 

Mental Conditioning 5.4 

Instagram Live Practices Social Engagement/Physical 
Conditioning 

6.2 

Social Media Sharing Social Engagement 6.35 
Watching Film  Mental Conditioning 7.2 
Home to Nationals Mileage 
Tracker 

Physical Conditioning/Social 
Engagement 

7.75 

VolleyOn Activities Social Engagement/Physical 
Conditioning 

8.57 

 

 At postseason, players rated the activities in the order of their helpfulness during the 

transition in season on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the most helpful and 10 being the least 

helpful. The most helpful activity was the Coaches and Team Zoom calls. Despite players 

occasionally expressing exhaustion regarding the Zoom calls, they found the pure social 

engagement to be the most helpful during their Zoom season. The least helpful activity was the 

VolleyOn activities, where the separate organization put together workouts for clubs to engage 

around the world.  

Considerations: Alone Together. An interesting pattern that emerged in late season 

player evaluations was related to the issue of social proximity. As activities moved away from 

the team core, the further they were from players’ direct engagement with teammates, the less 

likely they were to be rated as highly helpful. The coach and player Zoom calls were direct, 

synchronous social engagement opportunities for athletes with their team. The TeamBuildr 

workouts were physical expectations set by the club for individuals to complete and share within 
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their teams and across the club. These workouts were led by two of the Nationals coaches and 

often other coaches were recruited to participate as well. Coach-monitored group texts provided 

opportunities for players to engage with each other, share videos, funny pictures, and other 

relational conversations. Often, these conversations happened when players expressed feelings of 

loneliness or boredom, and other players would step in to support.  

 More independent activities like journaling were lower on the scale than their other 

activities with teammates. Virtual team practices on Instagram Live, while they sound like a 

social opportunity, were less frequent and more sporadic than other engagement opportunities 

because they depended upon the availability of club directors and players. Watching film was a 

largely independent activity. The mileage tracker was largely done independently though the 

miles were added together as a group towards their total goal. It seems that when seeking support 

during isolation, players desire to feel alone together. Virtual proximity, direct engagement, and 

frequency seem to be the important parts of providing help for players during this crisis.  

Ongoing Coach Concerns and Team Tensions. While the club handled the political 

and transition negotiations, coaches had to redefine expectations for player participation. 

Coaches were mostly left to make their own decisions regarding what participation looked like 

for them during the Zoom sessions and these sessions tended to differ widely in terms of time 

allocations.  

The subsequent pie charts provide an indication of how meeting time was structured by 

coaches before players became involved in decisions about time. Most meetings were biweekly 

and 60 minutes long. Coaches made decisions about activities for their athletes based on club 

concerns and expectations and ongoing coach concerns. These meetings were met with team and 

player concerns, creating the opportunity for struggle between co-regulatory sources. After 
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players became involved, time allocations within teams shifted drastically from meeting to 

meeting and thus, descriptions are provided in lieu of charts.  

Nationals 15: The Learners. The coaches on the Learners expressed concerns related to 

maintaining and encouraging Nationals-level expectations throughout the downtime in their new 

and indefinite Zoom season. They transitioned early to focusing on the next season where the 

players would experience a higher level of dedication, practice, and competition. Their concern 

was the players being adequately prepared for the coming change in expectation. The coaches 

also expressed a primary concern of players learning to advocate for themselves and lead the 

team. The coaches desired a player-led team rather than a coach-led approach the next year and 

felt that the players did not adequately progress towards this standard during this season. Despite 

this expressed goal, Zoom calls were highly structured especially in the beginning, and players 

were given little room to engage with their team independent of the coach. Free talk time 

scheduled at the beginning of each Zoom session only accounted for 9% of total call time (Figure 

12).  
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Figure 12: Total 15’s Zoom Call Time by Activity (Pre-Revolution) 

Coach-Player Tension: Expectations. At the beginning of the typically 60 minute Zoom 

sessions, players did not regularly communicate their feelings or needs. The 15’s were largely 

treated by their coach as novices within their domain who needed consistent and constant 

direction in the conversation even as he was telling them they needed to take a more intensive 

control of their meetings. The coach structured meetings in an attempt to exercise predictability 

for the players; however, in doing so he gave players a minimal amount of time for free talk. In 

the primary activity, reflection, the coach would ask the players a question to reflect on and 

prepare for the next week. He would then go player-by-player to discuss their responses. At the 

end of the meeting, the coach echoed the same sentiment each time: Players must begin to step 

up and contribute to the discussion.  
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It was when or how unclear where players should contribute. This led to frustration 

amongst the players that resulted in a session that occurred 3 weeks into the process (after 9 

meetings) when the coach started to give the players the opportunity to check-in at the beginning 

of the meeting (which typically accounts for 18% of total time) and players expressed their 

frustration with the situation. Topics players discussed included lack of motivation for the new 

workouts, concerns over the continued uncertainty, exhaustion with the ongoing expectations for 

leadership, and their now complex relationship with volleyball.  

After this turning point, the coaches changed both the frequency and the structure of the 

Zoom calls. They changed the calls from three times per week to twice a week and allowed for 

players to partner together and ‘take over’ the Zoom calls.  Players could choose any activity 

they wanted to do with their team. Players selected mostly team building activities like virtual 

scavenger hunts, volleyball movie watch parties, inspirational sign-making and chalk walks, rock 

painting, drawing, and baking challenges to donate to front line workers. Four players on the 

team had parents in the medical field working directly with COVID-19 patients, which seemed 

to influence the level of commitment to community that players chose to take with their 

activities. The coaches were more comfortable with the new structure and pleased with the 

players’ creativity and leadership. Players continued to advocate for themselves and their team, 

and expressed contentment with the new structure. This structure continued until the end of the 

Zoom season.  

Nationals 16: The Pressured. The coaches of the Pressured were primarily focused on 

returning to play as soon as possible. Their interactions with their team were in the context of a 

‘waiting period’ where the players had to maintain their fitness, energy, and commitment to each 

other for as long as the Zoom season lasted. The coach implemented a Google classroom for 
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players to log their workouts and reflect upon different leading questions each week. The 

Pressured were given time at the beginning of the meeting to discuss their state of mind and 

emotional wellness with each other. Actual discussions would vary by meeting between an actual 

utilization of that time for personal sharing or an opportunity to make jokes and share funny 

stories. The coach would then have a more structured check-in where she would ask specific 

questions based upon what she saw in their journal responses in her Google Classroom. She 

would elicit feedback from the players on her workouts and on how they felt during the workouts 

in order to modify and monitor the utility. Players would share other activities they were doing to 

stay focused or well during this time, which the coach noted. Updates included any and all 

information provided by the club in-between meetings. The coach would try to find at least one 

piece of news per meeting in order to keep the players connected with the volleyball community 

and the changes that were happening. Players would then transition into an activity decided upon 

by the coach, which either related to their journaling reflections or to their virtual practices. 

Sometimes they would have assignments like researching a volleyball player’s Instagram or 

social media to see what they were saying during their downtime. As the Zoom season 

continued, players grew and remained restless with the structure and demands of the meetings.  
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Figure 13: Total 16’s Zoom Call Time by Activity Pre-Revolution 

Coach-Player Tension: Managing Emotions. Players were required to submit one 

journal assignment per week where they reflected on a given prompt. Prompts included 

memories of the season, video musings, mental game, skills, and general volleyball related 

thoughts and considerations. The coach expressed concern that the players would not continue 

working if the aspect of “volleyball” was taken away from them. Thus, she worked to include 

volleyball in all of the prompts that they answered and activities that they did together.  

 After the fifth week, players expressed upon check-in that the journal prompts and 

Google Classroom work was exhausting them and focusing on their emotions in their journals 

was not helping. They texted their concerns as a group and the coach called a third meeting that 

week to talk about what was happening. She mentioned she noticed their responses were 

dwindling and players echoed the sentiment that they were having a difficult time with the stress 
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of thinking about their situation, the past season, and the uncertain future. Players discussed how 

often they already thought about it and how the journals made them think about it even more. 

While they did not use the word ‘ruminating’, many of their sentiments expressed were similar to 

‘being stuck’ in their emotions and thoughts without knowing a clear way to move forward in the 

ongoing even uncertainty as they tried to focus on what was next for them.  

By this point, the team also had transitioned to online school and had been working on 

the computer virtually for all social activities for just over a month. The coach subsequently 

moved to a looser structure in her Zoom meetings where journal prompts were available and 

resources present for athletes who wanted to engage at that level, but there were no expectations 

or requirements for completion. Zoom calls followed the same looser structure; however, 

activities were more organized around fun and more time was given during closing for players to 

chat and have fun instead of provide feedback. Players relaxed into this structure and, despite the 

challenges of coming to terms with the lack of volleyball season as the Zoom calls progressed, 

they found ways to continue to be a team from a distance.  

Nationals 17’s: The Free Spirits. The Free Spirits expressed disappointment at the end 

of the season but also relief. In their Zoom calls with their coaches, they often talked about how 

much more time they had for their school work and how much more they needed to focus on 

that. In this regard, they requested at the second Zoom meeting that they only meet over Zoom 

once a week to catch-up. They told the coach that they had been talking about it outside of their 

volleyball texts and would like to reduce their time in Zoom since they felt they needed to focus 

on school.  
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Figure 14: Total 17’s Zoom Call Time by Activity Pre-Revolution 

After this, the coaches utilized their once-a-week Zoom session to talk freely with the 

players, check-in one by one, provide updates, hold a question-answer session, have a discussion 

of activities that were working or not working, and select challenges and goals to have done 

before their next session. The players expressed that they liked the weekly challenges and goals 

as it provided them a good amount of time to complete the tasks, especially the weekly workouts. 

The coach explicitly told them that he took their feedback into consideration when designing the 

workout videos and wanted their responses to carry back to the coaches meetings each week. The 

coach told his players that their role right now was to be a resource to help the younger members 

of the club. Most players took this responsibility seriously and would offer clear and often 

humorous feedback to younger players during group Zoom sessions. Because the players 

advocated for their time initially, the Zoom structure for the Free Spirits did not change over 
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time. However, players began to not attend sessions after a month and a half into the Zoom 

season and the Free Spirits coaches struggled with retention.   

Coach-Player Tension: Disinterest. The coaches for the 17’s tried to keep their players 

connected during the Zoom season. However, the players did not need the coaches to be the 

middle-ground between their relationships. Through their midseason tensions, they had already 

transcended from teammates to friends. Their primary focus together was not on volleyball, but 

on their shared interests and friendships outside of their sport. The coaches strived to help them 

stay connected and interested in the sport; however, the players lacked the social need to attend 

Zoom meetings and continue working together on volleyball related content. Their identity as 

teammates extended beyond the court and into their personal lives already; thus, they did not 

need the context of volleyball to help shape their relationships. The players who did not attend 

the calls were often texting their teammates while others were on the call and the coach would 

hear from the teammates why the player was not attending. Often there were familial obligations 

or schoolwork needs. These were not communicated to the coach, and this became a main point 

of contention and frustration between players and coaches until the Zoom season ended.  

Nationals 18’s: The Focused. The Focused struggled deeply with the abrupt change and 

subsequent cancellation of the season. Their struggles were complex in nature as they dealt with 

balancing uncertainty and hope for a season despite the ongoing challenges. Their coach (also 

the director) was faced with the difficult task of navigating what was best for the club while also 

considering the deep emotional turmoil that his own players confronted in regard to the ongoing 

issues. Despite also being an educator adapting to an online learning environment, he created a 

steady stream of learning opportunities and guest speakers for his players to speak to during this 

time. Guest speakers included professional athletes, college athletes, former club members, other 
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club members and affiliates, a volleyball association director, and a variety of coaches. The 

players were responsible to research the individual or organization and come to the meeting with 

two questions each and ready to discuss. Occasionally the coach would also provide film, 

articles, videos, and learning resources for players to watch and reflect upon.  

 The players were expressed deepening disappointment as the season cancellation 

continued and the pandemic grew. Athletes who were in the midst of recruitment immediately 

stopped receiving communication from colleges. Scholarships were rescinded as programs were 

cancelled. Players attempted to balance online coursework, college planning, and volleyball 

goals in the midst of a very uncertain pandemic environment. They struggled with considering 

the future when there was limited access to useful information to plan anything. The contention 

between the 18’s ongoing struggle with information access and the coach’s optimism for a 

season became an issue as the Zoom season progressed.  

 

Figure 15: Total 18’s Zoom Call Time by Activity Pre-Revolution 
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Coach-Player Tension: Uncertainty. The coach of the Focused held out hope for a 

season or an opportunity for the players to experience closure on their volleyball experience. He 

expressed the desire to give them a chance to feel a sense of pride and finality in their experience 

with the club. As the Zoom season progressed and elongated, he maintained his outward sense of 

hope to the players and coaches in meetings, but became more balanced and concerned after the 

first month when other coaches gave him feedback. A coach with a counseling background 

expressed concern after the first month that leading the players to hope and believe that their 

season would continue might create unfair expectations that would be more difficult for them to 

cope with if and when the season should officially end. Other coaches agreed with this and they 

brainstormed in the staff meeting how to handle these difficult conversations. The head coach of 

the Focused was largely silent but in his next meeting with his team, he was confronted with the 

difficult reality of graduation cancellations and the pain expressed by his players.   

 The Focused expressed their sadness and grief about the cancellation of their graduations 

and seemed to see that next meeting as the closure of the volleyball season as well, despite 

continuing uncertainty. The coach shared his pain for them, and expressed that he wanted to find 

something to do for them but he just did not know what that would look like yet. He maintained 

that they would be celebrated, but he did not know what that would be at this point. The Zoom 

meeting ended quickly as players were visibly upset and one player shared that she needed some 

time to think before she could talk more about it. The players largely agreed and the meeting was 

called to an end.  

 The coach continued to grapple with how to give his players closure for their season and 

began to look at alternative scenarios if Nationals was in fact cancelled. He shared his frustration 

with the coaches at the staff meetings following the meeting with his team about the lack of 
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leadership and the pain it was causing the players and clubs. Instead of his previous optimism for 

a season to continue, he maintained a sense of control through planning three separate 

alternatives to celebrate the players. Subsequently, players became less engaged in the Zoom 

calls, which typically only lasted for 20 to 30 minutes. The calls after this served as check-in’s 

and an opportunity for players to request information and ask questions.  

Player Concerns. Players expressed the following concerns related to their ongoing 

season and the changes, struggles, and demands associated with the transition.  

Maintain Progress. Players expressed concern at the beginning of the Zoom season 

regarding when tournaments would begin again, as most tournaments were being cancelled 

within a week of their scheduled date. Players were initially very concerned about maintaining 

their own progress that they had achieved during the season and how they would be able to 

compete as a team without group practices during this time of uncertainty. While teams 

processed these struggles differently, each team went through a time period where they were 

concerned about maintaining their skill and physical fitness level.  

 The club and coaches helped players resolve this concern through physical fitness 

challenges and virtual training opportunities as indicated in Figure 15. Out of the physical fitness 

activities, players rate the TeamBuildr weekly planned workouts on their team platform as the 

most helpful physical activity, closely followed by the workout competitions hosted by the club 

each week. These competitions involved all athletes submitting their time or repetitions to their 

coach on the application, then comparing across teams to see which team led the week in their 

effort, improvement, or completion. As the time away continued, the coaches shifted the awards 

to focus on overall improvement and created benchmarks for athletes to feel individual pride in 

their progress as well as team membership.  
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Coping Beyond What’s Next. Players struggled to overcome the cancellation of 

individual events during the season and move on to consider alternative possibilities. This held 

true until graduations were cancelled and players heard stories of what other members of the club 

were dealing with. It became important to understand how players were coping during this 

challenging time. At end of season, players ranked commonly discussed coping activities by 

their helpfulness (1 being most helpful and 10 being least helpful).  

Table 26 

Mean Rank Order of Helpful Coping Activities 

Activity  Mean Rank Order 
Getting Outside 2.21 
Working Out 3.24 
Talking to Friends 3.58 
Music 4.63 
Teammates 4.84 
Online School 5.84 
Journaling 6.58 
Social Media 6.84 
Reading 8.37 
Playing Video Games 8.87 

 

 Players ranked getting outside (M=3.24) as the most helpful coping activity during the 

Zoom season. Both align with the outdoor requirements of many of the coach-led recorded 

workouts. Working out (M=3.58) was the second highest ranked activity. Players found coping 

within the activities that they would traditionally have done during this time as required by 

volleyball anyways; these activities transformed into a way for players to navigate difficult 

emotional times. They provided some continuity of normal 

 Players also ranked things like talking to friends (M=4.63) and teammates (M=4.84) as 

relatively helpful during the pandemic shutdown and Zoom season. This substantiates the 

concern that the players had regarding their continued need to belong. Players had belongingness 
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needs with both their friends and their teammates; their continued and shared relationships 

helped them to cope.  

 Online school was ranked as moderately helpful (M=5.84), which relates to the players 

concern of needing to maintain progress. It is possible that aspects of working out and online 

school helped players navigate the concerns they had for managing their own progress and 

finding goal direction despite uncertainty. This is substantiated by the fact that social media 

(M=6.84), reading (M=8.37), and video games (M=8.87) were ranked lower in terms of 

helpfulness as these are mainly activities without direct connections to progress markers.  

Considerations: Concerns, Ongoing Tensions, and Lessons Learned. Players on the 

different teams dealt with different tensions despite being in similar situations. Their tensions at 

the end of season were clearly related to the tensions that they did not successfully navigate 

during the season and became more pronounced as they worked to maintain belonging with their 

team and their identity in volleyball. Through these ongoing tensions, players advocated for 

themselves and their teams as the emotional load increased and the context of volleyball was 

diminished. Despite, or perhaps because of, the challenging conversations, players learned the 

important skill of advocating for themselves, their wellbeing, and discussing their emotions.  

 Coaches worked tirelessly to give athletes what they thought was best at the time despite 

their own personal concerns. During the initial panic of the early pandemic and changes in 

structure, coaches relied on each other to utilize skills and build an alternative community for 

their players that could still be useful for them in order to preserve the club and take care of their 

athletes. Coaches carried the emotional and mental workload of attempting to care for others in a 

uncertain world. In this, they also had to learn how to listen to their players and receive feedback 

in order to best find ways to care for them and their needs. As players learned how to advocate 
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for themselves, they also learned how to advocate together as a team. Teams that already knew 

how to advocate together and had more fully engaged with their challenges during season 

seemed to voice their needs earlier than other teams. However, coaches on each team listened 

when players came forward and adapted accordingly with new strategies focused on player 

wellbeing first and foremost. The coaches’ ability to converse with each other and learn from 

their players became essential during this time as they increasingly leaned upon the community 

that they created for support and pressed upon the community as they grew through struggle. 

End of Season 

Data Sources and Organization. End of season data sources include the second survey 

causal attribution patterns from the SASS scale and final reflection journal entries related to 

individual and team learnings. Both data sources were collected after the official end of the 

season was announced. Attribution patterns from the SASS scale provide comparison from early 

season to the end of season. Final reflection journal entries were coded for player learnings about 

themselves and their teams.  

Are We Still Volleyball Players and Teammates? Players across teams struggled with 

their new identities off-court. An early leading question that was asked by the coach of the 

Learners for a Zoom session was if players still identified as volleyball players. The session 

turned quite serious as, in typical structure, players went around the online room and answered a 

quick and resounding yes. When the coach asked why they were still volleyball players when 

they were not on the court, players were silent for an extended time. The question was one that 

they found they needed to think upon further until the next meeting.  

 This the question; unspoken across the other teams, but a struggle for all players as it 

became clear their season would end without further games or a nationals opportunity. Players 
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grappled with this thought through their concerns, their coping strategies, and the opportunities 

provided for them by the club. A player’s identity as a volleyball athlete is central to their 

participation in the community. There is not a volleyball community without players. However, 

players could also not initially fathom a way volleyball could exist without a court and a physical 

state of being. 

 On the Learners, the coach asked this question again at the end of season. Players were 

asked to turn to the page in their journal where they had written about this question previously 

and reflect on their changes in thinking now. He again asked them to respond. Again, all players 

answered with a yes, despite their physical distance from the court and each other. Their reasons 

varied, but a majority of responses (64%) indicated that they believed part of still being a 

volleyball player was still being part of a team.  

 While players on the other team did not directly respond to this question, they engaged 

with it as they learned about themselves from their reflections of their experiences on the court. 

Their newly situated understanding of themselves off the court and with their teams gave them 

clear reflections about themselves and their teammates that connected to the tensions underlying 

their identity. 

Learning About Myself. Players and coaches alike were concerned about maintenance 

during this end of active play. At end of season, players were asked what they learned about 

themselves during the season. Table 27 gives coded responses for player learnings during the 

season. 

Table 27 

Learning About Myself (Player Learnings) 

Reflection % Example 
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Effort and Growth 
(3) 

21% “I am able to step into any position, wether I’m good at 
it or not, and play where they need me to play.” 
 
“i learned that i can grow and move on from mistakes” 
 
“I learned that if I put my 100% into being a leader I can 
be one. I also know that if I am truly determined to work 
hard I can get good results back.” 

Belongingness 
(4) 
 

16% 
 

“My relationships are important to me.”  
 
“That even during hard times I still count on my team to 
push me to do well.” 

Emotional Regulation 
“Handling Emotions” 
(5) 

11% “I’ve learned that I’m more mature now thanks to this 
and I can handle my emotions well.” 
 
“I learned to let some things go because I can’t control 
everything.” 

Present Orientation 
(6) 

4% 
 

“I sometimes think too much about the big picture and 
worry about the future rather than focusing on the 
present and what I can do in the moment.” 

Passion and Identity 
(2) 

31% “I learned that I have a lot of patience and am willing to 
do almost anything for this team. I also learned I’ve 
never loved something more than I love this sport.” 
 
“I learned that I have the ability to help my team in 
different ways than just skills and playing.” 
 
“I learned that I should not take my time in the gym for 
granted because now that I am not able to play I realize 
how important it truly is to me.” 
 
“I learned how much I rely on volleyball too let out my 
stress and just play and how much I miss it” 

Mental Fortitude 
(1) 
 
 

43% “I learned that I am capable of playing at a very high 
level. I have tons of work to do, but I see my potential. I 
also learned that I’m mentally stronger than I thought I 
was.” 
 
“…that I can be pushed and not break.” 
 
“I learned that I can handle a lot more stress and 
uncertainty than I though I could.” 
 
“i learned i can overcome many obstacles in life” 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
 
 Players did not explicitly mention certain skills or position components that they learned 

during the season. Instead, they focused on their social-emotional learnings about themselves in 
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relation to volleyball. Each learning connects back to aforementioned tensions that the teams 

underwent during the season. 

 Effort and Growth statements focused on what the player learned about the opportunities 

granted through directed effort. Additionally, players reflected on growth opportunities through 

failure. While no specific events were mentioned, players discussed the opportunity that mistakes 

afforded them to learn about themselves and what direction they needed to be effortful.  

 Belongingness statements talked about what it means to be part of a group that offers the 

opportunity for relationships. Belongingness posits that for one to feel like they belong, there 

must be an opportunity for lasting relationships. Players seemed to view their teammates as 

relationships that will continue outside the context of volleyball. 

 Emotional Regulation statements discusses how players learned to cope with and handle 

their on court and off court emotions. They also discuss aspects of control that resonated with the 

context of the pandemic, where players relinquished their attempts to control the situation and 

learned instead that there are times in life where they will lack any options to control or change 

the situation. Instead, they learned how to deal with difficult emotions as they arise and cope 

through uncertainty and challenge within the situation. 

 Present Orientation statements dealt with the idea that players learned how to focus on 

their present circumstances and try to break down the ‘big picture’; in this case, thoughts about 

the future, the opportunities and challenges that await, and the potential reactions that they might 

have. In these statements, players often referenced what they ‘could do’ in the present 

circumstance. Players discuss intentionality and control through their own understanding of the 

importance of present orientation to avoid becoming overwhelmed with possible futures.  
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 Passion and Identity statements discussed the newfound passion that players found they 

had for volleyball, often because they realized that they longed to be in that context again. They 

tied in aspects about the self that they learned (such as “patience”), aspects of the team (such as 

help through “not just skills”), and intertwined the passion with their sense of identity as a 

volleyball player and teammate.  

 Mental Fortitude was a frequently discussed learning that often brought in aspects within 

the context of volleyball and more general statements about overcoming obstacles and hardship. 

Players discussed mental strength, handling stress and uncertainty, and withstanding difficult 

circumstances. Of those who make Mental Fortitude statements, 26% percent of players brought 

the context of volleyball in at first and then expanded more generally. The remaining 74% were 

not context specific about their statements and instead kept their discussion general.  

Learning About My Team. Players often referenced first back to volleyball when 

talking about their team. The common interest remained despite the lack of context on the court. 

Players were able to extend their learnings during the season, combine them with their 

postseason learnings, and create profiles of their teams through their reflections. While players 

talked about values and goals on the court, others also talked about belonging and support with 

their teammates.  

Table 28 

Learning About My Team (Team Learnings) 

Learning % Example 

Values and Goals 18%  
“I learned that we all have some of the same goals and 
that we all want to do well as a team.” 
 
“That we all have the same goals” 
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“I learned that athletes can be really focused but then 
break focus and be relaxed again.” 
 

Hard-Working 
 
 

20% 
 

“my team is very hard-working and dedicated to what 
they do and no one is working any less than the other 
person” 
 
“i learned that my team is super dedicated and they are 
willing to put everything into the sport they are 
passionate about” 
 
“I learned that we are tough and that we don’t give up. 
We didn’t lose all those matches because we weren’t 
trying or because we didn’t care. Everyone on the team 
is invested.” 

Belongingness 
  

34% “I learned that there’s more to a team than just trying to 
win there is a whole aspect of actually having fun well 
working really hard.” 
 
“I learned that most of the things you do while playing a 
team sport aren’t for yourself but more for the good of 
the team” 
 
“That they value being together more than volleyball.” 
 
“I learned that everyone really is in this for each other, 
not just for the game. We are a unit.” 
 

Support  
31% 

“I learned that we all depend on each other and can get 
through anything together” 
 
“I learned that we need each other more than we think 
that we do” 
 
“I learned how supportive the team was this season. We 
all meshed really well together and were supportive 
throughout all of the struggles we experienced.” 
 
“That I can trust my teammates” 
 
 

Mental Fortitude -- 
Learning Strength through Defeat 
 
 

27% “We can get through anything hard together, that we can 
accept defeat and keep going.” 
 
“We don’t shut down when something unexpected 
happens, and we can get through just about anything.” 
 
“That they’ll always be there to fight through anything” 
 
 

*Percentages indicate the percent of total players who referenced this tension, not the 
percentage of responses. Some players reference more than one tension.    
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 Players’ statements about Values and Goals were often context-dependent, although not 

necessarily situation specific. They talked about similarities between the goals of the players on 

the team. They also talked about how they hold the same value in doing well and their 

performance as a team.  

 Effort statements discussed qualities of teams and teammates in terms of effortful 

behaviors. These statements also talked about an equality in the sense of work ethic and effort 

that each player expends. Importantly, players talked about the importance of remaining tough 

and invested despite not having the outcome that they desired. They also talked about shared 

passion that helped inspire shared efforts.  

 Belongingness statements talked were about what a team is to the player as well as what 

belonging to a team meant to the player. These statements did not necessarily focus on the 

support offered from others but instead focused on values and playing volleyball for each other. 

These statements tended to be more volleyball-specific context. 

 Support statements were context independent.  Players discussed the importance of 

having a team there for them during struggles. These statements came together around the 

common theme of having a group to lean on during trials, and needing people to depend on to 

support each other.  

 Mental Fortitude statements in teams were discussed similarly to the fortitude of the self. 

Players talked about their strengths as a group, not just as individuals. These statements used 

both context-dependent and context-independent language. There was discussion of pushing 

through defeat, unexpected circumstances, and any other obstacles that could arise. 

Attributions at End of Season. Data were subjected to a two-way analysis of variance 

perceived on each dimension of the SASS scale.  
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Actor and Condition. The 2x2 ANOVA identifies differences in responses that can be 

organized by actor and condition. Actor refers to the protagonist in the event, the individual (the 

player) or team (the team as a whole). Condition refers to the outcome of the event in terms of 

success or failure. There were 4 situations that served as contexts for players’ attributional 

interpretations, written as follows: 

(YOU/YOUR TEAM) performs (WELL/POORLY). Why did this happen? 

 Results are the player responses to the 7 attributional dimensions at end of season: locus, 

stability, globality, controllability, intentionality, importance, and realism. Each Attributional 

Dimension included a Likert scale from 1-7. The anchors for each responses are listed in Table 

29. Athletes were asked to circle the number that best represents their perception of the event. 

Their responses to each attributional dimension were examined for influences of actor and 

condition.  

Table 29 

Anchors and dimensions on the SASS 

Dimension Anchor Low (1) High (7) 
Locus Is the cause of your 

performance 
something about you 
or something about 
other people or 
circumstances? 

Totally due to other 
people or 
circumstances 

Totally due to me 

Stability In the future when 
performing in a 
competition, will this 
cause be present 
again? 

Will never be present Will always be 
present 

Globality Is the cause 
something that just 
influences your 
performance in 
competition, or does 

Influences just this 
particular event 

Influences all my life 
events 
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it also influence other 
areas of your life? 

Controllability Is the cause 
something that is 
controllable by your 
or others, or is it 
uncontrollable? 

Controllable Uncontrollable 

Intentionality Is the cause 
something that is 
intentional or 
unintentional? 
 

Intentional Unintentional 

Importance How important would 
this event be if it 
happened to you? 
 

Not at all important Extremely important 

Realism How clearly were 
you able to imagine 
this event happening 
to you? 
 

Not at all clearly Very clearly 

 

Locus. The locus item asks individuals to rank how internal or external an event is in 

terms of ‘due to me’ or ‘due to other people or circumstances’. Table 30 contains the descriptives 

for each level of ANOVA interest. 

Table 30 

Descriptive Statistics for Locus  

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 3.36 .65 44 
Individual 3.18 .79 44 
Total 3.77 .93 88 

Negative Team 4.36 .65 44 
Individual 3.02 .63 44 
Total 3.69 .93 88 

Total Team 4.36 .65 88 
Individual 3.10 .71 88 
Total 3.73 .93 176 
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 In general, players perceived a slightly internal locus (M=3.73, SD=.92). However, 

differences existed for actor. These differences are illustrated in Table 31 and discussed below.  

Table 31 

2x2 ANOVA for Locus (Post) 

 
Actor Type III 

Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 70.56 3 23.52 50.64 .000 
Intercept 2452.55 1 2452.55 5280.49 .000 
Condition .28 1 .28 .60 .440 
Actor 70.01 1 70.01 150.73 .000 
Actor*Condition .278 1 .278 .599 .440 
Error 79.89 172 .46   
Total 2603.00 176    
Corrected Total 150.45 175    

R Squared = .47 (Adjusted R Squared = .46) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction for the 

dimension of locus in actor and condition, F(1, 172)=.60, p=.44.  

Main effect for actor. Players’ locus attributions differed when considering themselves 

or their team, F(1,172)=150.73, p<.001. Attributions to the team were internal (M=4.36, SD=.65) 

in locus whereas attributions to the individual were slightly external (M=3.10, SD=.71).  

Stability. The item for stability asks individuals to rank how stable or unstable an event 

is in terms of ‘will never be present’ or ‘will always be present. The item gives options from 1 

(unstable) to 7 (stable). Table 32 contains the descriptives for each level of ANOVA interest. 

Table 32 

Descriptive Statistics for Stability 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 5.18 .58 44 
Individual 5.30 .46 44 
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Total 5.24 .53 88 
Negative Team 4.21 .98 44 

Individual 4.11 1.02 44 
Total 4.16 .99 88 

Total Team 4.69 .94 88 
Individual 4.70 .98 88 
Total 4.70 .96 176 

 

In general, players viewed events as stable (M=4.70, SD=.96). This indicates that players 

expected the cause of events to continue into the future. They viewed the cause as likely to be 

present in each game they would participate in going forward. 

Table 33 

2x2 ANOVA for Stability (Post) 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 51.74 3 17.25 27.14 .000 
Intercept 3885.96 1 3885.96 6115.40 .000 
Actor .006 1 .006 .009 .925 
Condition 51.28 1 51.28 80.70 .000 
Actor*Condition .46 1 .46 .72 .40 
Error 109.30 172 .64   
Total 4047.00 176    
Corrected Total 161.04 175    

R Squared = .32 (Adjusted R Squared = .31) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction for the 

dimension of stability in actor and condition, F(1, 172)=.724, p=.40.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ stability attributions differed when considering 

successs or failure, F(1,172)=80.70, p<.001. While both were considered stable, success 

(M=5.24, SD=.53) was considered even more stable than failure (M=4.16, SD=.99). Both 

success and failure events were viewed as likely to happen in the future.  
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Globality. The item for globality asks individuals to rank how situational or global an 

event is in terms of ‘influences just this event’ or ‘influences all my life events’. The item gives 

options from 1 (situational) to 7 (global). Table 34 contains the descriptives for each level of 

ANOVA interest. 

Table 34 

Descriptive Statistics for Globality 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 4.14 1.23 44 
Individual 4.14 1.23 44 
Total 4.14 1.23 88 

Negative Team 3.20 .98 44 
Individual 3.16 .91 44 
Total 3.18 .94 88 

Total Team 3.67 1.20 88 
Individual 3.65 1.19 88 
Total 3.66 1.19 176 

 

 In general, players perceived globality differently for success than for failure. Differences 

present in condition are further illustrated in Table 35 and discussed below.  

Table 35 

2x2 ANOVA for Globality (Post) 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 40.14 3 13.38 11.10 .000 
Intercept 2356.46 1 2356.46 1954.16 .000 
Actor .02 1 .02 .02 .891 
Condition 40.09 1 40.09 33.25 .000 
Actor*Condition .02 1 .02 .02 .891 
Error 207.41 172 1.21   
Total 2604.00 176    
Corrected Total 247.55 175    

R Squared = .16 (Adjusted R Squared = .15) 
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Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction for the 

dimension of globality in actor and condition,  F(1, 172)=.10, p=.89.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ globality attributions differed when considering 

success or failure, F(1,172)=33.25, p<.001. Success was considered more global (M=4.14, 

SD=1.22) while failure was considered more situational (M=3.18, SD=.94). Success was seen as 

likely to endure across situations, while failure was more limited to the situation itself.  

Controllability. The item for controllability asks individuals to rank how controllable or 

uncontrollable an event is in terms of ‘controllable’ or ‘uncontrollable’. The item gives options 

from 1 (controllable) to 7 (uncontrollable). Table 36 contains the descriptives for each level of 

ANOVA interest. 

Table 36 

Descriptive Statistics for Controllability 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 2.89 .49 44 
Individual 2.86 .82 44 
Total 2.88 .68 88 

Negative Team 3.16 .91 44 
Individual 3.16 .91 44 
Total 3.16 .91 88 

Total Team 3.02 .74 88 
Individual 3.01 .88 88 
Total 3.02 .81 176 

 

 In general, players viewed events as controllable (M=3.02, SD=.81). This means players 

felt they could control the cause of an event and exercise agency within their task.   

Table 37 

2x2 ANOVA for Controllability (Post) 
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Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 3.56 3 1.18 1.83 .14 
Intercept 1602.05 1 1602.05 2473.85 .000 
Actor .006 1 .006 .009 .93 
Condition 3.55 1 3.55 5.48 .02 
Actor*Condition .006 1 .006 .009 .93 
Error 111.39 172 .65   
Total 1717.00 176    
Corrected Total 114.95 175    

R Squared = .03 (Adjusted R Squared = .01) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction for 

controllability in actor and condition, F(1, 172)=.009, p=.93.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ controllability attributions differed when considering 

success or failure, F(1,172)=5.48, p=.02. While both success and failure were seen as 

controllable, success (M=2.88, SD=.68) was considered more controllable than failure (M=3.16, 

SD=.91). However, players typically felt they could exercise agency and control the cause of 

events in both success and failure conditions.  

Intentionality. The item for intentionality asks individuals to rank how purposeful an 

event is in terms of ‘intentional’ or ‘unintentional’. The item gives options from 1 (intentional) to 

7 (unintentional). Table 38 contains the descriptives for each level of ANOVA interest. 

Table 38 

Descriptive Statistics for Intentionality 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 3.05 .75 44 
Individual 3.00 .72 44 
Total 3.02 .73 88 

Negative Team 4.98 .70 44 
Individual 4.89 1.04 44 
Total 4.93 .88 88 

Total Team 4.01 1.21 88 
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Individual 3.94 1.30 88 
Total 3.98 1.25 176 

 

 In general, players viewed events as unintentional (M=3.98, SD=1.25). However, 

differences existed within conditions (Table 39).  

Table 39 

2x2 ANOVA for Intentionality (Post) 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 160.59 3 53.53 81.13 .000 
Intercept 2784.09 1 2784.09 4225.83 .000 
Actor .21 1 .21 .31 .58 
Condition 160.36 1 160.36 243.41 .000 
Actor*Condition .02 1 .02 .03 .85 
Error 113.32 172 .66   
Total 3058.00 176    
Corrected Total 273.91 175    

R Squared = .59 (Adjusted R Squared = .58) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction for the dimension 

of intentionality in actor and condition,  F(1, 172)=.03, p=.85.  

Main effect for condition. Players’ intentionality attributions differed when considering success 

or failure, F(1,172)=243.41, p<.001. Players considered positive conditions to be intentional 

(M=3.02, SD=.73) while negative conditions were considered unintentional (M=4.93, SD=.88). 

Players accepted responsibility for success but did not accept as much responsibility for failure.  

Importance. The item for importance asks individuals to rank how important or 

unimportant an event is in terms of ‘not at all important’ or ‘extremely important’. The item 

gives options from 1 (unimportant) to 7 (important). Table 40 contains the descriptives for each 

level of ANOVA interest. 

Table 40 
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Descriptive Statistics for Importance 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 5.84 .43 44 
Individual 5.91 .29 44 
Total 5.88 .37 88 

Negative Team 5.09 .60 44 
Individual 5.09 .80 44 
Total 5.09 .71 88 

Total Team 5.47 .64 88 
Individual 5.50 .73 88 
Total 5.48 .68 176 

 

In general, players considered events to be important (M=5.48, SD=.68). Importance 

ratings indicated that players theoretically  should engage in causal thinking after these events 

happened to them as they work towards their goals. Additionally, these ratings indicated that all 

events mattered to players regardless of condition or actor. Regardless of whether something 

happened to them or to their team, whether it was a success or a failure, it mattered to them.   

Table 41 

2x2 ANOVA for Importance 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 27.15 3 9.05 28.41 .000 
Intercept 5291.05 1 5291.05 16608.33 .000 
Actor .05 1 .05 .16 .69 
Condition 27.05 1 27.05 84.91 .000 
Actor*Condition .05 1 .05 .16 .69 
Error 54.80 172 .32   
Total 5373.00 176    
Corrected Total 81.95 175    

R Squared = .33 (Adjusted R Squared = .32) 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was no significant interaction at end of 

season for importance in actor and condition, F(1, 172)=.16, p=.69.  
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Main effect for condition. Players’ importance attributions differed when considering 

successful or failure outcomes,  F(1,172)=27.05, p<.001. Success (M=5.88, SD=.37) was rated as 

even more important than failure (M=5.09, SD=.71).  

Realism. The item for realism asked individuals to rank how realistically they could 

imagine an event happening to them in terms of ‘not at all clearly or ‘very clearly’. The item 

gives options from 1 (not at all clearly) to 7 (clearly). Table 42 contains the descriptives for each 

level of ANOVA interest. 

Table 42 

Descriptive Statistics for Realism 

Condition Actor Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Positive Team 6.25 .69 44 
Individual 6.25 .65 44 
Total 6.25 .67 88 

Negative Team 5.36 1.04 44 
Individual 5.95 .94 44 
Total 5.66 1.03 88 

Total Team 5.81 .98 88 
Individual 6.10 .82 88 
Total 5.95 .91 176 

 

 In general, players could imagine the events happening to them clearly (M=5.95, 

SD=.91). Realism in imagined events indicates that players could visualize these events to 

respond to these questions accordingly.  

Table 43 

2x2 ANOVA for Realism (Post) 

Actor Type III 
Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig 

Corrected Model 23.05 3 7.68 10.78 .000 
Intercept 6240.36 1 6240.36 8755.48 .000 
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Condition 15.36 1 15.36 21.56 .000 
Actor 3.84 1 3.84 5.39 .02 
Actor*Condition 3.84 1 3.84 5.39 .02 
Error 122.59 172 .71   
Total 6386.00 176    
Corrected Total 145.64 175    

R Squared = .16 (Adjusted R Squared = .14) 

  

Figure 16. Cell means for Realism in Actor by Condition at Post Interaction Effect 

Interaction effect of actor and condition. There was a significant interaction for realism 

between actor and condition, F(1, 172)=5.39, p=.02. Players could realistically imagine success 

happening to themselves and their team (Actor: M=6.25, SD=.69; Team: M=6.25, SD=.65). 

However, players imagined failure that happened to themselves (M= 5.95, SD=.94)  more clearly 

than failure that happened to their team(M=5.36, SD=1.04). Players imagined all events clearly; 

however, success was easier to imagine than failure. Failure of the team was even harder to 

imagine than individual failure. 

Considerations 
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 In general, players endorsed events as stable and controllable for their own and their 

team’s success and failure across events. They consider these events important and real. There 

were exceptions of the congruence between individual and team perceptions. The first concerns 

locus. Players endorsed internal locus attributions for their team whereas locus attributions for 

themselves were external. Secondly, players endorsed success as intentional and global, whereas 

failure was considered unintentional and situational. These attributions differ from early season 

beliefs. Recall in early season that players endorsed internal locus attributions for all events. At 

post-season, players attributed team failure to unintentional and still internal causes. Team failure 

was previously considered intentional.  

 These end of season attributions illustrate a group of players who have a shared history 

and an earned understanding of their experiences in volleyball as an individual and a teammate. 

Their inclusion of themselves in the team through an internal locus indicates the importance of 

their shared history within their group as they developed a sense of belonging and an integrated 

sense of self. The slight externalization of the self may indicate an understanding that nothing in 

volleyball happens individually. Players recognize that they do have control across success and 

failure and within themselves and their team. They see failure as largely situational and success 

as global, which indicates they expect success across situations although failure may be the result 

of a particular situational source and unintentional behaviors. These end of season understanding 

suggest on emerging recognition of the role of temporary and fixable mistakes in their growth as 

a player and better understanding of their role and responsibilities within the team. 
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Chapter 5: 

Discussion 

The Role of Expectations 

 Co-regulatory sources of influence emerge early in the youth volleyball experience. 

These sources influence athletes as they begin their journey with their teams. The expectations 

that the club enacted were reflected in the concerns of both the athletes and coaches at early 

season . Coaches were concerned about creating activities through practice that directly 

communicated team and club expectations (e.g., emphasizing attitude and accountability in 

practice) from the beginning of their interactions with their players. Players became concerned 

regarding the behaviors in which they would enact these expectations together as a team and as 

individuals. They were worried about how they would communicate with each other (33%) and 

if their team was ready both mentally and physically for the demands of the season (26% and 

20%, respectively). Players lived in a stressful world of accountability where they felt unsure of 

their preparedness and ability (38%).  

 Coaches made choices for how to emphasize and teach the club expectations in practice. 

For example, the Pressured emphasized attitude and accountability early on (22% of practice 

verbalizations) more than any other team in the study. In this way, the coach acts as a filter for 

the club’s expectations in how they decide, communicate, and exercise the expectations in 

practice. Though the culture reflects the expectations as well upon the players through their 

signed contract, the coaches are the force through which expectations are enacted upon the team. 

Their utilization of these expectations is differential and dependent upon their own interpretation 

of their team. 
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However, many concerns across teams and players overlapped to the degree that there 

was limited justification for different categories of concerns across teams. This indicates that at 

early season, players understand and are aware of the club’s expectations, but have limited 

knowledge of what their team can do together in relation to how to achieve those expectations. 

This understanding later appears through their shared history.  

At midseason, teams had developed tensions unique to their own shared history as a team 

at the Nationals level tournaments. For example, the Learners were working on their two primary 

tensions of friends vs. teammates (27%) and realism vs. optimism (63%). Their engagement 

within these tournaments became the root of their understanding as to what their team needed to 

work on. Navigating these tensions became the primary task of reflection in post-game. At the 

time of the second tournament, the Learners were more closely working together on realism vs. 

optimism (91%). Their more similar engagement with the pressing tension from the first 

tournament helped them to think more similarly in reflection at the second tournament.   

Tournaments were important to players due to the high stakes and lofty expectations of 

success, and negative or unexpected outcomes related to these expectations for teams caused 

players to make frequent attributions in their journal and reflect deeply upon the tensions that 

they shared with their teammates. Variance in player ratings decreased across dimensions of 

player attributions at postseason as they reflected and considered events in relation to their 

shared history within the context of the club, their teams, and their experiences.  

As the club encountered the pandemic which stopped on court play, the club began to 

shift expectations that allowed for more focus on non-performance activities. The club’s 

expectations at the start of the season, which were extremely performance-focused, transitioned 

to a focus on involvement and engagement through any possible means. Club leaders and 
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coaches engaged in discussions around existing expectations and together found a focus on 

wellness, engagement, and community service.  

For teams, their lack of performance opportunities and an immediate shift into activities 

with new expectations led to resulting tensions within what coaches referred to as their ‘new 

normal’. While players began to consider the season as a whole up to the point where they 

transitioned to Zoom, coaches led activities related to their own concerns about player 

engagement. These activities fostered tensions as players were more concerned with finding 

ways to cope with continued uncertainty, maintaining progress, and continued belonging and 

their transformed identity with their team. Players and coaches alike had to consolidate their old 

expectations with the realities of the new environment. 

The expectations in this season were the catalyst first for tension between team members 

related to performance, then between coaches and their teams in relation to off-court activities 

and opportunities. While coaches and the club found that they agreed upon what was needed to 

help players, players learned that through advocating together, they were able to modify, adapt, 

and change coach and club expectations through their engagement and feedback related to 

activities. Players found activities that inspired social engagement with their teammates in 

synchronous ways the most helpful and specifically appreciated the Zoom call practices despite 

some pushback in their structure (M=2.93).  The calls were modified by team through the coach 

to adapt to the tensions that players were experiencing. Newly formed club expectations were the 

catalyst for reaction, and through that reaction and subsequent responses, players were able to 

modify their setting through engagement with their coaches, which was reflected in changes in 

the culture.  

Navigating and Negotiating Conflict Together 
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Understanding Shared Experiences Through Attribution. Differences emerged 

between early season and postseason in how players interpreted dimensions in relation to actor 

and condition. Players considered events largely internal, stable, global and controllable at early 

season. At postseason, differences emerged in locus, where players differentiated between self 

events (slightly external) and team events (internal). Additionally, they attributed failure to 

situational causes and viewed all events as controllable. Variance across all dimensions of 

attribution decreased at postseason. These changes indicate that shared history within a setting 

can influence individuals and teams to change their attribution patterns based on experience 

within a context together.  

Players learned through their time and experiences on the court to orient themselves in 

ways of thinking that indicate they largely consider their actions part of team circumstances, and 

team circumstances as a result of their actions. While they expressed an external locus for self 

events at postseason, this may be indicative of a learning that no team event is without the self, 

and no self event is without the team.  

These attributions were not limited to the event in which they occurred. As stated 

previously, causal thinking does not happen in isolation. These events build upon each other to 

create an experience of what it means to be a part of a volleyball team. The resulting self-

regulation that occurs from causal thinking in reflection allows players to move forward while 

staying goal directed towards their own expectations and those of others. Players learned from 

each other, their coaches, and their club in how they understood a living history of events as they 

occurred. The experience of the events themselves and the reflection on these events was 

considered through a co-regulatory perspective. Coaches installed activities based on what they 

saw and shared these with players. Players adapted these activities to their specific identified 
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needs. The club worked to provide opportunity for players to showcase and master their skills. 

As the different forces worked together and teams navigated tensions through leaning towards 

their shared conflicts on the court, players modified and considered how they attributed events 

over the course of the season. In this way, they defined not just their history, but also their 

identity.  

Tensions as Learnings 

Shared Tensions as Self Discovery. Players continuously grappled with the question 

‘What is a volleyball player?’ through what they learned about themselves and about their teams 

during the different components of their season. When performance opportunities became more 

distant during the end of the season, they were able to generalize what they learned through their 

shared tensions during the season in both sources (team and individual) across context. During 

the season, they defined volleyball through their actions and outcomes on the court. Events 

guided their attributions related to their sense of self as a volleyball player.   

 Players and teams continued to grapple with the tensions they experienced at midseason. 

As teams began to pull up from their immediate responses, they negotiated through hardship 

through supporting each other within their teams and across the club. These opportunities were 

afforded to them by coach planning and club discussions around volleyball player’s 

communicated needs.  

 During the break caused by the pandemic, players had to redefine themselves. Nationals 

players devote a large part of their young lives to volleyball. In this instance, they were suddenly 

and completely removed from the context that defined them. They were faced with the choice to 

distance themselves or redefine their situation around what ‘could be’.  
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 The players learned the power that they have in navigating their concerns, negotiating 

their tensions, and advocating for their needs. The club adapted to the needs of the players who 

advocated for themselves through the coaches and their team meetings. These discussions taught 

players the importance of coming together to overcome hardship and obstacles, all while 

focusing on the present to define their context. Players did not simply give up on being 

volleyball players; nor did they distance themselves from their teams. Instead, they reflected 

upon their experiences and came to sophisticated resolutions around their shared tensions. 

 During the course of this study, players expressed concerns at early season related to 

themselves and their team’s future performance, experienced tensions related to that 

performance, and came to resolutions around those tensions as they had opportunity to reflect on 

their season. Figure 17 illustrates the main themes present within each phase as the season 

progressed onwards.  

 

Figure 17. Concerns, tensions, and reflections across the season. 
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 Athletes began the season with team concerns in a variety of domains. As the season 

progressed, these foundational concerns broke down in individual teams in a variety of ways 

through shared experiences and history, and emerged as the team’s core tensions for the season. 

After the end of the season, athletes reflected upon what they learned. These reflections 

embraced resolutions for the tensions that they left the court still working through. Despite a lack 

of context, players were able to continue working through their shared tensions through building 

the community around their team.  

 Communication emerged as a foundational concern for the Learners and Pressured in 

particular, and showed through their midseason tensions in Friends vs. Teammates and 

Splintering vs. Connecting. The Learners struggled with learning how to communicate with a 

teammate instead of a friend, and the Pressured struggled with managing their emotions and 

staying together despite difficulties. At the end of season, players discussed the importance of 

belonging with their team and having their support during difficult circumstances. Additionally, 

players discussed their team’s ability to have strength in times of uncertainty. These resolutions 

helped players to come together around their team and find ways to stay motivated in the face of 

uncertainty.  

 Effort and Drive was a foundational concern for all teams. However, the concern became 

less about effort exertion and more about the direction and efficacy of the effort expended. The 

Learners (15’s) struggled with Realism vs. Optimism, where they dealt with the idea that their 

effort was not limitless but instead limited by direction. The 16’s struggled with Potential vs. 

Attainment, where they were viewed as the ‘Pressured’ and faced the great effort of achieving 

the expectations set before them by the club, their coaches, peers, and themselves. The Free 

Spirits (17’s) dealt with the issue of complacency in the results of their effort, or the possibility 
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of taking risks and either gaining rewards or experiencing failure. The Focused (18’s) struggled 

with effort vs. self-expectation, where they quickly came to the realization that huge, effortful 

performances may not be enough to achieve extremely high self-expectations for the team. The 

players resolved these issues similarly, with players on each team discussing how they learned 

the value the teams found in shared goals as well as learning from failure and identifying 

moments of growth in performance.    

Players began the season with general concerns about confidence, handling stress and 

pressure, and chemistry. As they entered the midseason point while creating shared history with 

their teammates, these concerns wrapped themselves into the tensions that the entire team 

experienced. Each midseason tension has a component that is related to an individual self 

concern. Players navigated their team tensions together while working through their self-

concerns. Self concerns pulled up to team level concerns, which transformed into tensions. These 

tensions expressed themselves through player reflection journals as learnings at the end of 

season, a component of identity that players built together with their team, coach, and club 

during the season.  

Conclusions  

The Shared Roles of History and Dimensions of Causal Attribution in Identity. 

Causal attribution plays an essential role in establishing identity through shared history. As 

players encounter events that are negative, important, or unexpected, they consider why this may 

have happened to both themselves and their team. As players root themselves in team sport, 

establish their individual identity, and understand their role within the team, they are able to 

consider sources of attribution from their shared history that were not present at the beginning of 

the study but also become more similar in their responses.  
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Coaches often tell players to ‘leave it on the field’ with encouragement to move onto the 

next game after a negative or unexpected event. The attributions at early season and end of 

season indicate that shared history does matter in youth athlete sport. Changes show that athletes 

developed working methods of learning from mistakes and moving forward within effortful 

situations. This, combined with their shared tensions and associated reflections on their learnings 

at end of season show the importance of recognizing the key role of events. These events cannot 

be left behind or separated from identity; instead, the conflict that arises from them should be 

embraced and reflected upon as the team transitions to their new goal setting.  

Navigating Tension and Conflict. Emerging team identity is built through shared 

history, events, and tension. Often, coaches desire to avoid inter-team conflict or consider it to be 

temporary and an event that should only occur at the beginning of season (Bonebright, 2010). 

Instead of attempting to rationalize conflict as temporary, it is essential to learn strategies to help 

players ‘buy-in’ to conflict and tension, and learn important skills related to navigating these 

difficult times. The athletes in this study each navigated their tensions together through their 

overarching shared value in group goals or team relationships.  

Players found the root of tension and conflict within their concerns at the beginning of 

the season. These concerns were ignited by the expectations foisted upon them by the club (as 

well as themselves) and acted upon by the coaches through their team activities. Their concerns 

manifested in the activities of the sport that they were presented with and the expectations for 

their performance within these activities. As teams encountered their concerns, they merged into 

shared tensions between players and within group conflict. The conflicts were unique to the team 

based on their history together.  
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Group tensions became the primary points of navigation in reflection journals. Athletes 

worked to acknowledge the tension within their analysis of ‘what happened’ given the outcome 

of the event. How teams work through and navigate these conflicts in their performance and 

understand them during reflection defines their identity moving forward. Their shared history 

and engagement with these tensions resulted in deep learning about themselves and their 

teammates at end of season, as well as a potentially lasting and dependable support structure 

through uncertainty. 

Who Are the Nationals Players Now? 

 The Nationals players underwent an experience together that was far from normal. This 

experience, along with the rest of their shared history as volleyball players, played a role in how 

they think about events as well as how they see themselves and their team. They still are players 

who want to be good, but also are now players who advocate for their needs and the needs of 

their team when under pressure. They think more similarly about causes and have bought-in to 

learning through struggle as they navigated their shared tensions and reflected upon their 

experiences together. They have developed their individual identities as well as a group identity 

that was able to last beyond context. The Nationals players support each other in times of 

success, failure, and through great uncertainty.  

Limitations 

 This study is a sample of four different volleyball teams within the same club, in the 

same region, and with little diversity of background. The players in this study all provide a 

sample for which to analyze specifically what happened within this group of individuals and 

their teams. Results cannot be generalized across teams or situations.  
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 Additionally, attribution data must be taken with the consideration that players were 

confronted with a largely uncontrollable reality prior to end of season. The beginning of the 

pandemic had players largely isolated, away from their peer groups at school, and their 

teammates at volleyball. Athletes were suddenly left with extra time that they did not have 

before. Reflection and attribution data may have been influenced by the changing dynamics of 

the world at the moment in which players were confronted with the hard possibility and reality of 

loss.  

 While players were the scope of the study, the researcher had more frequent interaction 

with coaches after the Zoom meetings began. The transition to Zoom brought along a more clear 

understanding of the perspective of the coach as well as the team than had occurred at early 

season. While a greater understanding of coach perspective illuminates the social at late season, 

the lack of a similar understanding at early and midseason calls for a closer coach interaction and 

similar structure in data collection throughout a season before overarching statements can be 

drawn about coaches.  

 While the early season survey was done on paper, due to restrictions in place with the 

pandemic, changes had to be made to the implementation of the end of season survey. The end of 

season survey was given remotely during team Zoom meetings in order to gather participants at 

the same time and same virtual place. Players completed this survey on their phones and 

computers instead of on paper. There may be differences in responses based on setting (at the 

gym vs. at home) and instrumentation (on paper vs. on computers).  

 A large limitation of this study is the extenuating circumstance in which it was 

undertaken. While the study initially aimed to intervene on attribution through reflection, the 

COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally changed and challenged the ways that players interpreted 
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events that happened. No clear conclusions can be drawn about the efficacy of a reflection-based 

intervention on attribution style; the study has shifted to more clearly look at the ways that co-

regulation structures help players and teams build strength through conflict and support through 

struggle.  

Future Directions 

What Defines Culture?. The structure of sport is largely different across contexts. The 

club in this study served as the guidepost that established expectations for coaches to act upon 

with their teams. The club itself established the sociocultural structure of what volleyball looks 

like with the aid and feedback from their coaching staff. Sport culture does not always include an 

overarching club through which expectations and sociocultural structures are defined. In some 

instances, singular teams operate for themselves directly under the sport governing agency (like 

USAV). In these cases, coaches may be the sole definer of expectations, sociocultural structure, 

and activities. This places considerable power with the coaches as they handle the structure and 

the expectations, while the player and team must negotiate fully with the same force.  

In other cases, culture may be less centrally defined than a single club for a specific sport 

as was the case in this study. For example, college sports take directives from their own 

governing agency (for example, the NCAA), which outlines standards of performance and play 

for the colleges across the country. The school then defines the culture for their sports, which can 

vary by sport as well as by team. However, they are unified under the banner and culture of their 

college.  

At the high school level, all high schools in a single state are governed through a sole 

agency (in Arizona, the AIA). The agency sends directives to each district, then the district 

informs athletic directors at local high schools. Each coach for each sport is then responsible for 
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defining their teams in relation to the reported standards for the school. However, culture is less 

defined in high schools from the governing bodies and more from history, context, adult 

influences, and other local community factors. While high schools have a singular governing 

force, they also are impacted in culture by their communities. 

Culture can vary widely across different sport participation. For this reason, it is 

important to define the different sources of cultural influences that impact co-regulation for 

teams. While this study illustrates a clear-cut example of a unified culture through the club’s 

active discussion with coaches and feedback from players, other sports may have cultures that 

are less specifically defined. Culture, in these cases, may also have its roots in history that 

creates expectation in the community, thus defining a larger and more difficult and decentralized 

force to challenge as a team or individuals. It is pertinent to look into co-regulation within 

different team sport structures to further understand how and why expectations are established in 

the absence of a pre-defined culture.  

An Argument Against Phases of Team Development. Teammates are a continuous 

source of social influence. Teams come together to design their own experience as individuals. In 

order to understand teams, many coaches ascribe to Tuckman’s model of group development. 

According to Tuckman’s widely utilized model of group development, a key part to a developing 

team identity is the ‘storm’ phase, where individuals experience intergroup conflict (Bonebright, 

2010). Groups tend to have individual emotional reactions that create volatile responses and 

intergroup conflict as they work towards self-understanding in the group structure (Bonebright, 

2010).  

The co-regulation framework and the results from this study challenge the notion that 

conflict happens within phases. Instead, it is suggested that opportunity, struggle, and negotiation 
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all serve as tensions that help define identity as a continuous process. Care must be taken in 

implementing theories that argue against the benefits of conflict and lasting belonging. Team 

membership may not be a continuous reality, but the lasting impact of belonging and tension on 

identity is inarguable. Individuals find their identity through their belonging with others. Thus, 

this study challenges the idea that development happens in clear phases. As individuals work 

with a team and within an organization, the different pressures that occur are simultaneous and 

lasting. The navigation of these tensions may lead to new opportunities, struggles, and 

negotiations to arise. For this reason, the co-regulation framework should be used to explore 

team development rather than a more phasic model.  

Positive Youth Development in Sport. One of the key aspects of the Positive Youth 

Development (PYD) coaching approach in youth sport is that PYD “occurs through mutual 

interactions between individuals and their social context” (Bruner et. al, 2017). While 

interpersonal factors matter in positive experiences, findings indicate that the need to belong is 

essential in PYD (Branscombe & Wann, 1991; Bruner et. al, 2017). The ties developed in youth 

sport can fulfill and even replace traditional family and community-based attachments to existing 

socio-cultural structures that influence personal expectations (Branscombe & Wann, 1991).  

However, other studies have argued that PYD is not necessarily a pre-determined 

outcome of youth sports for all involved. In fact, Reinboth and Duda (2006) found that task-

involvement was essential for feelings of autonomy and relatedness in youth sport. If individuals 

were not involved in the tasks of the sport (were sitting the bench frequently, were not 

participating due to injury, or were not physically involved in the success of their team at 

important ventures), they tended to have lower opinions of relatedness and feelings of autonomy 

within the context of their team.  
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Further understanding the linkage between co-regulation and attribution within teams  

can offer better insight into how the task impacts the person as an individual based on 

involvement and agency within the setting. As individuals craft their identity, it is important to 

know the causal processes that undergird their thinking within the setting in order to better 

understand how they build their history and work within group tensions to establish a firm place 

of belonging.  
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Appendix A 

Sport Attribution Style Scale 

YOU/YOUR TEAM performs POORLY/WELL in a competition 
 

1. Write down the single most likely cause………………………………………… 
 

2. Is the cause of your performance something about you or something about other 
people or circumstances? (Circle one number) 
 

 
Totally due to other   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totally due 
people or circumstances        to me 
 

3. In the future when performing in a competition, will this cause be present again? 
(Circle one number) 

 
Will never    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Will always  
be present          be present 

 
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competition, or does 

it also influence other areas of your life? (Circle one number) 
 
Influences just this  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Influence all 
particular event         my life events 
 

5. Is the cause something that is controllable by your or others, or is it uncontrollable? 
(Circle one number) 

 
Controllable   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Uncontrollable 
 

6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional? 
 
Intentional   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unintentional 
 

7. How important would this event be if it happened to you? 
 
Not at all important  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely 
           important 

8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you? 
 
Not at all clearly  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Very clearly 
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Appendix B 

Reflection Journal 

Step 1: Recall your performance  
What happened? What do you think? What do you feel? What is on your mind?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 2: Recognize your perspective 
Why do you think this happened? Does this happen a lot? Do you expect it to happen again?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 3: Consider your experiences 
Consider what you could control during the game. Did anything happen during the game that 
you tried to control?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
If yes, what was the event? Did it work? If no, why not?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 4: Recognize others 
What do you think your teammates think and feel? What did they do or say?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 5: Next time 
What did you learn about yourself? About your team?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Can anything you learned help you in future competitions? How does this inform your goals?  
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__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 6: Big Picture 
If you had to describe your team’s identity at this point in the season to someone who hasn’t seen 
you play, what would you say?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
If you had to describe your role on your team at this point in the season to someone who hasn’t 
seen you play, what would you say? What do you bring to the team?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C 

Reflection Journal End of season 

Step 1: Recall your performance  
What is the main thing that happened this season? What thoughts do you have?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 2: Recognize your perspective 
Why do you think this happened? What emotions do you feel about this?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 3: Consider your experiences 
What are you most proud of?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
What are you most frustrated by?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
What do you wish went differently?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 4: Recognize others 
What do you think your teammates think and feel about this season?   
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 5: Next time 
What did you learn about yourself this season?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
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What did you learn about your team this season?  
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Are you learning anything new right now? If so, what?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 6: Big Picture 
 
If you had to describe your team’s identity, what would you say?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
If you had to describe your role on your team, what would you say? What do you bring to the 
team?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 7: Quarantine Considerations 
 
What do you like most about volleyball?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
How does the quarantine effect that?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What is keeping you motivated?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
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Here’s a list of activities the club is doing during the quarantine. Rank them from what you think 
are most helpful (10) to the team to least (1) helpful. 
 
____   Club Workout Competitions 
____   Group Texts w/ Teammates 
____   Social Media Sharing 
____   TeamBuildr Workouts 
____   Thought Questions/Journaling 
____   Tucson to Dallas Mileage Tracker 
____   Virtual Practices/Workouts w/ Team 
____   VolleyOn Activities 
____   Watching Film 
____   Zoom Calls with Coaches 
 
Other (please list) 
 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
 
 
What are you doing that is helping you during the quarantine? 10 is the most helpful.  
 
____   Getting Outside 
____   Journaling 
____   Music 
____   Online School 
____   Playing Video Games 
____   Reading 
____   Social Media 
____   Talking to Friends 
____   Teammates 
____   Working Out 
 
 
Other (please list) 
 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
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Do you have any advice for your team?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
How about your coach?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Anything else I should ask? How would you answer?  
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
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